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IBM Research Center 
P. O. Box 218 
Yorktown Heights, N. Y. 

January 13, 1961 

Subject: Tabular Techniques Development 

In the past two years a number of people have explored the 
possibility of using tabular form as a means of expressing decision 
processes so as to present these logical decisions in a more under
standable way. In order to keep IBM personnel acquainted with this 
area of development, we are planning to distribute appropriate material 
from time to time, reviewing current work in developing tabular 
techniques. The people receiving this material have been selected 
because of their interest in programming methods. 

You may well ask, "What do you mean by tabular techniques?" 
The full meaning of these techniques will be described in the various 
papers to be distributed. For the present, let us define tabular techniques 
as being the use of a table form to present the decision logic or operating 
procedures. In other words, tabular techniques will present programming 
and system descriptions in a table format. The material we distribute 
will be of four types: (1) material obtained from customers experimenting 
with tabular form, (2) material obtained from the Committee on Data 
Systems Languages (CODASYL) concerning the work on tabular form 
development, (3) material produced within IBM describing technical 
developments or explaining the use of tabular form,and (4) material pro
duced by competitors, describing their developments and applications. 

Since this is the first release, we would appreciate suggestions as 
to others who should be receiving this material, and any specific comments 
or ideas concerning the attached work. If you have any questions concerning 
these items, please call or write me. 

This first distribution includes two items: 

(1) A status report on current developments in tabular techniques. 

(2) A copy of a speech given by Mr. T. F. Kavanagh, of General 
Electric, at the Eastern Joint Computer Conference on 
December 14, 1960. (Note that this speech differs from the 
paper printed in EJCC proceedings). 

d'1~' rutJo- ' 
Burton Gr tl 
Project Coordinator 
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Tabular Techniques Development Status 

Burton Grad 
IBM 

December, 1960 

During 1960 the use of tabular techniques in systems and pro
gramming languages has grown to become an area of significant experi
mentation. The one thing all these developments share is a tabular (or 
table) layout, in which the decision or program logic is recorded: 
information has positional significance as well as meaning contained 
within the statements. 

However, just as machine languages are not the same, tabular 
techniques are not all the same. A number of people have contributed 
to these developments, and each person (or group) has followed a some
what different path. Most of the developments have been limited to the 
particular application for which they were intended and have not been 
generalized. 

This report serves to record in one place what has transpired during 
the past two or three years in the development of tabular techniques, 
and attempts to express major features and differences between various 
techniques. 

Orren Evans, of Hunt Foods and Industries, first published work 
on using tabular form for computer programming. He had gained ex
perience in the use of tabular form in his work with Sutherland and 
Company. The Hunt Foods material was released in December of 1959 
to CODASYL,and later was presented at a Guide meeting and to the 
NMAA; it has been published by IBM as a General Information Manual. 
The decision structure tables are of a "limited entry" variety; this 
means that a complete condition or action statement is made in the 
stub (argument) of the table while the tabular entries only make as
sertions concerning the truth or falsity of the condition or indicate 
whether an action should be executed. 

The Evans work corresponds in many ways to the Sutherland 
material. Copies of a current Sutherland proposal will be made available. 
Sutherland has prepared a number of tables describing a particular 
customer's decision rules; a 7070 program is being written from these 
tables instead of from flow charts. The Sutherland tables are still of 
the limited entry variety, though they are somewhat simpler in struc
ture than the Hunt Foods' tables. 
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The CODASYL Systems Committee, prompted by HIe Hunt Foods 
work, has also decided to exploit tabular form to provide a systems
oriented language . I am a member of this Committee which also includes 
Les Calkins of U. S. Steel, Jack Strong of North American Aviation, 
Carl Byham of Southern Railway, Sol Pollack of RAND and some 8 - 10 
others including representatives of RCA, Remington-Rand,and GE. The 
work which has been published to date in various intra-committee re
ports describes tabular form, data description, and certain systems
level operators. The tabular form material incorporates the limited 
entry approach of Hunt Foods, but also takes care of "extended entry" 
tables like those developed at General Electric: the table entries con
tain actual values, names or functions. 

The General Electric work was initiated by the Integrated Systems 
Project in their Manufacturing Services Division (a staff group). As 
part of the major project aimed at designing an automatic factory, the 
need for describing complex, sequential, decision rules led this group 
to the creation and use of decision s tructure tables. 

For variables (named fields) which have many values (more than 
two), the extended entry approach offers certain advantages; it is still 
quite easy to teach and relatively easy to implement. In contrast, the 
limited entry table may have substantial advantages for problems in
volving primarily two state variables. Up to recently, General Electric 
had not been willing to release any of the material which they have 
developed. However, at the last CODASYL meeting (12/1/60) Charlie 
Katz and 'Don Klick of General Electric's Computer Department, pre
sented a paper, "Preliminary Reference Manual, TABSOL - 225 -
A Tabular Systems Oriented Language fur the GE 225 Information 
Processing System". This paper proposes a complete and quite com
prehensive tabular form language which is to be directly processed on 
aGE 225. I should like to quote briefly from the introduction to this 
manual: 

"Recent investigations by The Integrated Systems Project of 
General Electric's Manufacturing Services uncovered an area of ap
plications which req uire neither extensive data file processing nor 
profound mathematics, but rather an unwieldy number of sequential 
decisions. To cope effectively with these decisions, the ISP team , 
devised a tabular language. The purpose of this language was to depict, 
by means of tables, the relationships of logical decisions. .. Since 
its creation, TABSOL has been used in many departments of G. E. to 
analyze and solve problems of product engineering, manufacturing 
methods, cost accounting, and production control. The application 
of decision tables is continually growing. Recent studies show that 
they provide a concise method for supporting the logic of other data 
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processing applications. For example , dec ision tables may be used 
to specify the transfer of control associated with the values of one 
or more fields, to control the printing of detail and summary lines 
of a report, or to interrogate the sort keys in a multi-file system. 
At the Computer Department we have found decision tables a valuable 
tool in designing and implementing the General Compiler. " 

"Decision tables represent a thir d language for the General 
Compiler. These may be used by themselves or in conjunction with 
the features of the compiler language. The specifications outlined 
in this manual pertain mainly to the table entries and imply and require 
a knowledge of the General Compiler ... " 

General Electric has also permitted Mr. T. F. Kavanagh, who 
worked on the Integrated Systems Project, to present a paper entitled, 
"The TABSOL Concept" at the Eastern Joint Computer Conference on 
December 14, 1960. It is known that General Electric has probably 
thirty different departments (out of a total of 100) actually involved in 
experimenting on the practical use of decision tables. The specific ex
perience of the ISP team is such as to indicate that the use of tables 
could save significant time in the programming and debugging of decision 
rules. 'Work in General Electric up through 1959 involved the prepar
ation and use of interpreters for the 702, 704, 650,and 305 RAMAC. 
It would be reasonable to assume that in 1960, work on the NCR 304 
would have progressed far enough to have a processor available, and 
there may be processors for other machines such as the Burroughs 205. 

As a result of the CODASYL work, IBM was requested by North 
American Aviation to support their development work on tabular form. 
P. W. Knaplund, then Manager, Systems Marketing, DP Division, ob
tained the half-time services of M. D. Rayner who was assigned by 
R. V. Woodworth, then of the Inglewood office. Mr. Rayner is spending 
the other half of his time working with Northrop (Norair Division) on the 
development of another form of tables involving variable operation 
sequence. Neither of these programs are far enough along yet to have 
formal reports available. 

W. M. Selden of IBM Corporate Systems Standards has been located 
at Rochester to work with Eastman Kodak in testing and developing con
cepts in the use of tables. Specifically, there are three projects either 
under way or ready to start there, with Eastman Kodak providing the 
bulk of the experimental work. One project has to do with the presenta
tion of production control rules in their camera division. The second 
project has to do with the validation and updating of files in the Data 
Processing group. The third project is concerned with quality control 
decisions. 
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TABSOL 

A Fundamental Concept for Systems Oriented Languages 

T. F. Kavanagh 
Manufacturing Services 

General Electric Company 

Bulging fUe cabinets. the flow chart jungle, mounting clerical costs, 
and the va.t world where electronic computers haven't been successfully 
applied -- that's really what T ABSOL and decision structure tables are 
all about. Structure tables have special meaning for information systems 
designers and programmers and they also have implications for hardware 
engineers because both computer user and computer designer must work 
together on the same info rmation processing problems. 

To date, the difficulties of communicating with electronic computers 
have received much attention. The various pseudo-languages represent 
great advances in this area, but a language is a ' great deal more than the 
basic tool of communication. A good language. -- a good symbology, --
is an essential element in man's thought processes. In a sense it defines 
his capacity for conceptualization and for abstract thought. It's no mystery 
that the telephone wasn't invented in Tahiti or the airplane , in Afghanistan. 
Today we face a similar language restriction in trying to analyze and 
think about the complex decision-making systems required to operate a 
business or control an industrial process. Our traditional techniques seem 
inadequate. Flow charts quickly become a puzzle of lines, balloons. and 
boxes whose secret lies hidden in the mind of the creator. Freqllently. 
programmers complain they would rather reprogram the job than take over 
someone else's flow charts. 

In addition to flow charts. you often see matrix~ type displays. They 
appear under a variety of names--collation charts. tabulated drawings. 
standard time data sheets. and so on. Often large and ,llnwleldy. they 
usually represent listings of past decisions or answers rather than the 
logic used in making them. But none of these methods for thinking 
about and communicating complex decision logic have been really effective. 
Most business and professional people still communicate with the computer 
world through an elaborate hierarchy of flow charters and programmers. 
This is the problem which we feel T ABSOL greatly simplifies . It combines 
SOme of the characteristics of earlier methods and introduces a few new 
features of tis own. After using T ABSOL' s decision structure tables in 
numerous applications. we feel they are both good communicati~ tools. 
and also valuable thinking tools. As one G. E. computer wag put: it: 
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TABSOL is a thinking man's ~anguage. 

Decision structure tables provide a standard, uniform methods for 
clearly describin~mplex, multi-variable multi-result decision systems. 

A structure table consists of a rectangular array of terms, sub-divided 
into four quadrants. The vertical double line separates the decision lo..&!~ 
on the left from the result functions or actions which appear on the right. 
A horizontal double line separates the structure table column headings 
above from the table values recorded in the horizontal rows below. Thus, 
the upper left quadrant records the names of the parameters effecting the 
decision whUe the lower left quadrant records the specific values which 
a decision parameter may have in a given situation. SimilarfY' the upper 
right hand quadrant records the names of result functions -- Or actions to 
be performed -- once the decision has been made, and the lower right 
quadrant shows the actual result values which pertain directly opposite the 
appropriate set of decision parameter values. Thus, each horizontal 
row cOfIlpletely and independently describes one possible decision situation. 
Each structure table becomes a complete statement of the logical and 
quantitative relationships supporting a' particular elementary decision. 

There is no limit to the structure table columns or rows. The , 
dimensions of any specific structure table are completely flexible, and 
are a logical consequence of the decision being described. A series of 
these structure tables taken in combination will describe a complete 
decision syste,m. 

Now let'slook at a simple example (figure 1). Here we. want to make 
an elementary decision on transportation from New York to Boston. There 
are three significant decision parameters: Weather, Plane Space, and , 
Hotel Room. Weather has only two value states, Fair or Foul; Plane Space 
is either OK or Sorry; and Hotel Room can be either Open or FUled. In 
terms of results, Plane or Train are the only permissi.ble means of 
Transportation. If the weather was Foul, despite an OK on plane space 
and an Open, Hotel Room, then we see by inspection that the solution appea,rs 
in the second row. Train is the correct Transportation. We are also instructed 
to Cancel Plane, and this is the End of the decision. 

This simple structure table provides a general solutiun to this particular 
decision-making problem. Ii afternoon trips to Boston ever occur -- and 
one must assume that they frequently do -- then an operating decision can 
quickly be made by supplying the current value of Weather, Plane Space, 
and Hotel Room and solving the structure table. 
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Solving a structure table .consists of comparing or "testing" specific 
values assigned decision parameters in the problem statement against the 
corresponding sets of decision parameter values recorded in the structure 
table. If all tests in a row are satisfied. then the solution is in that row. 
The correct result values or actions appear in the same row. to the right of 
the double line. 

Once a particular structure table has been solved and the result 
functions executed, it is often necessary to make more decisions. For 
this reason, the last result column of the structure table provides a firm 
link to the next decision structure table. Notice the last row specifies 
that for all values ,of Weather. with no Plane Space. and no Hotel Room, 
the decision-maker is directed to solve another structure table. Transporta
tion. · New York-Boston in the morning. 

Similarly, a system designer can build a whole system of structure 
tables. He completely controls the make-up of each table. as well as its 
position in the sequence of total problem solution. He may decide to skip 
tables, or. he may re-solve 'tables to achieve the effect of iteration. 

Getting from New York to Boston is a rather prosaic problem to 
say the least; we certainly don't need a con1puter to make decisions like 
this. 

So let's look at how a systems designer might structure a real 
operating decision. 

Table 2015 (figure 2) completely describes time standards determination 
for a certain coil winding operation. In this situation if the number of turns 
is less than 10, the operator's time allowance in seconds is equal to the 
number of turns. However. if the number of turns is greater than 10 
but less than 15, the operator is allowed an additional 88 hundredths of 
a second. 

So you see that problem values and decision parameter test values 
need not be simple identities. Actually, the problem values may be equal 
to the table value, greater than. less than, not ,equal to. greater than or 
eq~al to, less than or equal to the test value. This broad selection of 
test types greatly increases the power of individual structure tables and 
sharply reduces their size. Note than we can put the test type right in the 
test block immediately proceding the test value, or in the column heading 
after the decision parameter name. Of course, the test type in the column 
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heading applies to all test valu,es appearing below. It is also possible to 
formulate complex test blocks involving two or more. decision parameters. 

Structure table results are not limited to simple assignments of 
alphabetic or numeric constants. ' As we've already seen if the solution 
occurs in the first row, the ,current value of TURNS is assigned TIME. 
If the solution occurs in the second row, the result of the arithmetic ex
pression TURNS f. 0.88 is assigned TIME. If the solution occurs in the 
third or fourth row the result of the formula evaluation TIME 1 or 
TIME 2 will be assigned to TIME. This is the significance of the 
equal sign, appearing after the name in the result value block. These 
formulas are recorded in the area just prior to the structure table proper. 

In the next action column the result function PERFORM app'ears. 
This means that the data processing or arithmetic operations named in 
the result value block are to be executed. Notice that one of the result 
values is another structure table. Should the solution occur in this row, 
Table 2016 will be solved just as any other , only control will remain 
within the framework of Table 2015 which is our illustrative table. When 
compl.eted, the next result function will be processed. In the next columl1o 
the result function GO links this structure table to the. next structure table 
to be solved. If there is no solution row found in the structure table proper, 
then control passes to the area directly below the structure table. This 
is usually regarded as an "error", and most often indicates a failure of 
the decision logic to cope with a certain combination of problem values. 
The systems designer can -- and should -- notify himself whenever such 
an error occurs by arranging for an error printout, identifying the table 
that failed and the problem being solved at the time. With this source 
language printout and other structure tables, the systems designer has 
all the data he needs to trouble-shoot the system in his own professional 
terminology. 

We can also use the areas immediately before and after the structure 
table proper to record any additional language statements that may be 
required -- input output operations, data movement, operator instructions 
or any other data processing activities. 

Of course, I cannot even attempt to completely describe decision 
structure tables in this ShOl·t talk; a much more complete explanation 
appears in the Proceedings. There are many .more features available for 
formulating concise, complete decision systems. I can only give a quick 
introduction to inherent Gestalt in this method of describing decision logic. 
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Structure tables did not start at their present state of development. 
This language concept evolved through a series of experimental tabular 
systems-oriented language s developed for the 305, 650, 702 and 704. 

These experimental language s proved remarkably adequate; however, 
the added power of a conventional language seemed very appealing, particu
larly as the prospects for structure table application in all sorts of problem 
areas brightened. 

At this point, General Electric's Computer Department joined the 
effort. The Computer Department had been developing a new compiler, 
called GECOM, for use with G~neral Electric cOInputers. The first version 
of this new General Compiler, will be avilable for the GE 2.25 in May, 1961. 
It has been designed primarily around COBOL, with some of the basic 
elements of ALGOL. It will now contain all of TABSOL. Simply stated, join
ing TABSOL with GECOM places the power of a full-fledged conventional 
language at the cOInmand of every structure table block. 

We now have a rather substantial amount of experience in applying 
structure tables to a wide variety of operating decision-Inaking problems. 
But perhaps the most interesting, at least from the researcher' s point 
of view, was the very work which led to decision structure tables themyelves. 
In 1957 we were investigating the possibility of autoInating the essential 
information and material processing required to directly transform customer 
orders into finished products. We studied customer order editing. product 
engineering, drafting, manufacturing methods, and time standards. quality 
control, cost accounting, and production control.. This accounts fo'r a fairly 
substantial portion of the operating decision system in a manufacturing 
business. Fortunately, the inputs and outputs to this system are simple 
and well-defined: the custome r order comes in and the finished product goes 
out. So it was possible to treat all activities within these bounds as one 
integrated, goal-oriented operating decision system and develOp decision 
structure tables accordingly. Working with a small product section in one 
of the Company's operating components , a significant portion of the: functional 
decision logic was successfully structured. Then the resulting structure 
tables were directly incorporated into a computer-automated operating 

. decision system which transformed customer orders for a wide variety of 
finished products directly into factory instructions for operators and numeri
cally programmed machine tools. This prototype system was demonstrated 
to General Electric management in November, 1958. Since then. structure 
tables have been used to describe the operating decision logic in many 
different applications. Structure tables appear to have great potential in 
compilers and also in computer simulation progl'ams. 



Problem Statement: Select Transportation, New York - Boston, p. m. 

Weather: Foul 

Plane Space: OK 

Hotel Room: Open 

Decision Structure Table: Transportation, New York - Boston, p. m. 

Weather Plane Hotel Trans- Other In- Next 
Space Room portation structions Decision 

Fair OK Open Plane End 

Cancel 
Foul OK Open Train Plane End 

Sorry ' Open Train End 
( 

Cancel NY-Bost. 
OK Filled Plane a.m. 

Sorry Filled 
NY-Bost. 

a.m. 

Solution: 

If the value o(Weather is Foul, and 

the value of Plane Space is OK, and 

the va'lue of Hotel Room is Open, 

Then 

the value of Transportation is Train, and 

the value of Other Instructions i s Cancel Plane, and 

the value of Next Decision is ~ 

Figure ' l 



TABLE 2015. DIMENSION C2 A3 R4. 
NOTE TIME STANDARDS FOR COIL WINDING 
TIME ...... 1 = 125*DIA*TURNS. 
TIME --2 = 1000*DIA/SQRT (TURNS). 
BEGIN 
TURNS TURNS LS TIME 

LS 10 TURNS 
PREQ10 15 TURNS + 0. 88 
GREQ 15 100 TIME-1 = 
GREQ100 1000 TIME-2 = 
IF NOT SOLVED GO ERROR ",COIL. 
END TABLE 2015. 

Figure 2 

PERFORM 

SETUP 
SETUP 
TABLE 201 6 

GO 

TABLE 2020 
TABLE 2025 
TABLE 2025 
TABLE 2030 



Memorandum to: 

Subjec t 

IBM Corporation 
Research Laboratory 
P . O. Box 218 
Yorktown Heights, New York 

February 15, 1961 

Tabular Techniques Development 
Distribution #2 

This is the second release of material concerning the develop
ment of tabular teclmiques for systems and programming description. 
Enclosed are two items: 

(1) A working paper by Mr. Earl Althoff of Eastman-Kodak 
describing a tabular approach to a file updating problem. 

(2) A preliminary report on TABSOL 225 by Mr . D. Klick 
of General Electric 's Computer Department. This 
paper was given at the CODASYL Systems Committee 
meeting in December, 1960. 

Reference is also made to a third item which is available 
through IBM Stationary Stores in Endicott and hence not attached: 

(3) General Information Manual "Advanced Analysis Method 
for Integrated Electronic Data Processing '" by Mr. Orren 
Y. Evans of Hunt Foods & Industries. This is Report 
No. F20-8047. 

, , 

i r-- f:}l. ... ,·<--.. 
c..", ,\. ; ("- .~ 

.' Burton Grad 
Project Coordinator 
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FOINI'S ABOUT PRELIMINARY APPROACH TO TABULAR PROGRAMMIID 

1. For each element used, prepare a 15-digit title to use in the English text 
and a four-digit abbreviation to use in formulae . The four-digit abbrevia
tion either starts with a letter or is numbered sequentially ,0001, ~02, 

:0003, ...•. 

2. Do not strain to over-abbreviate. For example, CTOl, CT02, •.• can be used 
to stand for control totals of various types. It is usually best to give 
mnemonic abbreviations only for the hundred or less most used elements. 

3. Data sets can be listed on a data element sheet if desired . Fbr example , 
the data set "Target fute" abbreviated TRGT consists of the data elements: 

"Target M:>nth" abbreviated TMON 
"Target fuy" abbreviated TDAY 
"Target Year" abbreviated TYR 

In the above, four entries are made, one for each data element and one for 
the data set. 

4. The definition s hould be clear and unambiguous, but above all must be com
plete . Differentiate clearly between similar data elements. 

5. Prepare a dat a file for each set of data (not going directly to a report ). 
Do not consider the machine in your preparation. As an example consider a 
tape with records of Type A followed by several records of Type B; prepare 
two data files, A and B, since having these on the same tape is pure machine 
method. 

6. For each data set or element listed, record a reference to set number and page 
number of the data element sheets. Thus, 03-01 refers to data element set 03, 
page 01. Record both the title and the abbreviation. Record the length for 
that file. A given element can require four digits on one data file and six 
on another. 

7. Give each data file a letter designation A, B, C, •• , record whether input or 
output. In the case of an updated data file, assign two letters, say A for 
input and B for output. 

8. Obtain a futa Processing Spacing Chart for all report lines (messages as well 
as fancy reports) . Label each report A, B, etc. Use a second letter for each 
different type of line. Thus, Report A may have lines AA, AB, AC, ••• 

9. Tables must give all logic except how to start ,and how to stop . All the state
ments which follow must be accomplished completely -- no exceptions can be per
mitted. 

10. The table is divided into conditions and actions. On the left, one gives the 
English statement of the condition or action, and on the right, one records the 
precise formula fully and completely . Thus, On the right; 

A-STAT = B-STAT clearly shows that the condition is true if and only if the 
STAT element of data File A equals the STAT element o"fdata File B. 

C-0001::> a shm,s the condition is true only if the data element 0001 of data 
File C is greater than the constant 0. 
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11. The formula for a condition can include any connectors desired to complete 
"a single condition". Examples are: 

F-TAX = 10 or 15 
F-TAX = 10 and G-TAX = 15 

12. The actions can be varied also. In general, one records data movement or 
arithmetic actions first, then all data file advance actions, then all table 
transfer actions. 

13. Typical data movement actions are D ~ E (ASG#, PROG, and TT01) meaning 
move from data File D to data File E the data elements ASG1f, PROG, and TTOl. 
In case of one move, D-ASG1f -!1> E-ASG#. Others are D-PDHR add to E- YRHR, etc. 

14. lmmdata is posted to report lines, increment is used as: D-ASG# ~ AB14 mean
ing post data element ASGff of data File D to position 14 (right-hand increment) 
of line B of Report A. 

15. Another action may be to do an action or actions from other tables. Thus, 
Action 2 of Table 01-A5 can simply be "Do actions 3 and 6 of Table 03-B7. 

16. Another action may follow the actions for a data rule from another table in 
its entirety; if so, simply transfer to Rule XX of Table xx-xx. 

17. The advance data files actions are abbreviated GIV X for input and TAK X for 
output. In some cases posting a data element to a control total is included 
as: C-AMT add to TOT1; TAK C. When an advance action is given, the next ac
tion calling on that file from any table will be from the next record. 

18. Tables are numbered NN-XN where NN denotes the project area; NN runs from 
01, 02, ,., X is a letter denoting a sub-project and runs from A to Z, while 
the rightmost N is 1 to 9 and denotes table within sub-project. The last 
action for any data rule is always a transfer to some table. (Do not trans
fer to a rule ,dthin a table - leave this to the programmer,) 

19. On any Biven table, possible entries opposite condition are Y, N, and -. 
Y - Yes, N = No, and - means "does not apply". 

The matrix IYIYINI 
Y N N 

would indicate an analyst omission since the combination l!I 
One must specify enough data rules to account for every 
conditions, whether possible or impossible (is it really 

is not specified. 
combination of the 
impossible???) 

The - is used primarily in two cases: 

A. 

B. 

If condition 1 is A-STAT = 0 and condition 2 is A-STAT = 1, then a ~ entry 

'lOuld sho" that, if A-STAT = 0, we don't need to test for A-STAT = 1 and 
vice versa. 

The - may be used to indicate a plain transfer to another table, when the 
only alternative "ould be to over-run the 6 X 10 matrix. Example: 

Condition 1 
Condition 2 
Condition 3 
Cond:l,tion 4 

Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 

Y 
Y 
Y 
N 

YY Y 
Y N Y 
NY N 
Y Y N 

YY 
N N 
YN 
NY 

Y N 
N -
N -
N -

The data rule on the right simply 
transfers to another table where 
the NO's for Condition 1 are spelled out. 



- 3 -

20. In summary, the preliminary approach is designed to obtain from a job analyst 
actions to follow for every combination of conditions. The conditions and 
actions are not to be vague -- but must be 100 percent precise to every data 
element involved. There is no thought given in the preliminary approach to 
automating eny of the steps: tables -;. programs. Only a person "i th two -
three years active programming and computer systems experience can prepare 
tables containing many subtle traps which develop only in automatic E.D.P. 
systems; for the next year or so, it is expected that these people will 
return expanded tables (with these subtle points included) to the job analyst 
and w111, in addition, write programs in KodaKoder. 

EDAlthoff:rds 
October 11, 1960 



DiA'l!A PIiO C ESSI ]II' G 
~8 DEFINI'l'ION 

~Er II 01 PAGE #01 

... .,-DIGI'r TITLE One Letter Afj(}N 

SEIi'l ICE JOb No . 

Name: Earl O. Althoff 

Project: D,P.S. Billing 

4- DIGIT ABBRE'I • ABGL 
DE!l'IlfITION: 4 J ettez: ecce llsec :to d~ :C:Cc.)l:cctj a.te :be:tlte'~D 5e~tia:al t:a2~a Q r. :gl!r:g~:t~l 1i!.::i1ii:1S;DIi'nt~1 

B~!el: to toe lla,'k of: a D.E.S. !~ lllC- Bel:lox:tj 0" SlH:et 1:cr 1:nll ceta1JIi, 

15-DmI'r TITLE 6ssj IlDlllexlt t:Ia. 4-DIGIT ABBREV' . ASG/I-. 
DEFINITION: A four-Jill:it number gi-ren in seguence to non-EerEetual ass1s; nments as the;!: occur. 

The nwnber has no structure of 8.!1l sort . 

15-DIGIT TI'rLE Billi!:!£: Number 4- DIG IT ABBREV' . BIL# 

DEl"IlU'l'ION: A fi 'le- diCit number a.~;signed by the D.P. S. Account ant to eac~'l account or sub-

account whi ch D.P.S. bills . It is structured as desired to ;!:i el d 0. meaningful re,eort order. 

15-DIGIT TITLE FROG- SYSTEM NO, (DATA SEr) 4- DIGIT ABBREV'. UJ~ 
DEP'IWI'tION: A uniform job number "hich ser'leS a 'rarl ety of purpoecs. It is organized primarily 

,. C"t"lm;gll t:Pl'" t"lln A nn ;grnr~ rRm vi thi n c ()m'DIl tpl'" "'un • (Sl"e r.hnnter " 'I - Self-Teach ) Cons ist o of .. . 
" 

~lements MFC, RUNt, and PRGL. 

~-- ' 15-DIGIT TITLE Pro,ject Ti. tle 4- DIG IT ABBREV'. TITL 
DEFINITION ' A 4:i- l'har acter ti tle e; iven to each ero.·ject havi!,!G a four- diSji t as s i!lnm~nt munber . 

, 

15-DIGIT TITLE Proj ect Type Code 4- DIGIT ABBREV' , TYPE 

DJI.:II'!NITION: A t"o-ch~racter code enabli!)6 us to ;~r.ou:e a Ero ,I e~t b;:,: ne" Er°tiirams ( Nl 1 cha~es 

(~l. Qr r~Yh;!.QIl ( lll· Th~ \!Ili!;s l203ition is 1 for fl business Ero,lect , 6 for a Erof:irrun r e-
search project . 

l5-DIGIT TITLE Ma,l or Fctn. Code 4-DIGIT ABBRE'I. MFC 

DEl"INITION: A t"o-di~it code used by D.P.S. to r oughly distinguish bet"een basic major project 

~ctions such as Merchandis e BillinS I Pe12er F1nishi~ Scheduli~1 etc. It is the first two 

d:lgU:s of E::t:og= ~st elIl llkl 

~ ·DIGIT TITLE I!!r .. ~t ~l<!l 4-DIGIT ABBRE'I. TRGT 

lJ..t'INITION: The du tc b~ ... hich an assignment should be completed cO the point that production 

res].!J.ts are obtainabl e . Six digits as 011260 . 



, 

o A ~ APR 0 C E'S SIR 0 
!:L!MEli'l'S DEtIlUTION 

S E It V ICE Job Ro. : _________ _ 

flame: Earl Althoff 

~Kr"l 01 PAGE "I...Q2 I Project: D.P.S. Billing 

'b-Dlorr TITI.E Programmer 4-DIGIT ABBRBV. 'PI>M 

DKP'IlIITIOK: An official ten-digi~ Dam!;: 'HHi1SCQQ lie ~a~b 1Ilcll~igm; .. J 01: :tbe Fl:c({l':ammj Ili acd 
Methodo Staff 

15-DIOrr· TITLE Regi§~raj;ill!l If. 4-DIOIT AllBREV. llmi 
DD'IlIITIOIl: A six-digit munber given to each employee of Kodak Roches t er. The firot three 

, digits indicate department and the last three are s e9uentiall~ Given b~ varioys rul\l§. 

, 

15-DIGIT Tm.E Prog-S:t~~'~§~I:. 4-DIGIT ABBREV. n~r: 

DEF'IlIITION: Refers to a 29- dig it alphanumeric t1 tle or description given to each specific 

program or computer sys tems sub- assignment. 

15-DIGIT TITLE ~~I' too c Mc:alltb a 4-DIGIT ABBREV. ~mM 

DEl"IllI'l.'ION: Refers to a time estimate given for each program in an nssiGnment. The time is 

- v~n ill (Ql.\I: SUglt. (gD~ d~~;hIH)J 12J ace 1. 

15-DIGIT TITLE Due Date for V 4-DIGIT ABBREV'. WEV 

DEFIIlITION: A dat e /liven for each J2rot3ram to be read~ for s;:{st em volume tes t i!l.l::. Six digits 
as Oll~60 or 12B16l. 

15-DIG IT TI'l'LE Del2artment 4-DIGIT ABBREV. DEPT 

Dl!:P'INITIOD: A fow--character all2hanumeric abbreviation of the deJ2artment a J2rogrammer lu:l.ellB§ 
!;\l . :IlIWIIlllll. aJ:!i: DES. Ml3Illl. AM"l. DC. 

l5-DIGIT TITLE Com;euter Run~ 4-DIOIT ABBREV'. RUNi 
DEFIlfLTIOR: The third and fow-th d1e·1t of PrO!l-S~st~ HIl .. ll!i:l.lllll!lotllil tb~ ~J:Qs:;r:alll:a CQIl:a;1:tltl.Jt;l hJ 

a scheduled com;euter run. 

" DIGIT TITLE Program Letter 4-DIGIT ABBREV. PRGL 
DJ>1I'INITIOl'l : The fifth digit of PrOB-S~st!i:m ttl· L~:tt~r~ fi:llm A liQ Z ~= g1~=D to ;gl:Cit~nD5 ct: II 

i:.t:!£eD CCm;r;lllt ex: ;til 0 • 



I) A TAP ROC E S SIN G S E R V ICE 
DATA FILE LAYOUT 

FILE DESCRIPTION Assignment Master 

TITLE - -
1. Assignment No. 

2 . Billing Number 

3. Proj. Ldr. Name 

4. Project Title 

5. Pro," Type Code 

6. Major FCTN Code 
'( . ~Taarqg~e~t~Ds~t~e~ ______________________ _ 

8. Bill_out Cod e' 

9. Completion Code 
10, _____________ _ 

I ,11. __________________________________ _ 

\ ;t2. __________________________________ _ 

\3. ___________________ _ 

l~ . ______________ _ 

:,.6 , _______________________ _ 

17 . __ ~ ___________ _ 

18. ______________ _ 

1
9. _______________ __ 

~.---------------------------------21. ________________ __ 

22. _______________ __ 

23. ______________ _ 
24. __________________ _ 

25. ______________ _ 

26. ______________ _ 
27. _______________ _ 
28. ______________ _ 

2-, ' __________________________________ _ 

30 . ________________ __ 

31. 

1~3: __________ _ 
134 . 

f5.--------------------------

REF. 

01-01 

01-01 

01-05 

01-01 

01-01 

0l-01 

OJ-OJ 

OJ-OJ 

01-03 

Job No.: -----------------
Project: D.P.S . Billing · 

Data File :A in Bout 
lAme: thoff 

For PrograJllller Uee 0n1 

ABBREV. LEOOTH IlfCR. 

Af'I:..# 4 

BIL# 5 

PLDR 10 

TITL 45 

TYPE 2 

MFC 2 

rEa! 6 

BII.c 1 

CMPL 1 



DA~A PROCESSIIG SIRVICE 
IlU'A FILB LAIOU'.r 

FILl DBSCRIPTIOI Current Time Records 

TITLl!: 

1. Ass'gpment lip, 

2. Prog-SyBtem lin. 

3· Programer 

4. Department' 

5. Progress Code 

6. Est. Date for V 

7· BrA. Tb10 PeriQd 

8. cpu MIN v-TeAt 

9. K-10S This Pd. 

10. K-208 This Pd. 

11. 1-305 Th1a Pd. 

12. x_4os Th's Pd. 

13 • K- 50S This Pd. 

, L ASGL can be M and I only 
.J. __________________________________ _ 
16. ______________ _ 

17. ______________ _ 
18. ______________ _ 

19. ______________ _ 
20. ____________________ _ 

21. __________________ __ 

~.----------------------23, ________________________ _ 

24. _______________ _ 

25. _______________________ _ 

26. _______________________ _ 

~.---------------------------28. ____________________ _ 
29. __________________________________ _ 

3
0

• ________________ _ 
31. _____________________ ___ 

33. ___________________ ___ 
34. ___________________ ___ 
35, ________________ ___ 

~ 

01-0J 
OJ-OJ 

Ql-Q~ 

01-02 

01-03 

01-0~ 

QJ-Q3 

Ql-QS 

01-04 

01-04 

QJ-Q3 

CJ-Q!t 

01-04 

01-01 

Job 10.: 

ProJect: DES B~JJ~Di 

Data l"11e: C in 

lame: Ear' ., 
P'or~U .. Onl 

ABBRE'I, LEM}m n::f INCR. -
Al'IJI. !i 
lUi 5 
PROG l.Q 
DEPr 4 
STAT 1 

P3TV 6 

HR'I'P !i 
VTST !i 
nop 2 

K20P 2 

13Qf 2 
It!iQf 2 
K20P 2 

ASGL 1 



DA' APR 0 C E S SIN G S E R V ICE 
DATA FILE LAYOur 

PILE DESCRIPTION ProGram System Master 

TITLE 

,t. Assignment No. 

2. PrOg-System No. 

3. Progranuner 

4. Prog.Syst~m Description 

5· Est. Man Months 

6. lXle In te for V 

7. IF;g$rtmept tJ 

8. Prqgress Code 

9· Est. Date for V 

10 . IlRS to Inte 

11. Bill-out Code 

12. V-TEST To Date 

13.~K-~1~0~S~T~o~Da~te~ __________________ __ 

1 1~ •. -=K-~20~S~TO~Da~te~. ____________ ~ ______ _ 

_ K- 30S to Date 

t6. K-40s To Date 

j .. 7. K- 50S To Date 
1.8. ASGL will be M and N only 
iL9._~ _____________ _ 

' ~'-------------------------21. ______________ _ 

22. ______________ _ 

23. ____ .......... , ..... _______ __ 
24 . __________________ _ 

~.-----------------------26. _____________ _ 

~ .------------------------il8. ______ - _____ _ 

~j .------------'-----------------

30 • _________ -----
31. ______________ __ 

~3. ____________ _ 
j4. ____________ _ 
p5. ____________________ ___ 

REF. 

01-01 

01-01 

01-02 

01-02 

01-02 

01-02 

01-02 

01-03 
01-03 

01-03 

01-03 

01-05 

01-04 

01-05 

01-04 

01-04 

01-04 

01-01 

Job No.: ________________ ~---

Project: D.P.S. Billing 

Data File: K in Lout 
he: Earl Althoff 

ABBREV.Lm:lTB 
For Programmer Use Onl 

REC t IKCR. 

A$If 
UJ# 
PROO 

DESC 

mrM 

OOEV 

m:rr 
STAT 

ESTV 

HFTD 

BILC 

VTTD 

KlOS 

K20S 

K30S 
K40s 

K50S 
ASGL 

4 

5 
10 

29 

4 

6 

4 

1 

6 

5 
1 

6 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 
1 



DATA PROCESSING SERVICE 
TABLE LAYOUT 

T!TLB Update Assignment Master 

-
v 0 N,D I T ION S 

n ,r 
/RULE NO. 1 2 

1. Is there a ney aSsignment master? y y 

.1 

~. Is there a change to the ass1gn- - -
lIIent .. 

j. I~ !.lu: ~~gs~ recQ[4 ~ aelctjec% y N 

4. Is the change record a cOlllpletion - -
notif1cation? , 

! S· Are we post11?f1 che.nP:es to a com- - -
I pleted assignment? 
I 

i t , 
I 
,A C T ION S 

1. MOve eDtj~e maatct l:cccra :tg lu:ae 
as base. 

? 
Post change assignment no. to uE:; 
lated master. y , 

3. Post corres~ndiEll parts of cbe.!!Se y 
to I118.ster. 

~. 
Set-up and write delete error y 
lIIessage. 

$. ~QB:t cQWJJe:t1QD cQd.e :tQ WAa:ter y 

6. Set-u~ and write delet1!!S lIIess~e 

'7. Advance controls to next change Y Y 

8. 
Advance controls to next input mas er 

Transfer to Table Ol-Al y 
9· 

10. 
Transfer til . Table 01-A3 

.. TrapBfer to Table 01-A2 Y 

- . 
12 Transfer to Table 01-A4 

13· 

, ,n In Mn 
3 4 ' 5 6 7 

N N N N 

y y y N 

Y - - -

- y - -

- - y -

y y 

y y 

y 

:r y 

y 

Y Y Y 

Y Y Y Y 

Y 

Y Y. 

y 

Job. Bo.: __________ _ 

Name: Far] AJ'thoff 

Project: nnP.S. H'lling 
Table Ib: Q1-&1 

CONDITIO. 
8 9 10 A B B REV I A T.I OJ:! 

D-AFJJI ~ A.-APM 

D-Af!IJ# a A.-APJJI 

D-CMPL = 2 

D-CMPL a 1 

D-CMPL s A 

A ~ B 

D-AFJJ# -+B- ASG!f 

BIll, PLDR, TITL, TYPE, 
MPI::, TRGT, BILe 

n~ 

D-ASG#~-39 
Write AA 

D-CMPL (NuJneric portion) 
----7&- CMPL 

D-ASG# ~A&-18 
Write AB 

GIV D 

GIV A 

TR Ol-Al 

TR 01-"3 

TR 01-A2 

TR 01-A4 



I 
I 
I 

DATA PROCESSING SERVICE 
TABLE LAYOOl' 

TrrLB Second Change Check 

-' 
"ONDITIONS ~ 

u 
1 "2 

L Is there a chsnse to the updated y y 

•• 
master? 

i. Is this chsnse a deletion? y -
]. TA t.M R R- on _1D+'nn nn+HO

" 10, 

tion? - y 

~Are we 'na to a ~"mn 1 D. 
4. - -ted ARR1, 

S. 

6 . 

• ~CTIONS 

L 
lI'nll nv .+<, of Rule :3 Table nl" A" y 

~ f2§t c2~1etion code to master. Y 

S. Advance cQntrols to next chsnge. Y 

4. 1Ollow actions 3 and 5 of Table 
Ol-Al 

~. Transfer to Table 01-A2 Y .. 

6. Transfer to Table 01-A4 

7. 

1
8. 

9· 

10. 

0 

12 

13· , 

Job. No. :,,,....':":""-:--=-_____ _ 
Name: Earl Althoff 

Project: D.P.S. Billins 
Table No: 01-62 

lr C()NDITIOI 
"3 ~ IS 6 7 8 9 110 A B B REV I A T, I 0 1 

y N D-APM = B-ASIJ# 

- - D-CMPL = 2 

- - D-CMPL = 1 

y - D-CMPL = A 

TR Rule 3 - OlAl 

D-CMPL (nUJlleri c part) 
~ B-CMPL ' 

Y GIV D 

y n.,,,l' ~O+. 3 and 5 of 
01 .• , 

Y TR 01-A2 

Y TR 01-A4 

I , 



D A TAP ROC E S SIN G S E R V ICE 
TABLE LAYOUT 

TrTLI Update Pros-System Master 

-
CON .DITIONS 

( l(V 

JRULE NO. 1 2 

1. I~ tbe~e a DeK Etci-S~tem MD,te~l y y 

2. 
Is the ne\( master for this sssign- y y 
MentZ 
Is this a delete? Y N 

3· 

Is the next master for this assign 
4. - -menU 

5· Iu :tb!:t!: ~ ~b~gg~ !Qt tb~ mA~~~~Z - -

6. Is the change a delete? - -

ACT ION S 

1. l&::llCe eotjz:c masteI: to seae as 
base. 

~§:t ~2rre~EQDSiDB .halll!!: (;l. !:lg§ ::> 
to master. y 

3· Post start-u~ constants to master. y 

4. Set-up and write delete error y 
meSSrule. 

Set-uE and vrite deletigg mess~e. 5. , 

6. Advance control to next chanA:e y y 

7. Advance cQntrol to next master 

r 

8. tt~n§~!:r :t2 :th1§ Table Ol-Bl y 

9· 
TRansfer to Table 01-B3 y 

TRansfer to Table Ol-Cl 
10. 

~ansfer to Table 01-B2 .. 
-
12 TRansfer to Table 01-B4 

13. 

1r 

3 

y 

N 

-

-

-

-

y 

1 11 
14 .s 1 6 7 

N N N N 

- - - -
- - - -

y y y N 

y y n N 

y N N N 

y y y 

y 

y 

y y 

y y y 

Y 

Y 

y 

y 

Job. No. :'-:--:-:-:-:--~ ______ _ 
Name: Earl Althoff 

Project: D P S Bl111ni 
T bl NQ. 01 Bl a e . -

CONDITION 
8 9 10 A B B REV I A T. I 0 l 

E- FLDl <:: K- FLDl 

E-Arofl = B-ASG# 

E-DFGM = 1 

K-Arofl = B-ASG# 

E-FLDl = K-FLDl 

E-DPGM = 1 

K -:?L 

~~L~t'Jr;l;F# ~?'j D C, , ,b ,iLC , 

Blanks to STAii ESTV Zero 
to HRTD4 V'l'l'Dfc os ,K20S, 
K30~ K os, 50S 

E-ASG#~~~ 
E- UJ# ~ Vlri te AF 

E- ASG# -MG19 
E- UJ#-"? AG29 

GIV E 

GIV K 

TR Ol-Bl 

TR 01-B3 

TR Ol-Cl 

TR 01-B2 

TR 01-B4 



DA~A PROC~SSIND SERVICE 
TABLE LAYOUT 

trrLB Finish deleting on Prog-Syst. Delete. 
.... 
-
I.. ,J NDIT ION S /RULE NO. 1 2 

. -
i. Are there any more Prog- Syst. y N 
.l ~hallJles? 

~ , Is tbex:e a cUl:l:ect tjme reccx:d7 - y 

I 

~ . 

4. 
I 

" 
6. -

A C T IO N S 
x. 

~, . li!tli-:IUl an!l, vrlte me ssS!:8e AC. y 

~ Set coz:x:espocd:l tlf6 :to del ete llleS Stl i . y 

3· Sl!li [I!ali Sl! ~Slrr ~sl2Q!lding and y 
vrite del et e mes~e . 

4. AdH:ODce c:o:ctz::cJ s :to ne::.:± EI:a~-S;}l: st y 
Change . 

Advance Controls t o next time r ecO d . 
'5 · y 

6. XB~cs!ex: 1;0 lallJ e OJ - B2 y 

-
7. :,mans fer to Table Ol-Bl Y 

8. 

9· 

10. 

, . 
-

12 

13· 

3 4 5 6 7 

N 

N 

.. 

_. -

Y 

Job. No. : _________ _ 

Name : Earl Althoff 
Project: D.P.S. Billing 

No 01 B2 Table : -
CONDIT IO N 

8 9 10 A B B REV I A T. I t,T 
' . . J. ~, 

E-FLDI = L-FLD-l 

C-FLDl = L-FLDI 

' . .:..-

I 

I = I 
E- UJ#-1>AC30 i 
1.1~H~ Of' 

, 

Action 6 of table 01-A3 , 

-, 
Action 7 of tabl e 01- 1(3 I 

GIY E 

DIY K , 

TR 01-B2 

TR Ol-Bl 

i 
I 



D A TAP ROC E S SIN G S E R V ICE 
ELEMENTS DEFINITION 

ISEr # PAGE # 

15-DIGIT TITLE 
DEFINITION: 

15-DIGIT TITLE I 
DEFINITION: 

15- DIGIT TITLE 

DEFINITION: , ..... --. 

15-DIGIT TITLE 
DEFINIT;I:ON: 

15-DIGIT TITLE 
DEFINITION: 

15-DIGIT TITLE 
DEFINITION: 

15-DIGIT TITLE 
DEFINITION: 

5-DIGIT TITLE 
DEFINITION: 

Job No. : __________ _ 

Name : __________ ___ 

Project : , 

4- DIGIT ABBREV. 

4-DIGIT ABBREV . 

4-DIGIT ABBREV. 

4-DIGIT ABBREV . 

4-DIGIT ABBREV. 

4-DIGIT ABBREV. 

4-DIGIT ABBREV. 

4- DIGIT ABBREV. 



D A TAP ROC E S SIN G S E R V ICE 
DATA FILE LAYOUT 

FILE DESCRIPTION:...-__________ _ 

TITLE --
, l. 

2. 

3· 

4. 

5· 
6. 

7· 
8. 

9· 
10. 

ll. 

12. 

13· 
-" 

15· 
16. 

17-
18. 

19· 
20. 

21-
22. 
23. 
24. 

25· 
26. 

27· 
28. 

29 · 
30. 
:31. 

b;: 
1
34

. 35· ' 

Job No.: __________ _ 

Project: __________ _ 

Data File : _________ _ 

NAme: 
FOr Programmer ,Use Onl 

REF. ABBREV. LENGTH ;REC '# INCR. 
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Thia document 1s a draft of a Preliminary 
Reference Manual and a language specifica· 
tion for integrating decision tables with 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Early automatic coding systems, such as assembly programs, employed 

.n8mOnic abbreviations in place of the computer's numerical instruction 

codu and symbolic addres3es in place of actual memory addresses. In 

reality the assembly program language was a Bet 0>: synthetic Co~gputel' 

instructions. Although these systems greatly simplified pr.ogrGm~ng. the 

progr8llmer "as atUl plagued with t he many details dictsted by the computer. 

Autllmatic coding languages of today are on the threshold of relievIng 

the progrllr.llller of these details. The structu~'e of these ne,~ languages 

are very lIII.\ch like English. Dy us i ng a combination of Bnglioh worda and 

phrases to r.lrm sentences, the programmer now needs only to "describe" 

a procedure for the computer to fol l ow. This procedure together with a 

description ·,f the data io then given to a special computer program for 

processing. This special program, commonly called a compiler, translate 

the Engli8h problem descripti on and generates a program of computer 

instructions. 

Such a cllmpiler is provided for the GE·225. Its Ganeral Compilel 

evolved frl)ll) tl10 noteworthy l anguage efforts - the COIIII1OD Business 

Oriented LSllguage (COBOL) and the Al gorithmic Language (ALGOL). Ikltb 

languages >lore developed by vollmtsl'j' co1l2lll1ttees of computer manufacf'~rers 

and users and reflect the recent trend toward " common" compiler lan'.uages. 

The lanzunge presently availabl e with the Generel Compiler is ~aaed 

primarUy on COBOL, since COP.oL ssH afied the needs of a broad ~ ··cctrum 

of data processing applicati ons. To accommodate the demands of more technical 
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applications, Boolean ~lpre8sions, floating point arithmetic, and 

the ability to express e1luations were incorporated into the format 

of COBOL. Therefore, ~tO may say that the present version of the 

General Compiler can accapt programs written in one, two, or in a 

cOlibinaUon of two lan/jU£lge forms. 

Those programmer, familiar with COBOL recognize that it is well 

auited for creating a~d processing date files. ~GOL, on the other 

hand, provides an er.:ellent means for expres~ing complex mathematical 

relationships. RecOQt inv~atigatious by the Integrated Sy8t~1 Project 

of General Electric s l~ufactlldn8 Services uncovered an area of 

applications which require neith~r extensive data iile processing 

'nor profound m&th~Jatics but rather an lmwieldy number of sequential 

decisiona. 

To cope effectively with these decisions the 'ISP team devised a 

tabular language. The purpose of this language was to depict. by means 

of table~ the rel&tionships of logical dec~sions. The new language 

was appropriately t~naed TABSOL for Tabular Systems Oriented Language. 

Since its creation 't&llSOL has beell us"d by many departments of. General 

Electric to analyze "dd Bolve problems in product engineer:ln8, mmlU

fa!:turing methods, C03\: accounting, and l>l~oductlon control. The apl)Ucati on 

of decision tables is co,)l:inually 81·0,,1ng. Recent studies shOll that 

they provide a concise method for supportillg the logic of other dat a 

processing applications. r\ )r e"lIDlple, deci flioll tables \U~y be used to 

specify the transfer of control 8ssode.ted with the values of Olle or 

more fielda, to control the printing of deta1.l and sU!I1l!mry !.irles 01' a 

report, or to interrogate the sort keys 1n tl multi-file system A~ 
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the Computer Department we have found decision table. a valuable tool 

in designing and implementing the General Compiler. 

Decision tables represent a third language for the General Compiler. 

Tbey may be used by themselves or in conjunction with the features of 

the compiler language. The specifications outlined in this manual pertain 

mainly to the table entries and imply and require a knowledge of the 

General Compiler. Therefore, this manual should be used as a supplemont 

to the G2-225 General Compiler Manual, CPB-123 (5.5MlO-60). 
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II. DECISION TABLE FORMAT 

The format of a decision table is given in Fig. 1. In concept a 

table is an array of blocks divided into four quadrants by a pair of 

double lines. The vertical double line separates the decisions or 

"conditions" on the left frOl1\ the "actions" on the right. Tbe bori

zontal double line isolates variables from associated operands which 

will appear in the blocks and rows b~low. A condition then is a relation 

between a variable appearing in a prilllSry blodt and sn operand appearing 

in s corresponding secondary block. For example, we ~~y write AGE in 

prilll8ry block 1 and EQ 26 1n secondary block 1. In doing this, we are 

stating s condition. Verbally, we ere asking "if age equals 26". An 

action, on tbe other hand, is a statement of what 1s to be done. By 

writ1ng AGE in s primary action block and 26 in its o.saocf.ated secondary 

block, wa are stating tluit "the value 26 is to be assi.uned to age". 

It is interesting to note, at this po1nt, the T::ngl.ish interpr.etation 

given to the vertical lines. The le£c-nlOot Une mQy be thought of as 

representing the word IF'. Those li.nel: to tha left of tl!a vertical dOlloJ.e 

line may be taken to meen Al'ID; the ver.tical double line itself the word 

THEN. Since actions are sequential ent1t!e.~, the line3 sepa1'llting them 

may be interpreted as semIcolons and the ;eight-uloat line, ",h1('.b actulIlly 

terminates the actions, a9 a period. With thi3 in mind, each secondary 

row becomes an English Gentonce. For example, ee<:h row now reads: 

"IF condition-l iu satisfied AND condition-2 is satisfied 

AND • • • ANi) condition-k is ootiafied THEN perf o ?:Ill 

action-l; act1on-2; .•.• actl.on Ill. n 

If any condition within a 1'0\'7 is not satisfied, the nl" .. :t 1'0'" t.s evaluated 
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and ao OD UDtU all the r_a are depleted. When tbb bappena the table 

is aaid to bave "no solution". The table 18 considered "solved" when aU 

tbe conditions of a row a~a .~ti;ficd ~nd their assoc1atad actions pc~formed. 

BefOTe conside~lng the conventions used to formulate cond1ti0D8 

and actions. an example may help develop insight into the nature of 

dacision tables and the monner in which they may be used witb the 

General CompUer. In this example (Fig. 2) ~Ie are searcbing a ma8ter 

employee file (recorded on magnetic tape) to determine the number of 

male employees who fall into tbe following job categories. 

Job Level Years Experience Title 

6 2 Progr_er 
7 l Progr_er or Andyat 
8 More than 3 Analyst 
9 More than 4 Analyst or Manager 

10 More than 4 Mansger 

For eacb employee we find having any of these qualifications, we are 

to write his department number, name, title, level. and experience 

on tbe computer'. typewriter. At the end of the run tbe totals for 

allch of the cnte::orles lire to be 1I1so put C'n the typeHriter. 

the core of this p~oblem i8 the decisions that must be made on the 

iaformation sto~ed in the recordll of the master file. l'hese decisions 

are conveniently ~~pressed above in narrative form. With only minor 

alteration tbis form becomes the program statement of our problem. 

The table and sentences are punched into SO-column cards exactly a. they 

appear in Fig.2. When this is done they may be given di~ectly to tbe 

compiler for processing. 

A~ illustrated in our e~ple, General Compiler sentences may 

be used to support the logic of the table. Theae sentences accompli8h 

the following: 
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OPEN --- Declares that the MASTERJPn.E is input and since the f11. 

is recorded on magnetic tape, validates the tape labela. 

READ --- Delivers the next record from the MASTER~LE and testa 

for an end-of-file scutinel. When this sentinel is 

detected, sequential program execution is interupted and 

control passes to the portion of the program labeled END-RUN. 

IF Eliminates those dsta records ~hich contain infor.ation 

about female employees. The word FEMALE (also· PROGRAMMBR, 

ANALYST, &ad MANAGER used in tha table) represents a 

special kind of condition and will be explained later in 

the manWlI. 

EXPERIENCE • --- Calculates the employees total experience and 

asligns the value to the field named EXPERIENCE. 

The word TABU informs the c01llpiler thet it must process It decision 

table; EXAMPLE is a name or label which ,~a8 given to the table. The 

size of the table is Btated next by giving the number of conditions, 

actions, and rows contained in the table. This information i. used 

only by the compiler and ia not executed by the compiled program. 

Table execution begins at row 1 (sequence number 40). Using our 

narrative definition of a table, row I 1s interpreted as followa: 

"IP the job LEVEL field equala (EQ) 6 AND the 

EXPERIENCE field equals (EQ) 2 years AND the 

employee's t1tle is PROGRAMMER THEN ass1gn the 

value 1 to the aubscript I; GO TO the part of 

the program having the label TYP~UT." 

If one of theae condt1ons cannot be satisfied, row 2 1s evaluated starting 

again with the left-mo.t condition. Sequential execution of the rowa 

continue. UDtil either all conditiona in e given row are aati.fied or 
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all rows are exhausted. When the latter situation occur., the 

sentence il'll!lediate l.y following the table is executed. Proceeding 

from here the sent:ences in our example accomplish the following: 

GO Intel:rupts sequential program execution and pasees 

control to the part of the program labeled GBT~CORD. 

WRITl--- Writes the current contents of the DEPARtMENT, NAME, 

TJ.1'LB, LEVEL, and EXPERIENCE fields on the cOIIIputer'. 

·.ypevr1 ter. 

CLOSE--- Rewinda the MAST~ILE and performs the fil.'. closing 

conventions. 

STOP .. -- Terminates processing and writes the words END RUN on 

the typewr iter. 

By (j~neral CompUer standards this example represents relatively 

simple tonditions and actions. In formulating these entries, the 

progr",.ane\" may take fl1ll advantage of the compUer' s capebi l1ties. 

ThQ remaining sections of this manual are devoted to defining the 

conventions and manner in which conditions and actions may be f01",ed 

and entered in tables. 
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III. EASIC CONCEPT~ 

. Since decis i on tab l"3 ar e us ed in conj unct i on >lith the General 

. Compiler language, ue muat firs t l ook at t he foundat i ons of this 

language before cons idering t he counterparts t'.1S t may "ppea" in a 

table. The compi ler' s language , like 10<)9 p: na t ,-,t'a l l anguageil. i.s a 

body of ',ords and a s et of C(mVB1~l:1ona fa :·: com··, i:dng these \lords to 

express m.eanings. Ita G true tU!'e or: " sYl1.ta~~ 1f c lO~ t~ly \~e semb las the 

rules of English grammal:, 8n~. its boo.y o f ';.:ord3 ·,I>.' Y be appropriataly 

termed a "vocabulary". 'f be 1'l!rl' ~g e of thi ,·, g o> , ti lln 1." to show ho" 

words are formed and how they rMy be uzed (:C ." :<p1'·,9s a desired 

meaning. 

Charac£!!! 

::he bas i c units of our '-""guage are tbe C·,sl·"I!ter s used to form 

worcln and aymbols. The c"e.r sc"ter se t inc l.udes t he letters of the 

alpbllbe t (A, B, C, Z), tt.,e >lUI"cra1a (0 , 1, 2, .... t 9), and the 

special character s s hown i n Fig . 3. Special c~racter8 are presented 

in more detail 8S they ar2 encoul1CH1:ed i n t he ",anual. 

Word! 

The words of a typic",]. GE.neraJ. CompUer ,,",ogr am fall iuto one of 

two categories: t he vocabulll t"y of th<! conr.i 1(~:< and the vo·oabulary 

used by the pre'gramner. The prograunr ' s v ocabulary will consist IIIOstly 

of arbitrary name3 given to his data ar;.d nect:L,ms of his p.rogr am. The 

compiler's VOCAbul a ry, on the othe;: hand, i s p:<e de termined and explicitly 

defined tn this manua l. Since the compiler, b:r nature of its designers, 

is a mistrusting mechanism, the programmer mU'l ~ define the worda he 

uses too. This is done, not by writing a manwll, but ilUltl!ad by merely 
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SPECIAL ClIARACTBRS 

Character Kaaaillg Card Code 

t::. Space or blauk Space 

• Period - DeciIMl pout 12-3-8 

• c- 0-3-8 

" Quotati01l Hark 3-8 

~ Hypbeu 5-8 

( Left Pereutha.ia 0-5-8 

) Right Parentbalill 0-6-8 

+ Addition 12 

Subtract10D - Mlnu. SiSO 11 

* Mu1Upl1cat1011 11-4-8 

I Di'91B1on 0-1 

- AlIi~t 6-8 

Vertlcel Tahle Li1l8 12-4-8 

Fl.&ure 3 
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fUling out II data desc~ipt1OD fol'lll. Onca these "data ruilDes" are 

defined, tney 1liiY· be fUed eithe:: on 80~colUl!1ll punched cards or OIl 

magnetic tapa and used ove~ and aver again. 1be data deacription 

fUe then 18 • "dictionary" since it contains the definitions of the 

worda used by the programmer. Fu~thermore, this dictionary .. y be 

revised without redefining all of its entries. This i8 accomplisbed 

by a epacia1 aervice X'O·uti.:le which accepts corl'8ction., insertions, and 

deletions as loog as tb~y Qre written on tbe compiler'. data d •• criptiOll 

form. 

Our two categoties of uords may be illustrated by the followina 

aentence taken from the progr8111 E'.xlllDp"le gi.von in Fig. 2. 

GR'll"f:ECORD. ~ MASTU-4?ILK RECORD l! !tm !!!& !!Q l'Q /UID-JlON. 

He~e, the wor.Us llBAD, RECORD, IF ,END, PILI~, GO, and to belong to tbe 

vocabulary of. the COlllpil(!~; whe!:ells, tbe 11(n:do GET--aECORD, KASTE&J'ILK, 

and ENIr-RUN belong Co the pr:)grlllllJllu's vo/;sbulary. The compUer wi11 

aeeume that MASTIm",PIL2 is e data name dUl! to the word' a poa1tion in the 

sentence. It will then search the data d,~sl:ript10n to ve~1fy ita 

assumpt1.on and to determice the characte~i.8tico depicted by this wo~d. 

Not finding a ~tch in tb! data descriptton results in an error .. ssage 

typed on the computer's typewriter. The l;orda GET.JlECORD and EtfD.JtUN 

will be interpreted as set>tencc'-nmne9 due to their poSition in the 

proSr.lI.·,. 00('0 as",,,u, t he cOlZlpiler ,.,ill Si: tP.l:Ipt tCl verif, ita Ending8 

by checUng (laeh transfer to !IIIlke certain that they lead to properly 

defined sentp.nee namBS . 'I'he consequence I)f an undefined sentence l181li8 

is likellise an error messa ge on the compul:er's typewriter. The compatsbility 

checks Dlentioned bare are only two of man:f "'hich the compiler perfome to 

insure unquestionable ·;:~sults in the proglCllms which 
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Formation of Names 

As previously mcntiOb.oi!d, data IUlllleS are words represent:lng elata 

(files, records, fields. elements. eo~,staQt8. arrays of values. etc.) 

aud are &rbitr~rily esaigned by tbe p~Dgrammer. Tbey are formed fro. 

the following eharaeters. 

Letters 

Numerals 

Hyphen 

A.B,C •...• Z 

0.1.2, ...• 9 

To avoid error messages and possible r'e~eOlllpilation, the progr_r 

~hculd choo.e da~a names th~t 

1. Do not exceed 12 eharacters, 

2. Do contain at least one letter, 

3. Do fIOt begin o~ t .ad With a byphl!U. 

To 1.\l8Ure a »roperly def.infl<i !,rogr8tl1, AU datA n __ should be recorded ani 

tllef. :~ eharaet<!rist1c dlata desedbed on the :olllpUer'lI dat.n d'~8erlpdon 

form. Th~ progri!Ulmle4 also should 'b<! cnref\ll not to use I:he "'DIIl>Uer' 8 

vocabulary as data names. 

In addition to data names. the prog . SUCller 13 free to name sentenees. 

tables, and other "procedures" in his .• rogram. With one excilptlon these ' lUlez 

are formed like dats names. Since pro=edure names are judged from tbeir 

position 1:m the progr=. tbey may be f.:tllled from only the numerals, 0 

tbro"gb 9 . 

Constants 

11Ie values a8Bocist"d with data oSILes genorally changE> dudng the 

actual ruunlng of a compll.ed progr8lll. l't is for this ree.son thet tbey 
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are sometimes called "variables". A constant, as opposed to 

a varia~t~ls a specific value and doeo not cbange ~ithin the 

scope of a program. Constanta may be one of two kinds: a literal, 

c,r a ncmed constsnt. 

A literal is a value itself ratber t.han a name given to a value. 

Literals may be numerical, alphabetic, or alphaaumerie ~ 1.e., 

composed from the charllcter set of the computer. All non-numeric 

literals should be enclosed in quotation marks (") to avoid having 

the compiler confusa th~ with dats names. The conventions for 

forDing literals ere th¢ following: 

1. Non-numeric literals are limited to 30 char acters, excluding 

the quotatiom marks. 

2. A nUllleric Ht:Aral not enclo>l",d in <jUotatio'l nwrks is 

aasllllled to be a number. Numbers may conts:'.n not awre then 

one deciml.ll ["int and a minus S1S11. Una:tg:.led n=be.s are 

conaidered poaltlve. Ilxcludlng decimal po:lnts snd minus 

signs, number:J must not exceed 11 decimal dilt1. tA. 

3. Numbera may be treated as floating point bl writing them 

as a power of ten - 1. e., a 1II".:~er 0 .. decilllal fraction 

followed by c. po~,er of teu exponent. For example, the 

number 230100 might be wri tte.l1 el> 2. 301ES which is equivalent 

to 2.301 multiplied by 105 The exponent part, f.ndieated 

by the letter E. ·III8Y contain a minus sign Co show a negaU"e 

exponent. . The value range of an exponent ·,. s limited to 

:!: 75. hclndi.ng the decimal point, the minus oign, and 
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the letter B, tile fractional part of a power of ten nUllliK,r 

_at not eleceed nlne decbUll digits. To distinguish datIl 

_s from floatlns potut IIUIlIbel'S, data DlllUelJ should DOt 

be formod from e,nly the n~ralB and the letter E. 

4. An alphanumeric ltteral may not contaln en embedd"d qu~tation 

mark 8ince the enclo81~g quotation marks are used to determin. 

the sbe and cCIntent of the l1t6rn1. 

A ~ coutant 1a n conatllllt which hilS been given Ii name. Nmaed 

constanta are deUned by lIIean8 ot: the datL ciellcription and II!D)1 include 

uy character belonging to the cbaracter set of the c"mputer, tndudbtg 

the quotatlOD urk. Like 11terals nmned c»oS1:8nto IIIIIY be numari ·;, 

alphabetic, or alphuumedc. they are unlike literals in th4t they 

l118y be any length. 

Subacripts 

Sub.crlpt. provide a convenient method to reference incividual 

value. contained in a list or in an array of valtles. The ';ariab1e, I, 

employed in the decision teb1e of Fig. 2 i. a subs~ript used JUBt for this 

purpose. Since five total a are to be acclllllUlated, one nilllle W83 asa1gned 

to aU five, _ly, the data name TOTAL. Whenllver ref.erence WIUI mad. 

to a particular total, the data nama TOTAL ·,.as followed by the sub.cript 

I . Thi. ia illustrated in the expre8sion 

TarAL (I) - TOTAL (I) + 1. 

ud the sentence Wh1ch prints all five totals on the typewriter. Pram 

thb exa.ple, it follow. that subacripts, Uke data, ... y be gl.ven ..--. 

In fact the ._ rules that govern fona1ng data _s apply to n-tna 

aubscr1ptl. 
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Since subscripting is a positional notatioD, tha rena. of aQ7 BUb

script ls Umited to the values 1. 2, 3 ••••• n (vben n 1. the -yi-.. 

nUlllbar of value. In a Ust). This do .. not _ that 8Ubscripta an 

1t.dted only to lntegers. If a .ubscript 1a DOt defined Qs·late"r by 

_s of tha data dlv1r.ion, the c:o.pUer "U1 aut_tically p'&'OVf.de 

codina to tnancate ita value 1:0 GIl latCiger. .'urtha~nt, subscripts ar. 

not restricted to a sina1e varlab1e name. Arlt.bmCltic expresaions .. y a1.0 

be used as subacrtpt. For example, 

RATE (P+1) 

It «(Jt-3)*P**3) 

A (J) 

are 1egltiuAte forma of subscrlpts. 

Up !I.ltll DOW . , only c::ae-d_dona1 aubacripttllg w .. coaaidaneS. Valuaa 

in mu1tl.-dcmenaioned arr.y~ ~y a180 be refer~llced by subacripts. For ...-pl •• 

an artay in which values are ordered 

~1 A12 A13 ~4 ~.S 

A21 A22 ~3 A24 A25 

A:31 -'32 -'33 A34 ":3s 

A41 A42 A43 AM A45 

ASl AS2 AS3 AS4 ASS 

might be subscrlpted as A (J,R), where It ls the co1umnsr subscript and 

J the row. To refer to value ":Is' J wc.u1d hS'J'e to equal 3 ad \C. equal S. 

Preceedlag exaap1es sbow that Dubscripts are enclosed in parenthesis and 

lIeparated by COIIIUS. Thh not atiC>1l permits the compiler to dtatlngubh 

5ubscripts fro. otber elemonty in the language. 
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Truth-Values 

There ia a ~L4SS of variables which. through either uaage or definition. 

may 8SS'- only the numerals 1 or O. The value 1 18 sald to be thstr S!!!! 

atate and the alue 0 their false state. The words END FILE of the READ 

sentence in F· g. 2 ia lOch a variable. When the OPEN sentence is executed. 

END FILE is Jet to ita talse state and remains 80 set until the end-file 

condition i J encountered. At this time. it is set to its true state. 

Variab Les having truth-values are termed "True-False" variables. END 

FILE 18 e ':ollvolience provided [,y the compUer; the progralllller may also 

formulate his ,·,m true-false variables by merely listing them under the 

heeding TRUE' .'ALSB in ' the data division. They may be named according to 

the rulns 8h,n for data nSlllCI. 

Arithmc\l:!£..r; pressions 

!.ritlll:tic eltpresaions are rules for COIllp-ut:l.ng numerical values. They 

arv. forv ~r] f1'Olll variables. nUlllbers. fUllctiOlls. and symbols representing 

addit1.I.>"=. 11Ibtraction. muLtiplication, .livis1on. and exponentiation. For 

I:lO·.Jple. ill the expression 

l'ltHM-mB ." 2. 50 + O'N.HRS '* 3. 75 

PaBH~ ant: O~HRS are variables; 2.50 aLd 3.75 number.; end + and * symbols 

for addition .111d multiplication. If PREK~l\1lS were 40 and OT"HRS were 4, the 

expresBion becclllles 40 * 2.50 + ·4'" 3.75 and after perfOrming the aritbetic. 

reduces to the va1ue U5.00. '1'0 seve this I'lilue, a progrBlDer might write 

GROSS"PAY • PilEH"BRS ." 2.50 + O'l"'IIRS 'it 3.75. 

The presence of the - symbol tella the compiler to assign 115.00 to the 

variable GROSSVPAY. When expressions are ~Jril:ten in this fOrlll. they are 

called "aoaignment sta tements". 
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Tbe ar1.thmE!t1c peradt ted in all exprese10n is stated by the f~l1owing 

.yabols: 

Symbol 

+ 

* 
I -

In addition to aritbaetic, 

Symbol 

SIN 

COS 

ATAN 

SQRT 

BXP 

LOG 

LN 

ABS 

the 

Meaning 

Addition 

Subtraction 

Multiplication 

Division 

Bxponenti~tion 

following mathematical 

Fwlction 

Sine 

Cosine 

Arctangent 

Square Root 

ExponentiO)l 

Coamon Logarithm 

Natural Lo:!arithm 

Absolute Value 

function. may be uaed. 

Arithmetic expres8ions ace evaluated frwG left to right according 

to the following priority: 

1. Exponentiation ad Functions 

2. Multiplicatf.on and Division 

3. Addition and Subtraction 

Parentheses may be used to establish a precedence other thaD the one 

above. When they are useel, the evaluar.ion LA performed from the innermost 

to the OUt~rmo8t pair but still from loft to right wLtbiu a given pair. 
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Relational EXpreaaions 

A relational expression i. a statement of magnitude betweea two •• lues. 

For example, PICA GR 144.00 is • comparislon between the variable rICA and 

144.00. The aymbol GR stands fQr the relatlo1:l "greater thaD". Other 

relations may be stipulated by 

Symbol Relation 

EQ Equal to 

GR Greater than 

LS Less than 

NEQ Not equal to 

NGR Not greater than 

RLS Not less t:han 

To have ~enillg, relational expressiolls must be stated aa conditions. 

The expresalou PICA Gil. 1.44.00 tells us nothiLi;. However, when it is written 

all 

IF FICA Gil. 144.00. GO TO ADJUST-PAY 

we kao~ 1Nmediately what is l~tended. By definition then, relational 

expressions ere conditions auJ when evaLuated always give a truth-value. 

Relationsl expressions mey be explicitly stated or implied. FICA Gil. 

144.00 is en expUcit IItatement of IlI8gnitude. In the program _pIe of 

Fig. 2, implied relations were stated by the uords FEMALE, PROGRAMER, 

ANALYST, and !IANAGElt. An impUed expreaBion is formed by giving a _ 

to a value, a range of valuea, or to a aeries of velues and ranges. Once 

the name and its values are defined in the data division, it may be used to 

mean, its associated values. Implied relations are termed "conditian-D8IIles" 

aince a name was giveD to a condition, i.e., a value, of 8 variable. The 

- 19 -



variable from wbich the value i6 taken is cal l ed a "co\lditional variable". 

Therefore, writing PROGRAl~~ (f.ig.2) in a decision table block is the same 

as writing an el<presSion whicn ,~1l1 compare the TITLE field witb tbe value 

aSBociated witb the title, pr,'gr8llllller. 

Losieal Expressions 

Logical expressions provide a convenient method for obtaining truth

values. They are formed by combining true-false variables and relational 

expressions with tbe logi~.al operators AND, Oil, end NOT. The expression 

(Fig.2) 

PROGRAMMER OR ANALYST 

is a logical expression which io true .,hen Ill! employee's TITLE Held 

indicates that he is either a p?ogrammer or an analyst. 

The rules governing the evaluation of 101::leal expressions may be 

expressed as follows: 

F 

F 

Nn' p T 

p/.NDq F 

P DR q F 

F 

l' 

T 

F 

T 

T 

F 

'F 

F 

T 

T 

T 

F 

T 

T 

where p and q are a combinatIon of true-false variables, 

relational express1.onll, or 10g1eal c."pressions. 

l ,ogiesl sxprcesions are evaluutcd f "om left to I:ight with the logi cal 

operator AND having pre"edence over the OR. l';irentheses may be used for 

grouping or establishing a precedence of evaluation other than the one 

mentioned l' T.e"iou~ly. Hbe" 1:1,le:' a.-a ueed, the evaluation proceeds from 

left to right from the I.nne rilluat pair to the outermost pair. 
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IV TABLE ENTRIES 

The previous section outlined the elementa of the General Compiler 

language and briefly showed hc~ they might be used. In the introduction, 

it was mentioned that theBe S6me elements may be employed within tha 

blocks of deciaion tables. The purpose of this .ection is to show huw 

this may be done. 

Formation of Conditions 

By definition, a condition is a relation between a primary block 

entry and some corresponding secondary block entry. A condition, like a 

relational expression, may be either true or false. True conditione are 

said to be "satisfied" and false conditions "not satisfied". Prom this 

definition, a condition may be either a rei..tional expre .. ion, a logical 

axpre.sion, or a true-false variable since these are the only element. 

that yield a truth-value. 

The formate noted belo., ahow how these expreaeion8 may be spUt between 

primary and secondary blocks to fODa conditions. In the.e CKamplo., tbe 

word "operand" stand for eit:h"r a varh:ble (data naDle or subecripted data 

name), a constant (literal (Ir named constant), or an arithmetic expre.e1gn. 

The word "relation" !lignifieD one of the relational operators - BQ, GR, lJl, 

NEQ. NGR, or m.s. Since aritllmetl.c expressiOlls may be operands of. relational 

tlxprt:OIsioDa and relacional expressions as operandB of logical exp,~esa1ons, 

it necessarily follows that arithmetic expressions may appear in togical 

expressions. 

~rand-l Relation ] 

._"rAQd-2 J 
- 21 -
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Opt!rand-l (EXPERIENCE 

OR 4 I 
Operand-l Relation 

Operand-2 OR Oper.and-3 

I~TAt. (I) NLS 

~(l) OR PT(2) or PT(3~ 

Operand-l rx+Y) ** 3 
Ulatlon-l uperan4

2 OR Relaticn-2 ,GR F+1. OR LS Q(I) 
d-3 

rBntry 

~ ondition-name ~R~R 

§ition-n_ I ~E 

Eq~l ~o Entry --
rrue-Pa18e Variable 

NOT 

~ru.-palse Variable END INVI!IITORY PILE 

~ Entry lp~:AlIMF.lt OR M1ALYST !Logical Er.prestlion 

NOT NOT 

~glcal Expression X GR '1 OR X LS (Z+l) 
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Formation of Actions 

Actions are statements of the things to be done when all the 

conditions of a row are satisfied. The SCOf '. of an action I114Y be 

one of three kinds: implied assignment, procedural, or input-output. 

Tbe only action presented so far was assigruneut . The other two are 

extensions of General CompHer sentences and wHl be mentioned here 

only briefly. The compiler N&nual should be consulted for a more 

detailed presentation. 

1. Value Assignment. Value assignment is an implied function 

between 8ssoci ated,prilllary and secondary bloc:k en t ries . By placing 

a data name in a primary block and 80me number in a secondary block, 

for example, I and 1 £! Fig. 2, the oompHe'r automatically produces 

coding to 8ssign the numer to the data name. In the caae of our 

example, 1 is assigned to the subscript I. Other examples of value 

assignment are given below. In these format~ the word variable 

impUes either a data name c.r a subscripted data name and the word 

conotant eithel" a l i teral or a named constsllt. 

Format Example 

Variable 

Constant 

~on8tant "COJ?PER" 

lVariable !MATERIAL 

SIN mETA + (X/P)**2 
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Format 

~rithmetic Expreasion 

tvariable 

True-False Variable 

Truth-Value 1 or 0 

Truth-Value 1 or 0 

True-Falae Variable 

Example 

2. Procedurlll act .~~', . Proce,lurd actions provide the means for 

interrupting the DOrmal execution ~oquen~e of a table. Any of the 

fQllovinl; compiler verbs My be US,I! for thh: purpose. 

GO TO 
PERFCRH STOP 

The GO verb stipulates an IWconditicr:sl transfer to a specified part of the 

table or prograa. I~8 destination ~Oj be a sentence name, table name, or 

the row number of a particular table The format of the GO entry i. 8. 

follows: 

Format 

~GO~TO::;:;:===~{ 
Table N8IlC I 

IZi!f Table 

,. 24 -
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§O=========l 
l~ollT 

GO TO 
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The other form of a pr,~cedural control is the PERFORM verb. The 

PERFORM specifies a transfer to some destination. the axe cut ion of a 

tabla or a set of sentences at that destination. and a return to the 

action block following the PERFORM. The sentences or tables acted 

upon are by definition 11 "closed procedure" - i.e •• they have a single 

entrance point and a defined exit point. Conventions for writing closed 

procedures are given in the nat section. Legitimate forma of Iche 

PERFORM action are 

Format Example 

t:=. NMma 

PERFORM 

",Me Name ERROR TABLE 

The STOP verb may alao be lIned aD an nction. It may be placed in 

either a primary or secondary block. When it is used, no other action 

may appear with it in the same action coluan. The STOP terminates pro-

cessing temporarily OT pe~anently according to what action is taken 

at the c02puter's console. 

3. Input-o-.Itput Actions. Input and cutput actions are compiler 

verbs that control th~ flow of data to and from the computer. They read. 

write, and validate t ,1pe labels of dGita fibs assigned to peripheral 

input-output devices. Uhen dllta fUes are referred to frOlll SD aC':Uon 

block, they must be d~fined according to the environment and data division 

specifications listed in the General Compiler manual. The formats of 

input-output actions ,ire Ulustrsted by the following: 
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Format 

PPEN INPUT or OUTPUT 

1>"11e Name 

rUe Name 

~, CLOSE, or OPEN verbs 

f.ITE 
.cord Name 

t:d Name 1 

The Skip and Repeat Operators 

Example 

or INPUT 
TJnlIIFILE 

iWIlITE 

!DET.\IL"'LINE 

~ACTION 
ITK 

The skip oparator makes it possible to show that a condition or 

action 1s not to take part in the evalution ~f a row. This is done by 

placing a hyphen ~) in the concerned condition or action block. The 

compiler then will skip this block and prac~,ed to the next. 

The repeat operat<)r is II Bhorthstld IDfItl..ocI to indicate that III condition 

or acti on in the block above i8 repeated. Thi8 i8 shown by entering a ditto 

mark (") in the block below t he one that is to be repeated. This notation 

va. used vith the GO TO action in the sample table of Fig. 2. 
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V TIIl1 TABLE .~3 A l?RO@.M·! 

Up until. nC~I, ('nly conpc:nents of. t£<blen ~~er{, presented. It "4l let,,,,,,,,d 

in Section II that General Compiler sentences could be used to support the 

cenditions and actions ef tables, and th .. preceeding sectien mentioned 

tables as clesed procedures, This sect on relates these tepics to tables 

and tables to' compiler pr~grams. 

Bleck Conventiolls for Writing Expressions 

1. Words, abbreviations, and symbols of the compiler's vocabulary 

should net be used as names. Ihey may be combined with other characters to 

form nan.es. 

2. l'he 'lords in an expression should be separated by at least one 

space . More than one space is permitted. The space separator is optienal if 

the words are hound by 

+ 1:/,'d.",()"c 

3. SUbSI'l'ipts should be enclosed in parentheses. They may be written 

adjacent to (uithout a epac!! separator.) or apart (with space separators) 

from theil: associated data names. Individual subscripts in a list of suo8cripts 

should be separated by CODm~s. 

4. When two arithmetic expressions appear side by side a8 in a series, 

they 9hould b<. gepar<tted ;»" Co-.T1US. 

5. All columns of a table should be bounj by the vertical table line, 

(12-4-8 punch). 

6. The "kip end repeat symbols, '" and ", should be the only entry , 

other than spl:ceo, in a block. 
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Conventions for Placieg a Tilbi.e in 4 Proe,rllDl 

1. Tables are written un the Gene~al COlllpUer Sentence Form. 

2. A table ia preceeded by th~ ~ord ThBLE. Naming tables Is 

optional. When a tuble 1.8 given 8 name, tl,e n_ ... y prec .. d 

or follow the word TABLE. The word 

TABLE, 

_ TAl3L}~, or 

TAJlLE nalDp. 

should be followed by a period. 

3. The table's size ia given next and should be pla~ed on the 

aame line as the table's name. The size may be written in one 

of two ways: 

kkk CONDITIONS IlI<QiA ACT:WNS nnn ROWS. 

or 

(kkk. IIllDlD , nnn). 

Both for'illS are te:<'1IIi.nated b)' a period. The or(,er of writing 

the number of conditions, actionu, and rows is optional in the 

first csse since ,18<:11 csn be. identified. Howevar, order is 

important in the Ileeond form since the compiler interprets the 

first number encl"8cd in parench<lll<3s ss the numl,ar of conditions, 

the second ns act:lou3. and tile tl,i;,d IlS rows. C.mditiona, sctions. 

Dnd rows are n.umb",~(~d sl!'1t)ent1.all.y beginning with 1. !~!..!! the 

firslO secondary !!?!:! ; chI! pr1I~Sry row is .!!2! countei in the row 

count. 

4. General COUl~.iler uencences should rult be pls.'ed betl.een the 

'word TABLE and the pr:l. ... ary row of t he tables. 

5. The double vertiCAL 11nes that 8('pilrat~s conditions I'COIa actions 

lDay be represented by one or two 1?-4-5 punches. 
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6. The size of each block may vary from column to column and 

row to row. 

7. The only limit on the size of a table is row width. Since the 

compiler prints ~ listing of compilation, the recommended row 

width is 120 ch81'actera including card sequence number. Haxt-

row w1.dth 18 1200 cM.racters . 

Since tbe table form is an image of an BO-column punchlld card, a hyphen 

(~ is placed in column 7 of the form to show that a row ia contained 

on IlIOre than one card . In this CQse, no table colUIIID may be .pUt 

across cardB. &:cl1 card iB to contain a sequence number to insura 

proper card orde... Wb"n rows exr.eed O'le card, the Bequen.:a nuabar 

of the first card is only printed. Sequence numbars of succeeding 

cards are stripped out. The row ia then printad a. a multipla 

of. 120 character!' Icith an int-agr41 number of table col_. 

per 120 characters. 

8. Expressions too long or complex to be written in blocks may be 

·written aftar tM. table'B name and size and be axecuted frOll the 

t3ble by means of: the PmFORM verb. In addiUun to cxpDlBsionB, 

any General COInp1.le.r sentence may be used and executed in thh 

lII8DIler. To ind:l(:ate the start of the table the word I!I!GIB is to 

follow the l i st ~f expre~6ions ~nd sentences. This format may be 

Ulustrated by the fo110l<1ng: 

TABLE Q8lOO. kkk CONDITIONS IlIIIIiII ACTIONS unn ROWS. 

General Compiler Sentencca and Expressions - May be 
eX3cutcd "nly from till!: c.:;nfiaea of ttte table. 

BEGIN 

DECISI(IN TAllLE 
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Closed Procedures 

Fig. 4 outlines the forolllt of a closed procedure. By definition a closed 

procedul:'e may be acted on .,nly by tlle PERFORM verb. It contains one entrance 

point and one exit point. In fig. 4 these are indicated by the words BEGIN 

and END TAlILE name. BEGIN and END also act as sentence names and may be 

referred to frexa within th(: ~roc~du!:'e booy. 

RxpresaiOlls too l.""g t., be pl'1r.ed in the blocks of a table lIIay be 

written in the procedure head an4 e~ecuted from the procedure body by means 

of the PERFORM verb. Ae sllch, they IIl\lst be given names. In addition to 

expreuiolls any General C=pUer oentenca may be written in the head and 

executed accordingly. 

The procedure body con,tains the table. As shown 1n Fig. 4 cOlllpUer 

sentences may preceed mld follow the table. Executlon is sequ~tia1 

atarting \lith the sentence or table .after t 'ne word BEGIN and proceeds until 

the exit END TABLE 1s reached. It is at this point that control 1s 

reverted to the PERFOlUl ver.b whi,c;h or1gindly referenced the procedure. 

Any uncondi UOQQl trans!:er from within the pt'oeedure to the outside 18 

undefined. However. PERFO&~ verbs in the body may reference otber closed 

procedures. 

Closed procedurel! should be written apart from the main program. 
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procedure 
body 

DECISION TABLE AS A CLOSED PROCEDURE 

TABLE name. kkk CONDITIO!lS _ ACTIONS nnn ROWS. 

IIIGIN. 

General Compiler r.entences and i!lo:vt:esdons - May be 
executed from the ccnfines of the decision table. 

(Start of execution - entrance to procedure body) 

General Compiler Sentences and Expressions 

DeCiaion!Table 

'~eral Compiler Sentences and EXpreossion8 

!lID TAllLE nama. (EXit of procedure body) 

Fig. 4 
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IBM Data Processing Division 
Thomas J. Wat son Research Center 
P. O. Box 218 
Yorktown Heights, New York 

June 23, 1961 

Memorandum to: 

Subject: Tabular Techniques Development 
Distribution #3 

This is the third release of material concerning the development of 
tabular techniques for s ystems and programming description. Enclosed are 
three reports: 

(1) A report by Sutherland Company describing a method of 
recording management decision rules and other information 
necessary to adapt an information system to an automatic 
medium of data processing. 

(2) A report by Burton Grad, IBM, describing two techniques 
of representing the decision logic of an insurance company 
file maintenance problem; namely, traditional flow charts 
and tabular form. 

(3) A paper given by Burton Grad at the 12th GUIDE International 
meeting in Montreal, Canada, June 1, 1961 describing the 
general concept of tabular techniques. 

~~ -u:.., 
Burton Gra , Manager 
Systems Engineering Services 
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lNFOIUilATION PROCESSING SYSTEM ANALYSIS INSTRUCTIONS , 

1. Purpoee. To provide a standard method of !,ecordin, the maaa,ement 
ruln (arithmetic and decision procenes) and other information nec .. eary .. 
adapt an Information Syetem to a mechanical or other medium of proceuta,_ 

2. General. The method deecribed in the followia,inetructione ellmlaat,e 
the need for leJllthy aarrative with its inherent dieadvanta,ee of mieinterpre· 
tation by the reader and difficulty of organi&ation by the ~iter. Thie method 
aleo eliminates the need for the system analyst to prepare detaUed flow curb 
to convey to a proceeein, specialiat the proce .. in, requirecl to obtata the de· 
aired results of the Information Processing System. The method of docum~· 
tation is general enough to allow the Information Syatem to be adapted to uy 
mlldium of procnain,. but detailed enough to permit the application of the 
Information System to electronic machine procening by a machllle epecial
iet who hae no prior knowledge of the Illformation Syatem. 

A. Docup1entat\on Preparation. The documentation will be prepared by 
the system analyst and forwarded to the proceesing speciaUat. The praceeetn, 
apecialist may be a punched card equipment specialbt. an electronic equip
ment processins specialist or a manual and standard office equipment procee
ains specialist, In many instances. the manual and standard office equlpmeat 
proceuing spec~lis.t will be the system analyst. 

8. Content of Documentation. The documentation prepared by tile 
system analyst will inClude the following: 

(1) General System Chart including the inpute to the eyetem aD4l the 
aources of the inputs. the outputs of the system and the diepodtion of the out
puts and the data to be retained by the system. 

. , (2) A- general narrative description of the Information Syetem which 
will include the purpose and scope of the Information System and any other 
pertinent information that may be helpful to the ProcesainS Specialiat. 

(3) Description Sheets 
a. Input Description 
b. Procels Description and Procese Description Continuation 
c. Output Description 

(4) Any reference notes that are required to ciarlfy the Input. Out· 
put or Process Delcription sheets. 

(5) A aample copy of each "hard copy" input a.nd "hard coPY''' output 
of the Information Syetem. Element codes will be entered on the input a. 
output &ampl .. to identify the elements and their position. 

NOIe, J,ppeM'Y U II a &ample at die dOClllllelllat1011 fOl III lafGrmat10ll Pr I : .... a,.-. 
I ,,/-..... ~. 
, 1'1' ',t e" . . 

. , 
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3. Input Ducription Sheet. 

A. General. An Input Description Sheet ia used to describe the content 
of Action Sets and Retained Data Sets which are input to the ,information IYltem. 

B. Headings. 

(1) In the upper left-hand corner, place the two-character "SYltem 
Identification" for the system beini described. 

(2.) Below the "System Identification", place the "Set Identificati,on" 
for the Input Set being described. If the' input is an Action Set, ule the ieien
tification of the Action Set. If the input is a Retained Data Set, uae the unique 
Retained Data., Set identification assigned to the set. 

The first two characters of the Retained Data Set identification 
are the System Code, the next two cha r acters will be "RD". The next char
acter (5) ~s used to identify uniquely each Retained Data Set. For example: 

SRDI 

Billing ---1 ~A8Signed to the Customer File 

~RD2 

Billing ---.J LAssigned to the Price Li.t 

,,' (3) Indicate in the space provided for "Frequency of Proceuin," 
the most frequent period in which this set is to be input to the sy.tem. 

(4) Proces s. Indicate in the space provided the name of the ;roce •• 
beini documented. In most instances the process will directly corre.poncl to 
what is described by the System Identification. Occasionally the Sy.tem Iden
tification is not definitive of the proces s being documented a 'nd the actual 
process name should be indicated. For example: 

System Code 20 is assigned to Salary Payroll which includel: 
Pay Check Preparation, Personnel Reports, Labor DI.tri
bution, Tax Reports and Annuity Reports. In thil example, 
the System Code would be 2.0, but the process would be Pay 
Check Preparation, Labor Distribution, etc. dependin, on 
the process being documented. 

(5) Place the "Set Name" in the space provided. 

(6) Indicate in the apace for "Volume" the "Average" and "Peak" 
number of set. that will be available as input in the time period Ihown for 
"Frequency of Processini". 
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(7) In the space provided indicate the Form Type for the .e~. 
Examples of "Form Type" are: "Manual". "Punched Card". "Mallnetic Tape". 
and "Paper Tape". 

(8) For "Source System 1. D." indicate the two-character SYltem Ced. 
of the SYltem which processes the set immediately prior to thii Iystem. It the 
Input Set i. a Retained Data Set which is added to in more than one system. in
dicate the system from which the Retained Data Set will be received. 

(9) In the upper right-hand corner 'indicate the page number. the name 
of the person preparing the Input Description Sheet. and the date of preparation. 

J.~6 /(CTAINbb.MTIt SaS. 
C. Management Rule Numbers. For Achon Setsnindicate in the spaces 

provided across the top of the sheet the three-digit numbers of the Manallement 
Rules (other than Validation Rules) which must be executed if this set ie pre.~ 
ent. If there is not sufficient space on one Input Description Sheet Cor all the 
rules. use additional sheets. 

D. Element Name. 

(1) In this c~lumn enter the "Element Name'" assigned to the ele
ments that are contained in the Input Set. For ali inpUt. regarc!\,a\ of'rhether 

, ,. 
'i 
I 

or not space is provided for an element. no entry should be made for the ele- .. ,l :; 
ment. if it is al wa ys blank. 

(2) Additional information on each element is placed to the rieht of the 
element name . 

E . Element Code. In this column place the seven-character element code 
number corresponding to each element name. 

F.' Element Code - Suffix. 

(1) An element in a set may be used differently or prepared differ
ently depending on what other elements identify it. An example is the Element 
"Quantity on Hand Total". Thi s element may appear twice on a set. In one 
place. it may be the total "Quantities on Hand" for each "Stock Number" at 
each "Location". In the other place. it may be the ,total of all "Quantities on 
Hand" for each "Stock Number" at all "Locations". In the first instance, 
location would be an Identifying Element; in the second, it would not. To in
dicate this difference for the element in this set. two suffixes "A" and "B" 
would be assigned. For each different grouping of Identifying Elementl for an 
element. assign a different suffix. beginning with "A" . (See parallraph 3. N. 
(3) following) . 

G . Element Description - Alpha. If the element described by the element 
name contains any non-numeric characters. enter an "A" in this column. 
Otherwise. leave the column blank. 
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H. Element Description - Numeric. If the element described by the ele
ment name contains any numeric characters, enter an "N" in this column. 

, Otherwise, leave the column blank. 

1. Element Description - Characters - Total. Place in this column a 
maximum of two digits to describe the maximum number of characters that the 
element may contain. Do not include in the total number of characters, punc
tuation marks in numeric fields which are used for arithmetic processes. 

, " J. Element Description - Characters - Decimal. This entry is made only 
for all numeric elements which may be used in arithmetic computation. Enter 
in this column the number of digits that appear to the right of the implied 
decimal point. 

K . Element Classification (Class. ). Depending on whether the element 
described by the element name is a Recognition, Identification, Action, Action 
Modifier , Info r mation, or Superfluous Element, enter an "X" in the appropri
ate column. See the definitions for the different Element Classifications in 
Appendix I . Generally, the different classifications are mutually exclusive. 
However, any element may be described by more than one classification other 
than "Information" a nd "Superfluous" . For retained Data Sets only Recogni
tion and Ide ntifying Elements need be indicated. 

L . Number of Times an Entry May Appear on This Set. Place in this 
column a maxi mum of three cliaracters to indicate the "Average" and a maxi
mum of thr ee characters to indicate the "Peak" number of times an entry may 
appear for this element on this set. If the number exceeds 999, use "C" for 
hundreds and "M" for thousands . 

M. Validation Rule (s). In this column list the three-digit Rule Numbers 
for the Management Rules which must be executed to validate the element de
scribed by the ' element name. Use as many lines as are nec'essii.ry for each 
element name. 

N . Identifying Element Codes. 

(1) For Identifying Eleme nts that are used to identify an element on 
the Input Set, the Identifying Element Codes are lis~ed vertically in the spaces 
provided . If more space is require d , use additional Input Description Sheets. 

\ 
(Z) Place an "X" in the "I \,!entifying Element Code" column and Ele-

ment row intersection if the Identifying Element is used to identify the element 
indicated on that row. Each entry ~or the element described by the element 
name is identified by one combination of entries for the elements described by 
the Identifying Element Codes. 
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(3) The first two lines of Figure I illustrates the example delcribed 
in paragraph 3, F, preceding. Quantity on Hand with Suffix "A" is for each 
Stock Number at each location. Consequently an "X" appears under both 
9300100 and 7'H60S0, the Element Codes for Stock Number and Location 
respectively. Quantity on Hand with Suffix "B" is for each stock number at all 
locations. An "X" only appears under 9300100, the Element Code for Stock 
Number. In this case, Stock Number alone is the Identifying Element for 
Quantity on Hand. The third line of Figure I indicates that the entry (8) for 
location is identified by an entry for Stock Number. 
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O. Reference Note (Ref. Note). If there is a need for a reference note, 
place a check mark (") in the column. Cross-reference the note with the 
'System Identification.>Process, Set Identification, and if required the Element 
Code and Suffix. 

P. Rema·rks. This column may be used for any additional information be
lieved necessary by the analyst preparing the Input Description Sheet. 

4. Proces s Description Sheet. 

A. General. 

(1) A Process Description Sheet is used to describe Manaeement Rules 
used in proces sine information within a system. 

(Z) Rules for Validation are shown on separate sheets from all other 
processing rules. It is assumed by the analyst that all Validation processing is 
to be accomplished before other processing is begun. 

B. Headings. 

(1) In the upper left-hand corner place the two digit "System Identifi 
cation" for the Analysis System. 

(Z) In the space provided for "Process", indicate the name assiened 
to the process being described. (Refer to paragraph 3, B, (4) preceding). 

(3) If the processes described by the Management Rules on the sheet 
are Validation Processes, place an "X" in the "Validation" Box. 

(4) In the right-hand part of the heading, enter in the spaces provided: 
the page number, the name of the person preparing the sheet, and the date of 
prepa ration. 

C. Line Number. On each line in this column, place a four- character line 
number . It is suggested that the right-most digit always be blank in case there 

.is a. later need for ins~rt~on of additi?n~l lines. Line numb~;~~lb,B.~~~~uel~",;, . 
asslgned to all lines wlthm the descrlphon of a particular p(.eee.s Ie. a 8y8~e ..... 
';h115 , it the last line en Page 1 fot= a proc e u-i-e- li-ne-number-O'z-2;--the-fi-rst--li·ne 
.. "rohe. Gn P~H.l-be-023.· 

Examples of line numbers are : 
011 
OlZ 
0131 
Oln 
014 
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D. Condition/Action Indicator (C/A). 

(I) If a condition is expressed on this line, place a "C" in this column ; 
if the line is used to express an action, place an "A" in this column. If what 
has been placed in this column for an immediately previous line is true for a 
line that follows, no entry need be made for the line that follows. 

E. Management Rule - Current. In this column on the first line for each 
Management Rule place a three-digit number for the Management Rule. The 
numbers of !ill Management Rules will be uniquely assigned for all rules within 
a Process for a System. 

F. Management Rule - Prior. In this column list the three-digit numbers 
of all of the Management Rules which ~ be considered before the rule speci
fied in the" Management Rule - Current" column is considered. Generally, a 
rule i.s prior to another rule only if it specifies the creation of elements of data 
necessa.Ty foX' the processing of the current rule. Management Rules for Valida
tion of elements will not be shown as prior rules for non-validation Management 
Rules. 

G. Source - Element Name, Prior Result or Actual Value. 

(1) If one source for a condition or action is an element, place the 
name assigned to the element in this column. If the source is an actual value 
(Literal or Descriptive constants - See Appendix I) place the actual value in 
this column. If the source is the result of an action in any rule, place the 
designation of' the result in this column. (Results of an action are designated 
a.s "Resul.t X", wt.ere "X" is any character A to Z or 0 - 9. The first result 
of a rule is designated as "Result A", the second as "Result B", etc. Unique 
designations of pri.or results are only necessary within each rule. Two dif
ferent rul.es may each have an intermediate result designated as Result A. 

(z) Deletion of an Element. The deletion of an element from a set is 
indicated by placing the Descriptive Literal "/BLANK/" in this column, enter
ing a check mark in the "Set Equal To" column, and entering the Element 
Name and Set Identification for the element to be deleted in the approprIate 
spaces in the "Source/Disposition" column. 

(3) Deletion of a Set. The deletion of a set is indicated by placing 
the Descriptive Literal" /BLANK/" in this column, entering a check mark in 
the "Set Equal To" column, and entering the Set Identification for the set to b~ 
deleted in the "Source/Disposition - Set Identification" column. In this case~. 
the "Source/Disposition - Element Name" is left blank. . . ·,:ir~ :~: 

; . ;,..' ":' _','c' 

H. Source - Element Suffix • . If the entry made in the "Source - Element ... " .. 
Name Prior Result Actual Value" col~m~:,:~~s an Ele,?,e~t Name , and if a.~~' ~; 
suffix was assigned to the element ~:1h'e Input Descnptlon Sheet, the suff~ 

.t' 
/.. •• .i 

~i,: ,,~' 

/. 
f 

, . 
.. ~. , 

. ',;' . 
"', 1 N. 

" ' I" ':.: :~~' ~ 
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which was assigned is entered in this column. Otherwise, the column is left 
blank. 

1. Source - Set Identification. 

(I) If the entry made in the "Source - Element Name, Prior Result or 
Actual Value" column was an Element Name, enter in this column the seven
character set designation for the set of which the element is a part. If an ele
ment for a rule may appear in one Input Set or another, depending on which set 
is present, more than one Set Identification may be listed in this column as a 
source for the element described by the Element Name. If the entry in the 
"Element Name" column is the designation of a Result of an action in this rule 
or another rule, enter the three-digit number for the source rule within paren
theses. This column is left blank if the entry made in the "Source" column is 
an entry for an actual value. Examples of entries that may be made in this 
column are: 

2.4I6SA = Set 
(IS2.) = Management Rule 

152. = Set 

(2.) The addition or insertion of a set into an Output Set or Retained 
Data Set may be indicated by placing the Set Identification of the set to be 
added or inserted in the "Source Set Identification" column, the Set Identifi
cation of the Output Set or Retained Data Set in the "Source/Disposition Set ' 
Identification" column and a check mark in the "Set Equal To" column. The 
element columns of both the Source and Source Disposition will be left blank. 
This procedure will only be used if all the Elements of the Output Set or 
Retained Data Set are contained in the Input Set. 

J. Condition (Cond. ). If a condition is expressed on a line, it is 
"Greater Than". "Less Than", or "Equal To". Place a check mark (V') in 
the appropriate column (s) to indicate the relationship between the first and 
the second Source Elements or Actual Values. The relationship between the 
three conditions is a logical "or" condition. More than one column may be 
checked for a line. In reading, "or" is inserted between each condition 
checked. 

For example, if "AMT SALARY" is the first Source Element, (O) is 
specified as the second Source Element (Actual Value), and the "Less Than" 
and "Equal To" conditions are checked, this is read, "If AMT SALARY is 
Less Than or Equal To O ... " 

K. Operation. 

(I) To express an Arithmetic Operation for an action relating two 
elements, results or actual values, place one of the following operation 
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symbols in the column: 

+ for addition 
for subtraction 

x for multiplication 
/ for division 

~ for sum 

(2) Explanation of Operation Symbols . 

a. An entry of "+" in this column indicates that the first source 
entry is to be added to the second source entry. 

b. An entry of "-,, in this column indicates that the second source 
entry is to be subtracted from the first source entry. 

c. An cntry of "x" in this column indicates that the second source 
entry is to be multiplied by the fir st. 

d. An entry of "/" in this column indicates that the first source 
entry is to be divided by the second. 

, 
e. An entry of "~" (Greek letter "Sigma") in this column indi

cates that all entrics for the first specified element are to be summed. 

L . Set Equa l To. If the element or result specified in the "Source/Dis
position" column is to be "Set Equal To" another element. actual value or prior 
result. or is to be "Set Equal To" the result of an arithmetic action. place a 
c h eck mark in this column. The last line of any action within a rule will have a 
check mark in the "Set Equal To" column. 

M . Source/Disposition - Element - Name Result. Prior Result or 
Actual Value. 

(1) If the entry to be made in this column is for a source for a condi
tion or an action. the way to make the entry is described in paragraph 4. G. (1). 

(2) If this column is used to indicate disposition for a result of an 
action. enter the appropriate element name or prior result designation. (See 
"Result X". paragraph 4. G. preceding) . 

N . Source/Dis osition - Element - Suffix. If the entry made in the 
"Source DispositiJ;>n - Element Name" column is an Element Name. and if. on 
the Input or Output Description Sheet the element has been assigned a suffix. 
enter the appropriate suffix in this column. Otherwise. leave the column 
blank. 
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O. Source/D18 osition - Set Identification. If the entry made uJr the 
"Sour ce Disposition" column 18 an entry for a Source, see paragraph I. If the 
entr y i s a Disposition entry for an element, enter in the "Set Identification" 
column the Set Identification for the set or sets in which the Element is to be 
placed. If the entry is a Disposition entry for an intermediate Result, leave 
the "Set Identification" column blank. 

P. Operation. 

(1) To relate arithmetically an entry in the "Source/Disposition" 
column on one line with an entry in the "Source" column on the next line, 
indica te the a rithmetic operation in this "Operation" column using one of the 
following s ymbols: 

+ for addition 
- for subtraction 
/ for division 
x for multiplication 

( 2) Explanation of Operation Symbols. 

a . An entry of "+" in this column indicates that the "Source" 
entr y on the next line is to be added to the "Source/Disposition" entry on the 
line wher e the "+,, appears. 

b. An entry of "-" in this column indicates that the "Source" 
entry on t he n ex t line is to be subtracted from the "Source/Disposition" entry 
on the line where the " - " appears. 

c . An entry of "/" in this column indicates that the "Source/Dis
p ositi on" entry on the same line is to be divided by the "Source" entry on 
th e next line . 

d . An entry of "x" in this column indicates that the "Source/Dis
po s i tion " entry on the same line is to be multiplied by the "Source" entry on 
the next line. 

Q. Note Reference (Note Ref. (v) ). If a note ~r remarks are necessary 
and/o r a dvisable to explain further a condition or an action, place a check mark 
in this column. On the sheet where it apRears, cross reference the note to the 

., . JVJ/jpAt; l - M~IV '" ~Jl (J: 
System Identlflca tlon, Process~and 11rst Lme Number of the Condition or Action 
to whic h the note applies . 

R . Management Rule Suffix and Frequency. 

(1) Eighteen Management Rule Suffixes, "A" through "R", are pre
printed across the top of the Process Description Sheet. If more than eighteen 
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suffixes are necessary for a rule, Process Description Continuation Sheets 
should be used. 

(z) In describing a Management Rule, all the conditions which must be 
considered at anyone time will be listed on a Process Description Sheet. Fol
lowing the conditions, all the actions which may be executed for the conditions 
of the rule will be listed on the same Process Description Sheets (insofar as 
pos sible). Management Rule Suffixes are us ed to relate a combination of posi
tive and/or negative results for one or more conditions to the execution of one 
or more actions within a rule. 

(3) Unless a Management Rule describes an unconditional action 
(action taken regardless of the results of any conditions), an action is taken 
only when the results of certain conditions are positive ("Y") and/or negative 
("N") . In describing a Management Rule, all the pertinent possible combina
tions of c ondition results must be related to the actions for the rule. 

(4) A simple example is shown in Figure Z. In this sample Manage
ment Rule there are only three conditions shown on lines 001 to 003 . One set 
of results for the conditions are listed under Suffix Aj i. e ., if the result of the 
conditions on lines 001 and OOZ are positive the action specified on line 004 
should be taken. Under Suffix C, if the results of the conditions on lines 001 
and 003 are positive and the result of that on line OOZ is negative, the action 
specified on line 004 should be taken. 
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(5) As is evident from the example, pertinent results for conditions 
are indicated for a suffix using "Y" for "Yes" and "N" for "No". Under each 
suffix an indication of an action to be taken is shown with an "X" on the line, 
("Set Equal" line if more than one) on which the action is described. If neither 
"Y" nor "N" is placed on the line for a Condition under a given Suffix, it indi
cates that for the combination of results shown under the suffix, the result of 
this condition is immaterial; the result can be positive, negative, or undeter
mined . 

(6) For a Management Rule, on the line (s) following the last line 
describing the conditions, the analyst will indicate the probable Frequency of 
Occurrence as a percentage for the results of the conditions listed under each 
suffix. The total Frequencies of Occurrence for all suffixes within a Rule 
should be 100 percent. For any frequencies less than 1%, use" 1". In Figure 
Z the Frequency of Occurrence is indicated between lines 003 and 004. In this 
examS-Ie the proba bility of the conditions of rule OOlA prevailing is 80'!., writ-

" " at 110" ten . For rule OOlD, the probability of occurrence is 4", written 4 . 

5 . Proces s Description Continuation Sheet. 

A. General. A Process Description Continuation Sheet is used only if, 
for a Ma nagement Rule, there were insufficient suffixes on the Process Descrip
tion She"t to depict all the combinations of results for the conditions described 
on it. 

B. Headings. The instructions for completing the heading information are 
the same as shown for the Process Description Sheet, paragraph 4, B, pre
ceding. 

C. Line Number. In the line number column post the line numbers from 
the Process Description Sheet that this sheet is a continuation of. Use exactly 
the same spacing and relative positioning of the line numbers as appears on the 
Process Description Sheet. This will enable the user to lay a completed Con
tinuation Sheet next to the sheet it is a continuation of to have effectively a 
single sheet of paper . 

D. Management Rule Suffix and Frequency. 

(1) In the blank heading blocks, place one·or two-character suffix 
designations that will be unique for the Management Rule to which they apply. 
If a two-character suffix designation is used, place the more Significant 
character over the less significant character. 

(Z) All other information is placed on the sheet as described under 
Process Description Sheets, paragraph 4, R, preceding. 
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6 . Output Description Sheet~ 

A. General. An Output Description Sheet is used to describe the content 
of output from an Information System. 

B. Headings. 

(I) Enter the "System Identification" for the system being described 
in the space provided. 

(z) Enter the "Set Identification" for the Output Set in the space pro-
vided. 

(3) Indicate in the space provided the name of the process being 
documented. (Refer to paragraph 3, B, (4) preceding). 

(4) In the space provided for " Number Copies" indicate the number of 
c opies that are required for this Output Set. 

(5) Place the "Set Name" in the space provided. 

(6) I ndicate in the space provided for "Volume" the "Average " and 
"Peak" numb e r of sets that will be p,'epared. 

(7 ) F orm Type. Indica te the Form Type for the set. For example, 
Standa rd Print, Punched Card, Multilith Mat, etc. 

(8) Special Form 1. D. If the set is to be prepared on a special form, 
indicate the identification of the special form in the space provided. 

(9) In the upper right-hand corner enter the Page number, the name 
of the per s on preparing the sheet, and the date of preparation. " 

C . Element Name . 

(1) In this column enter the Element Name for each of the elements 
which may appear in this set. 

(Z) Additional information on each element is placed to the right of 
the Element Name .. 

D. Element Code . 

(1) In this column enter the seven-character Element Code Number 
corresponding to each Element Name. 
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E. Element Code - Suffix. 

(1) If an Element Code Suffix is required (See paragraph 3, F, Input 
Description Sheet), entt'!r a one-character alphabetic designation for tht'! suffix 
in this column. 

F. El.ement Description - Alpha. 

(1) If the Element described by the Element Name contains any non
numeric characters, enter an "A" in this column. Otherwise, It'!ave tht'! 
column blank. 

G. Element Description - Numeric. 

(1) If the Element described by tht'! Element Namt'! contains any 
nutneric characters, enter an "Nil in this column. Otherwise, leave the column 
blank. 

H . Chltracters - Total. 

(1) Enter in this column a maximum of two digits to describt'! the 
maximum number of characters that the Element may contain. 

1. Characters - Decimal. 

( 1) An entry is made in this column only for all numeric Elements 
which are It Y'",sult of or may be used in arithmetic computations. Enter in this 
column the number o£ digits that should appear' to · the r 'ight of the. implied 
decimal point. 

J. Element Classification. 

(1) Depending on whether the Element described by tht'! Elemt'!nt Namt'! 
is a "Recognition", "Identification", or "Other" classification of Elt'!ment, 
enter an "X" in the appropriatt'! column. 

K. Number of Times an Entry May Appear on This Set. 

(1) Enter in this column a maximum number of thrt'!t'! charactt'!rs to 
describe the "Average" and a maximum of thrt'!e charactt'!rs to dt'!scribe the 
"Peak" number of times an t'!ntry may appear in the Set for tht'! t'!lt'!mt'!nt de
scribt'!d by tht'! Element Name. If the numbt'!r for t'!ither t'!xcet'!ds 999, use "C" 
for "hundreds" and "M'I for "thousands" . 

...... .. . , .... ,~ .... 
'-. . .. 
~~." 

. ..... ~ .. '.e. , ' .' 
~, \ .. 
~""'''''' ' . . " " ,;", 

-" 
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L. Source - Set Type. 

(1) If the Source for the element described by the Element Name is 
other than "Direct Recording" from an Action Set or Retained Data Set. place 
an "X" in the column headed" Process (X)". 

(z) If the element described by the Element Name is to be placed on 
the Output Set as a result of a Direct Recording from a Retained Data Set after 
all posting to the Retained Data Set has been accomplished. enter an "A" in the 
column headed "Ret'd (A. B. or X)". 

(3) If the element described by the Element Name is to be placed on 
the Output Set as a result of a Direct Recording from a Retained Data Set 
before any posting to the Retained Data Set has been accomplished. enter a "B" 
in the column wi th the heading "Ret'd (A. B. or X)". , 

(4) If the element described by the Element Name may be placed on 
the Output Set as a result of a Direct Recording from a Retained Data Set. 
either b efore or after posting to the Retained Data Set has been accomplished. 
enter an "X" in the c olumn headed "Ret'd (A. B. or X)". 

(5) If the element described by the Element Name is placed on the 
Output Set as a result of a Direct Recording from an Action Set. enter an "X" 
in the column headed "Action (X)". 

M . Sourc e - Source Set Identification for Direct Recording. 

(1) If the element described by the Element Name is to be placed on 
the Output Set as a result of Direct Recording from a Retained Data Set or an 
Action Set. enter i n this column a maximum of seven characters for the Set 
Identification of each source set. If there are more than three sources. use 
additional lines. 

N. Identifying Element Codes. 

(1) For Identifying Elements that are used to identify Elements on the 
Output Set. the Identifying Element Codes are listed vertic all y in the spaces 
provided. If more space is required. use additional Output Description sheets. 

(Z) Place an "X" in the Identifying Element Code column and Element 
row intersection if the Identifying Element is used to identify the Element indi
cated on that row. 

O . Reference Note. 

(1) If there is a need for a "Reference Note". place a check mark in 
this column. Cross-reference the note using the System Identification. 
Process. Set Identification and if necessary. the Element Code and Suffix. 
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APPENDIX I - DEFINITIONS 

1. Action Element 

An element within an Action Set. the entry for which is the value to be 
inserted or replaced. or the value of the adjustment to be made via a Recording 
Action or Actions or arithmetic computation. 

z. Action Modifier Element 

An element within an Action Set which alters the Recording Action or 
Actions in some manner . 

. 3. Action Set 

An Input Set for a system whose presence may require the execution of 
Rpecifi c Management Rules. Input other than Retained Data Set. 

4 . Constant Value 

A value. which does not appear as an element in either a Retained Data or 
A c tion Set. used as a source for an element or elements in an Output Set. 

A. Descriptive Constant 

An entry which designates between two slashes (I) the commonly under
s tood name of a constant value. 

Examples are: 

/ Blank / - Designates one or more blanks . 

/ Current Year / - Designates 1962. if that is the current year . 

/ ANNN / 

B. Literal Constant 

- Designates a field in which the first char
acter is non-numeric and the rest are 
numeric. 

The designation of a constant value between parentheses where the 
constant value is identical to what appears between the parenthese •. 

An example is : 

(06) which designates a constant value of "06". 
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5. Direct Recording 

The unconditional transferring of an elem~nt from an Action Set or Re
tained Data Set to an Output Set. No prior proce.sinll other than. va.Uda.tion 18 
required for the element in the Action Set or Retained Data Set. The recordin, 
is dependent on the presence of the Action Set or Retained Data Set and the re
quirement to produce the Output Set. 

6. Frequency of Occurrence 

A number which indicates, as a percentage, the probability a particular 
result, or combination of results of a condition or conditions, will prevail. 

7. Identification Element 

An element within an Action Set which permits the segrellation of a particu
lar set from others containing the same Recognition Element value.; it 18 u.ed 
to associate the set with other sets containing different Recognition Element 
values and to indicate how elements within the set are recorded and identified. 

8 . Information Element 

An e lement within an Action Set, which doe. not influence the Recording 
Action no r is it recorded in this system. It may be subject to validation for 
the purpose of an overall system check and is required for procesling in sub
sequent systems. 

9. Management Rule 

The action or actions and generally an associated condition or conditions 
which indicate the decisions and processes required to operate a~ Information 
Processing System. 

I o. Output Set 

A set created by an Information Processing System for the use of another 
Information Processing System or by the same Information Proce •• inll System, 
but using a different medium to accomplish its proc::esses. 

I!. Process 

The production of elements of data through the execution of Manallement 
Rules. Includes all data processing except Direct Recording. 
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12. Recognition Element 

An element within an Action Set which identifies the function of the .et. 
The Set Identification is a Recognition Element unleu otherwise .tated. 

13. Retained Data Set 

A set which is u.ed to mainta\n elements which are required to accomplish 
the preparation of the Output Sete and may not be available on the Action Sets. 
The Retained Data Set will include the elements required to validate the Action 
Sets. 

14. Set 

A meaningful grouping of more than one element of data. 

15. Su.perfluous Element 

An element within an Action Set which is not required for proce.ain, in 
this or subsequent systems. 



1. Purpose: 

2. Scope: 

3. Other Outputs: 

( 

Appendix II, 1 

SYSTEM CODE 04 BILLING 

To develop an invoice from a copy of the order which 
indicates that shipment has been made to a customer 
from a warehouse or factory. 

The system will include all debit billing to all custom
ers. 

a. Selected data will be furnished to the Sales 
Statistics system for Sales Accounting and Sales 
History. 

b. Selected data relative to inventory will be 
furnished to the Distribution system for 
inventory adjustments. 

c. A record of input received that did not meet the 
criteria established (invalid) will be furnished 
to the Billing Department. 
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Form 1201 

Customer Code DIsc. " 

t t 
....... _...J1_6920130 

8981100 6813250 

Name Sold To 
----- ---

6813200 

Address Sold To 
6813210 -- -- - - - -- -

Chaase 
Code 

D 
8760100..J 

--- -- --------- ------
If CUJtomet Code, Name Sold To or Address Sold To changes. create 

1. "Delete" Cor Old CUJlomet Code 
2. "Add" for New CUJtomet Code. DIsc. ,., Name Sold To and Address Sold To 

Change Codes: .1 ~ Delete 2 z Add S: Change Disc. ,. 

f 
II g, 
It 
P 
~ -: 
.... 
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SyS[em Identification ~1'2CL..t. ... ____ _ Procesos elL LIN <ir 
INPUT DESCRIPTION 

Set Identification '£12 A ! t Name aBDER 

Frequency of Processing nAIl. y Volume: Average "i'"oQ Peak I~trl"" 

MANAGEMENT RULE NOS. 10C)6, I ~o71 oog I DO' I t:"o I 0" 10 12 1 I I 

ELEMENT NAME 

ACC T CeNTeR 

NO <:'''5T olrO 

019 C"ST oRO 

YR Ct)sT oRO 

OROeR NO 

MO ~I'pe:o 

DA .sHIPPED 

YI'i' $IUppe;O 

INVOICE NO 

B..EMENT 
CODE 

(po/7/DO 

81"8"20 

"83,,6'2 0 

'1'1801.20 

83{,81co 

181('8,,00 

(,,83(,SOO 

I 'l'1BO~SO 
17(,80/00 

CUST NAMe $oLO 1(,813200 

<!// .. T ADO!? SoU) 1/_,,13Z10 

CdST NAmF sHl,. 1(,,81.3220 

C'LlST ADOl'i'sHIP 11.813230 

I'"IJ.~ C1RDEIl Nf) 11..813 IDC 

SALeSMAN Ne> lor8lioo 
c.UST AceT No 1(,81325"0 

TeRMS J'MyM.1IIT '14 '1(, /DO 

SHIP6 TQtMS '11//100 

,11"" NAm~ &'~I.IDO 

sHIP FIi'(JM TCWN I 9//0120 

_~LCS 7AX Co~ I 9~&'~/t..c 

PHJ~G BAsE" 8&>"".4100 

_SJZ'; 91441(10 

LINE NAMe '794-11"0 

ELEMENT 
DESCRIPTION' 

ELEMENT NO. TIMES AN ENTRY 
CLASS. MAY APPEAR ON THIS 

'I~~ E=E , - , 
00 <: z 

(Xl SET 0 

Char ~ V AUDATlON e 
~r- -g;: RULE (5) " _ .2 0 to 

;:;j Eli . c: c .2 Average Peak ...s - _ 0 0 ~ ~ ° uoc- .... o~ , ... 
~ ~~:2~~ ~ ~ ~ 

AI I 1.3 XI 1 I x 
HI 02.\0 Ix , 1 )( 

iNl 02 Ie:; Ix I I II 

H I 02 10 Ix I I )C 

IAWl09 x I I 

HI 02 Ie: Ix I / i!)O/ x 
IHI 021~ x 1 / ooJ x 
h l oz lc Ix / , 001 x 

AINl 09 x I I )( 

IAI 1 70 1)1 1 I It. 

AINI70 x I 1 x 

AI 170 x I / )( 

AIN I 76 1)( I / I x 
ltv I I~ )( I / x 
1M ,.,. Ip I 1 00.3 x 
I.~l e>4 I I "o.~ x 

IAINI23 x I I x 
AI 123 x 1 I x 

IAI I ~J Ix I I x 
AI 113 Ix I / x 
IAINlos" XI 1 I ,.,,,;:> x 
IAINloA I~ I / x 
AIN! :21 I~ ~.3 1,0 x 
~,.., 2.s" I) .~ /r x 

Form Type MANlIAL 

Source System I. D. t:){ 

I 
IDENTIFYING ELEMENT CODES (X) 

\) 

o 
" a 
<i) ., 
'" 

x 
I '" 

I 

Page I , ~ 

Prepa.red by: It C b==--1 
Date ('jISJI#"_=-__ J 

s 
• I: 
z 

'"' • ~ 

REMARKS 

>-
'tl 
~ 

e: 
" 
'" ... 
" .. 
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System Identification t"'l4 Proceu R/~ ~ _ ~N ~ z. 23 INPUT DESCRIPTION Page .. of ';2 
,:)el laenUJlcauon IfJI2 A .:tName ORDlE'R FormType M ....... I44L Pr edb H' I ep.u y: c.. _ 
Frequency of Processing Od J< Y Volume: Average £00 Puk IQ90 Source System I. D. OJ Date t.J IS/ '-0 

MANAGEMENT RU LE NOS. 100" I OO? I <!Jos l 00" I 010 I 0/1 I 012 1 I I I I I I 
ELEMENT ELEMENT NO. TIMES AN ENTRY IDENTIFYING B.EMENT CODES (X) 

DESCRIPTION C~)SS. ~~y APPEAR ON THIS 

B.EMENT . VAUlJATlON Oil ~ ~ 
ELEMENT N'ME Char. "'0 '" - REMARKS ,., CODE 0 5 RULE (S) " ...... ~ 

u ';;j ~;:I cts () ... 
-:::: -.; E • ~ . c::: C Average Peak , 0. n ZO ><:0\1., ... _ 00 " ~ v 

'::::I~ 1= 0 U c - - 0 ~ ~ ~ 
:::11=:::1 ....., ~ g ~ u (j 'c :; r... "- 'ai 

(/) <Z Cltz:: _ « _ <.n "\I V" a:: 

srocl( />'0 9!UJoIDO AI/'I 07)( ~ IS- 004 >{ 

f!),y ORDGRED 87t-S5'OO 11\1 05o){ .'f /S- oe>S- X I ~ 
. CLTY .<;H/PP£:O 87r.SS-SV IV e>50 X .. /.5 oos' X )<. 

IJIS(!' PC ~A ".,20110 Iii' oe I X / I X 

I 

> 
'tI 

" Q. 
~ . 
..., 

.. .. 



System Identific.ation _~a.<:04,,-____ _ Process All 4 ING 
INPUT DESCRlPTIO p -3 ,¥ 2.3 -- ~. . .age "-..J ,.. 

SetIdemific.atioo <1)48.01 ;etName CU5TdM£8 F"/4& FormType~ 
Prep.a.red by: He l..I 

Frequency of Processing ad IL Y Volume: Average 20, CoO Pc.ak qa, 0 00 Source System 1. D. 04 Date ~ / /s-/ /.., n 

MANAGEMENT RULE NOS. I I J L J I I I I I I I I I i 

aEMENT ELEMENT NO. TlMES AN ENTRY IDENTIFYING aEM:ENT CODES (X) 
DESCRIPTION CLASS. MAY APPEAR ON THIS 

~) SIT ~ 

aEMENT VAUDATION 0 ,: ~ 
aEMENT NAME Char. "0 .. IC;) ~ ~ REMARKS CODE 0 8: RULE (S) '\I 

Q .. ~ ~ ~h) B 
>( 1'\11 13 ~ E g:.; 8 IS «: Average Peak I;b ....... ~ 
EI~ E {!. 1i g 5 -:: -:::: ~o ~ 0.. ~ 
~I';:: ~ ., ., "tI U !,I , C ; """ ..... 'OJ 
~<z o~_«_ ~ ~ ~ « 

SALesMAN NO 898/100 If 050 X / / i/ 

CVST ACCT N~ &'8132..5<:> H 04 0 x / I X 

COST" #-fME" .sOLI> &.81.3200 IA 70 I I )< X 

COST /9,oDI? SCLO ~81.3eIO A'('I 70 I I X)( 

DISC I'C.50P BON &, ';'20130 1.4' 02 / 1 / X X 

> 
'" .. 
e: 
'" 
'" ~ .. 
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System Identification 04- Process 81l-L JIV 6 - - INPUT DESCRIPTION Page 4 -. 01 23 -
.. eL lU~UJtCaUOll 1!24RO -2 Name ITeM FIL E: Form Type MAG r. ---

Prepared by: lIei-

Frequenc y of Processing I2.A lL Y Volume: Average .2.~oO Peak !l5t>t> Source System 1. D. 04 Date &.L /$"/..('0 

I MANAGEMENT RULE NOS. 1 I I I I I I I I L I I I I I , 
, 

ELEMENT NO. TIMES AN ENTRY IDENTIFYING aEMENT CODES (X) 
I aEMENT CLASS. MAY APPEAR ON THIS 

DESCRIPTION (X) SIT <> 
aEMENT Cha<. V AUDATION <l s: ~ REMARKS aEM9IT NAME 0 " RULE (5) .... CODE 

0 ::; 0 

" • 
1i ,. ,. , 

AverAge Peak ~ 
5 

! •• .s l ~ ..; :5 5 c z 
8:~ E 5 u u c - -;: 0 ~ 

., .... . - ..: ,- , 
t'l.:i ~ u u - l>- • ~ « Z -< « .= ~ '" 

STOCI( HUNl8E:If #f.3oo/C/o AN 07 X I I 

SiZE 'II", "'-/00 IfN 21 I I X 
LINE /IIAMtr 7'14/1 00 AN 2. I I X 

PI/It! IS uN BAS" 8t..b 4-1.30 N "," Z I I X 
TA x ""0 FX UN 94(",-1- 10" N o~ 2 I I X 

~ 
~ 

'" ~. 

~ 

't1 .. 
= 

I 
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Id, enuncauon 04 p rIlX.:~ All J IAI...::. 
INPUT DESCRlPTION Page 5 .. o· ,2" 1llii::3 

<2480 3 et Name :SAl F< 72fx Ell E FormType~ flcatioo 
Prepared by: ~<.;L> 

_ Y of Processing t?AILy Volume: Average l.Zo Peak ,- 2:QQ Source System l. D. a~ Date ,:,//~/~ 

MANAGEMENT RULE NOS. I I I I I I I I 1 1 1 
ELEM ENT NO. TIMES AN ENTRY IDENTIFYING ELEMENT CODES (X) aEMENT CLA SS. MAY APPEAR ON THIS DESCRIPTION (X) SET 

\) 
aEMENT Char . .,; V AUDATION 

~ S REMARKS ELEMENT NAME CODE 0 " RULE (S) 

~ .!1 .. ::E 0 
~ " >< <0 tl .. Eli! C 

c C Average Peak 

~ 
Z 

" 
• 0 o " iE ~ E - 0 c - -= 0 ~ ... u u ~ ... 

" - " )?~~~ U";: ::t .... • ~ <z < - ~ '" 
SAL £"5 'FAX CeO£' 9~4/~O N ,.,5 )( I I 

5ALc$ ,,4 J( Jfc. ~41S-0 ,.,,, 12 L / X 

:>-.., 
~ 
jl. 

1 . I 

--.: .. 
~ 

I 
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System Identification _ LO,.4"-____ _ Process e" I lh' G ---- INPUT DESCRIPTION p age (.., - f 2.3 ,_ 
Set Idemificatioo /201 ;t Name C ().5r F"IL e CHANGE FormType~L Prepared by; N~.J 

Frequency of Proces.sing (u E Ek L Y Volume: Average lt2. Peak ~ Source System 1. D. 12. 4 Date ~t.,1 S-t. (, 0 • 
MANAGEMENT RULE NOS. 10/3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 J 

FLEMENT 
ELEMENT NO. TIMES AN ENTRY IDENTIFYING ELEMENT CODes (X) 

DESCRIPTION 
CLASS. MAY APPEAR ON THIS 

(Xl SET U ~ B.EMENT 0,.,_ VAUDA ION \) ~ ~ REMARKS ELEMENT NAME CODE 0 g RULE (5) '- 1\I 
u .. :,; , '- ~ ~ 

• • ii -. EI~ .; g 8 'E Average Peak 'b z 
:E:e E 5 - 0 c - -;: 0 ~ ... 10 ... u u ~ - '"' ,- , • • :2~ u-

~ \9 • ~< Z " '" <': ~ '" 
:;ALE SMA/V IVa 898 1100 I .... os- 0 I / 

C {,1ST ,1/ C C. r NO (,,8132S-0 I .... 04 a )( I 1 >( 

D I$C ~.s"P'-N 6> 920 13 0 I .... 02/ Ix 1 I l( X 
cos r N,,4M E' $ ol.. D 6>913200 7() X 1 I K K 
COST ,1/00'" S~LD ("S13 Z /0 41 ", 70 X / X X 
P oST/IV';' ,1ND 87(#i!J/DO " o l le X 1 / )C >( 

:>-

'" .. 
~ 

'" 
..In. .. .. 
-

I 

'- - '-- __ U_ ~'--L-_ - -- --
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OUTPUT DESCRIPTION Page _ 7 __ of ~ 

System ldentificatioo (2" Process Bit { IN&. Set Name INVol C G' Form Type MAT MASTEl'? 
Prepared by: He D 

Set Identification /5/2 B Number Copies 8 Volume; Average 500 Peak loco Special Form I.D. /;/0 
Date (./IS/('O 

Element NO. TIMES AN ENTRY SOURCE IDENTIFYING ELEMENT CODES {Xl 
ELEMENT Class. MAY APPEAR ON THIS Set T pe 

DESCRIPTION (X) SET I ;; II 
>< Q II 

ELEMelT NAM E ELEMENT Char. I Q is,.... Source Set Identification for ~ Q S 
CODE u e; I;': Q ~ Qireci Recording ~ ~ ~ 

x .., 1i -;;; E I ..; .... Average Peak ::p ~ c: -.3 () ~ 
-I..;" .... ... -10'" ~ ~I . 0 r-. 
'-I E!:: 0 U U C _ U " ... "I fq . 
~<~ t- ~:~6 k~~ ~ ~ ~ 

/'ICCT ceNTeR (.017/00 14 /.3 X I / X /512 A )( 

MO C(J:sT oRO 81&>B(.20 02 0)<, I I )( 1 5'I',zA X 
t)A COST oR 0 ('R3&>S20 Iv 02 ~ be I I X 16"/zA )( 

YR c(/ST OliO 'i'UJo r,.z 0 W 0«. o)( / / i( /512.-'1 I X 

oRO€: Ii NO B 3(. BIOO iA Iv 09 X I / Ix 15/2;1 

M" SHIPPED 81(,.8(,50 IV 02. 0 X I / Ix l SI Z-" X 
t)A SIIIPPEo (.R3(,550 N 02 0 Ix I I X /512,.4 ! )( 

Yli SHIPP£D q980(,~ W = 0)( I / J( 15/2;f X 

INVOIce /'10 7/_80100,f Iv 09 )( I I ;I. ISIZA . )( 

cusr "''''Mtr S<>LO (.,81i1zo0 .-1 70 x I I Ix 6 41101 X 
CO'<T AOOR 0$0'0 ~813210 IAIv 70 Ix I I Ix o-lROI X 

COST NAMe- Sill!'" I (,813:>:>0 I. 1 '10 >< I I Ix /512'" X 
C!u:ST ;fOOR SHIP 1..81323<' /I 70 X I / Ix /S"IZA X 

r , <-r ORD1Yf NO (.81.3/00 IA 12 I" I / Ix 151'2/9 X 

S/fl.E:SM"'" No 8181100 if, os-I", I" I 1 X /5/Z/9 ;r 
('usr ACcT NO t'.)QI.??S"O "" I" I" I I Ix 15/Z,,/ X I~ 

'< PAYME'Nr q49 "-"m '" 23 " I I Ix 10 12", X r;r 
SHIPG T~trM S 1911 1100 I" 23 )( I I X 1<1'12-4 )( fr. 

C """'" 16K IY'AMF I. ~(,,, 100 I.. I:>~ I I Ix /5/ZA X I:: 

.'>HIP FJ'I'oM ""«IN 9/1{) I.e"> IA I .-:t I" I I X /S'12A X I '" 

'<AlE'." TAX C<>DK 1(,0 IAL.. "'..- I" I / Ix 1512'// x 1-:-

PIfICE' B;fse I B4"--1</O,, l.41r. 08 I" / I 1/\ /5124 X -
_'>':l'C" ql_/oo 1.4\1, 2/ I" ? IS- 1:>< o-l-IfD,z X X 

L//V£ N;fMe- I '11~/l00 .ow zS- II< .3 15' Ix O-lR02 x X 



System Identifi.cation _-'0 .... 4"-___ _ 

Set Identification 1512 d 

ELElI.iENT NAME 

sraCK NtJMBE'R 

aTY OR 

orr 
LAx FED EX fi N 

/JAI~T PRIC E" 

nJ ot"' . .&t. GlSA 

AMT 6}TY Al.i,.oW 

AMr _ICc £)(T 

ELEMENT 
CODE 

<f 300/t!)Q 

5<30 

I B7t:..<f~Gt> 
.L 

18 .. ",4110 

&>.,Z 0//0 

(P/ltf,/:l.O 

l (p// (P/~O 
.d~"'" _13 TADC I (PI/u,/80 

ANIT ~e=CJ 5)( TAx IUlbl90 

AM, c(),sr /NY 1/_ 
SALES TA)( .&c. 

A/YIT sALe-.s TAX I &. ~J/_'?//) 

rrocen 6" INt; 

Number Copie$ 8 

ae..,ENT 
DESCRIPTION 

Element 
Class 
0<) 

XI~~ E..r:::: E 
" - " ~ <z 

Char. ----r 

"§ IElm" ~I.li o u u ~ ... 
t-- 8: ~ a 

IA w I 07 I I Ix 
WloS'IO 

IN I ",or Ia 
wi OS' 121 I 1>1 
wi o~ 12 
iNl 02 I; I I I" 

..,... t" 
! 07 IzI I J;x 

OR 

iN l 07 Iz I I Ix 
08 IzI I Ix 

1Nl03kllix 

,,~ '" Ix 

OUTPUT DESCRIPTION 
Page ....£...... '::3 

Set Name J NV O} C .- Form Type MAT:' J)1IfSTEif 

Volume: Average ~ Peak ~ Special Form 1. D. L£112 

NO. TIMES AN ENTRY 
MAY APPEAR ON TH IS 
SET 

Set T 
SOURCE 

Average Peak ' ID·:~~ Source Set Identification for 
Qlrect Recording 

'" .. 
'" 
-~ 

2 

I 

1 

" 
/ 

/ 

1 

/ 

/ 

• "0 
u ~
o - -_ • u 

~ '" " 
/5"1 I I xl 1612 A 

,("'" I I Ix l/512-4 

,..--1 I IX I 1,,12 A 

15" I IX: I I 04R02 

L< lx 
J I I IXI /.512,4 

1 Ix 
/: ..... 1 If 

, Ix 
/ Ix 
/ Ix 
/ IX 

/ IX 

t. 
" " '0 
-S 
"I 
~ 

x 
Ix 
1)( 

x 
x 

I" 
Ix 
1)( 
)I 

Ix 
Ix 
Ix 
I", 

Prepared by: lie 0 

Date <:./ /S/ (,.,,0 

IDENTIFYING ELEM:ENT CODES-CX} 

I) 

o 
" o 
(> ., ... 

)( 

I" 
x 
x 

Ix 

~ 
~ 
Ig: 
I:l 

I ... 
i: -

s 
• <5 
z 

~ 
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OUTPUT DESCRIPTION 
Page~ 23. 

System IdentWca.tioo 0.4- . (ocess sa ( (NG Set Name S I!i' AS Qd::u:f Form Type MAG. rAPE' 

Prepared by: t!.Ce. 
Set Jdentific,;uioo rJ.J.~l Number Copies I Volume; Average i2I9Cl1Q Peak~ Special Form I. D. , , _I , 

Date 

Element NO. TIMES AN ENTRY SOURCIi. lDelTlFYlNG B..EMENT CODES (X) 
ELEMENT Class. MAY APPEAR ON THIS Set T . 

DESCRIPTION (X) SIT Ix Il 
ELEMENT 

Char. 

I~ 
~ Source Set Identification ror "" S 

B..EMDlT NAME = is: -... 
Qirecl Recording • CODE .g .. 1:-: \) ;; .. .E I Ii Average Peak • g '" 

Z . ~ . . " • ;; - . elf E u 0 c ~ u ~ 

U 
II) ...: .... • u . - o -, - , " . .l! ~ < z " .l! :20 ~ ~ -< .,.. 

STocK 19""0""0'" I. "''7 I , III 15j2A 

... _< H'PPcD ~ D/ ~ ,.." I I ... 1"'"1<> .4 I" 
nA .sHIPpeD /_ o"_C'5t) ." I I .. '~/" " X 

ylf .s/fIPpcD 199,9or...ro ,.,'" I,., I I I~ J,.-J2A Iv 
<;AL~.s MAN /VO '" " '(70 A~ I" , 1)( J'-'? A I" 

AeeT NO L..,. A , j512 A 1..-
"'"TV' _"'/fIPP(;D -"07£ ~ AC I" I I I~ I'-I'" A J( 

AA<r PI? Ie e EXT /_1.' /_It'J1'> A"7 I" J / I" I X' 

> 
~ 
e, 
I., 
I ... 
!!: 

-



System ldentificatioo _~O::l-44-____ _ 

Set ldentificatioo ".III.A:!:I 

ELEMENT NAME 

SToC.1( 

_~N'P rAftIt', 

"',.,.. 

ELEMENT 
CODE 

Lq)!,~OJOO 

1""0/20 

I R"YL.,C4 

....... 

OUTPUT DESCRIPTION 

.• oceu SUI JotG Set Name '4/VE'NTORY 0;4;,::4 Form Type M d ~ TAP!( 

Number Copies --.. 1'---- Volume: Average ~ Peak ~ Special Form I. D. 

ELEMENT 
DESCRIPTION 

Element 
Class.. 
(X) 

'I~~ E.£:E , - , 
~<z 

Char. 

.. 
;; 
.... 

L.1..t1 ,.,7 

IAI I 12 

.~ 

]I~' ~I ~ UVIl.1-: 
~~:20 

NO. TIMES AN ENTRY 
MAY APPEAR ON THIS 
SET 

Average Peak 

~L 

I 

I 

I 

I 

SOURCE 
Set T 

>< 

I~.~:~ 
Source Sel Identification fm 
QireCI Recording 

e ~ "5 
~ ~ " 

111"' 1 /~/'":' At 

I y l /~/~A 
I yl /,,::-/~A 

o 
<l 

"' o 

~ 

Ix 
I" 

Page-La..... ~ 2~ 

Prepared by: I:IC a 

Date Lj /~J /.n 

IDENTIFYING ELEMENT CODES (x) 

s 
• ;; 
z 
..; 
,:i 

> 
111 
rg; 

I! 
[T 

roO> 



OUTP UT DE SCRIP T ION Page /1 23 

System Identification 0-1-0 rrocess BILL INai Set Name oRO eR E:,I( -<Olf.s Form Type ~rANOAIfD PRIN'f" 

O-tlO30/ 2 
Prepared by; NCO 

Set Identification Number Copies Volume: Average S- Peak 10 Special Form I. D. 
Date &/..'5 L f# 0 

Element NO. TIMES AN ENTRY SOURCE IDENTIFYING aEMENT CODES (X) 
ELEMENT Class: MA Y APPEAR ON THIS Set T pe 

DESCRlPTlON (X) SET Ix 0 
Char. 

Ii 
~ Source Sel Identific:nion for ~ ~ 

ELEMENT NAM E ELEMENT ~ 

~ Qirect Recording III • CODE ~ .. 0 
••• .. El ii ~ " 

Average Peak I:': • ~ z 
Sif E 0 .- 0 c • " ~ " " ~ - , l- v v v~ o - U 'Il .. 
~<z Q '" :26 0: :;. < '" 

OROeR No 83i>810o A I.- 0 'I ~ I I PI / 512.4 

SA,c5 n'/X CCbe 9~{'''''If#o l4 Iv 05 X 1 I X X 

~ 

" e: 
r:: 
I'd 
~ -



Sysrem Identification QAt 

Set Identification 0# d 3 ('> e 

ELEMENT NAME ELEMENT 
CODE 

o,qP€Jf ~c 183(./1/00 

SALESn1AIY /11<> 1898/100 

CUST Ace, No 1~8/32s"o 

....... 

OUTPUT DESCRIPTION page~ of 23 

Piuees5 eu, Id G Set N.une OgDEIl CIf8P8.S Form Type ~rAND,fJlD Plf/~·i'--------------~ 

Number Copies __ -"2=--__ _ Volume; Average 5" Peak ~ Special Form I. D. 
Prepared by: If C.D 

Dale t./15"/('0 

E1ement 
aafENT Class. 

DESCRIPTION (X) 

Char. 
r-

u • 
x • ·S • EI ~ ·"1 
EI~ E ;;; ... 0 ;: ~ 

u u ~ ,- , I- ~ GJ ~ 51 ~< z O!:l! .... c 

IA Iv 0,/ i>< 

c,s- Ic> Ix 
~ Ic:> x 

NO. TIMES AN ENTRY 
MAY APPEAR ON THIS 
SET 

Average Peak 

I 

I 

I 

ISet T 

li-~:~' ~ . 0 
u ~ -
o - -" u u 
~ '" -< 

SOURCE 

Source Set Identification for 
Uilec t Rc:cot'ding 

I )( I ISIZA 

I IX 

I Ix 

o 
<) 

" III 
~ 
"I 
~ 

x 
x 

iDENni=YINGELEM-E}n CODES (X) 

~ 

" e: 
e:: 
'"d 

JOCl 

s 
• ;;; 
Z 
..; 

" '" 



Sys.tem IdemUicatioo (") .. 

Set Ide.otificatioo o#a 303 

ELEMENT NAME 

OROeN NO 

ELEMENT 
CODE 

PtvCC$S elL L INa 

Number Copies ----.e.. 

ELEMENT 
DESCRIPTION 

Element 
ClaSs. 
00 

"I ~~ E~E , - , 
~ < Z 

Char. 

.. 
;; ... il m" ~Ijj u u fI.l ... 

8~:20 

,q h." I 1~ 09 Ix 
sroCA" No 1 <f3D" /G 0 1 La 67 b. 

OUTPUT DESCRIPTION Page~ of ~ 

SeE Name Ol?p&"R EIUlOK5 Form Type ffANDA8D f1R.WT 1'-----------
Prepared by: He 0 

Volume: Average .....c!..a. 

NO. TIMES AN ENTRY 
MAY APPEAR ON THIS 
SET 

Average Peak ~
o _ 
. ~ 

" "' " c 
~ ..; .2 
e iI u 
~ '" "' 

Peak~ Special Form I. D. 

SOURCE 

Source Set Identification ror 
Qirec[ Recording 

I I XI/S/2A 

I I Ix 

~ 

~ 
~ 
Ql 

7< 

D.,e &'//S/('O 

IDENTIFYING B.EM ENT CODES (X) 

s 
• ;; 

Z 

..: 

.Ii 

~ 
~ 
~ 

t= 
I", 
p; 

-



System Identification 04- Prc.o..:~ 811 I IN{ie 

Set Identification M 0 3" t'l 

ELEMENT NAME 

aI'i'OE:'f /Vo 

$Toe,. No 

~TY SHI PPO"O 

ELEMENT 
CODE 

83(,81"0 

1'1300;00 

r::>?L R 5.s() 

Nu mber Copies --Z 

ELEMENT 
DESCRIPTION 

~ 

Element 
ClllS. 
(X) 

X I~~ EL:E , - , 
"' '" z 

• 
" ... ~I ~ ~I~ ~ : I:g 0 

09 I" 
1A1v 1 07 Ix 

l.-I oS- 10 Ix 

OUTPUT DESCRIPTION 
Page-..l£ of ~ 

Set Name Q8D&"R EK/foRS Form Type srANOARD ffl'Nr'rl--------------, 
Prepared by: lie 0 

Volume: Average 5" Peak .......l..O-. Special Form I. D. 

NO. TIMES AN ENTRY 
MAY APPEAR ON THIS 
SET 

Average Peak 

I 

I 

I 

I 

ISet T 

x 

I ~o g' - '" ~ . 6 
o v '-
o - -_ • u 

~ '" '" 

SOURCE 

Source Set Identification for 
Direct Recording 

IlI'l Is/2A 

'xl /,fl2A 

I Llx 

o 
o 
<t; 
09 

~ 

x 
)( 

Date (./;S-/r.O 
IDENT IFYiNG ELEM:ENT CODES (x) 

o 
o 
<; 
o 
"<) 
0-

x 

:>-
I'" .. 

fr. 

It: 
I ... 

pi .. 
-

s 
• ;; 
z 

~ 



SyUe.In Identification 04-

Set Identification 0"",03 t> £ 

ELEMENT NAME 

OAO~,,? !Vo 

STOcK ND 

QTY o"D~IfED 

ELEMENT 
CODE 

83""/~D 

'Y.3(JO'~D 

87~8GI>D 

.-.. 

OUTPUT DESCRIPTION Pag • ...LL of 23 

.;ess 81L Ie ING Set Name OIiD~e EB8edi' 5 F",m Type :;rANDA"D P"JN7"II-----------~ 
Prepared by: H C [) 

Number Copies __ ,,2"--__ _ Volume: Average 6' Peak ---.liL..... Special Form l. D. 
Date (./ /5/ (.0 

E1emeatl ELEMENT Class. 
DESCRIPT ION (X) 

Ch.:u. 

.!l .. E 11 .J )( 0/1 u 
;;::9~ ;; - 0 - . u u ~ -= " - " ... u • 
~"" Z O~ :2 a 

If 0'1 ~ 

~ ",7 )( 

"",.- 10 W-

NO. TIMES AN ENTRY 
MAY APPEAR ON THIS 
SIT 

Average Peak 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

ISet T 

'i·~:~ e ~ -e 
~ ~ "" 

SOURCE 

Source Set Identification for 
Qirect Recording 

Xl 1~/2A 

XIIS/2A 

/ IX 

o 
~ 
~ 
&l 

x 

IDENTIFYING ELEM ENT CODES (X) 

\) 
~ 

" ~ 
" 0) .. 

x 

~ 
~ 
Ii;: 
~ 

I ... 
~ 

s; 
• ;; 
Z 

: 



Sys tem Identlficat10n _....t:0>-<-< ..... __ _ 

Sel Identification n...tQ "! Q? 

aaAENT NAME 

OROcR NO 

sroCJf /'Ie 

~y S"IPPCa 

QTY OROEReD 

ELEMENT 
CODE 

831..81(10 

1'1.300100 

" 
1 B7~8~"0 

Process flu LING 

Number Copies --' 

B.EMENT 
DESCRIPTION 

.9!!!; 

8ement 
Class. 
(X) 

"I ~~I -;; Ij l ~~I~ S~E " , - , .. 
~ < Z 

IA wloq I I be 
~H1 07 11 Ix 

Jt. I .os' b I I Ix 
INI nlC' 

-
OUTPUT DESCRIPTION P.ge~ of ~ 

Set Name OBDER ~fU(DIC...!S Form Type ST.ANCVlIID PRIHr r' ---------

Volume: Average 

NO. TIMES AN ENTRY 
MAY APPEAR ON THIS 
SET 

Average Peak 

I 

/ 

2....-- Peak --!i....- Special Form I. D. 

SOURCE 

Source Set Idendffcation for 
Qit'ect Recordlng 

I I I Ix 1 1 ..... 12 A 

I I I 1)( 1/5/2 A 

I -.Lk 
J I Ix 

o 
o 
~ 
~ 
·Ill 

x 
x 

PtepMed by: He p 

D.te t.//~/ ,,"0 

IpENTlFYING a~ENT CODES (X) 

II 

" " o 
.~ 

x 
x 

~ 
~ 
I~ 
I~ 
I.., 
k:: 
IV 

~ 
z z 

~ 



OUTPUT DESCRIPTION 
Page~ of .i:.3...-

SYJtem IdemUication 04 .:e.ss 6 U ( lAIG Set Name aSoE:1? gRB , 85 Form Type .:57f"N~6D mINT ·r---------
Prepared by: Ltc 12 

Set ldendfication 0,,< 0 30 7 Number Copies _--<Z:<-__ _ Volume: Average so:: Peak ~ Special Form I. D. 
Date ('/ /5/ ~O 

ELEMelT NAME 

&"~ N(J 

MO SlOPPeD 

LJ/I ShIPPED 

YR D 

ELEMENT 
CODE 

ELEMENT 
DESCRIPT ION 

Element 
Cl.1ss. 
(X) 

' I ~~ e -=E , - , 
~ < z 

.9!!!; 

.. 
;; ... ] Im- ~I~' UU4J-= 

~:J;gO 

'c" I I.. wi 09 I I I" 
laa_ .... .<. .5'1) I I 1..1 02 I" I I I" 
L~ , /-"SO I I wi 02. 10 I I Ix 

I .. q.qo~" I I 1.,1 M' bl I Ix 

NO. TIMES AN ENTRY 
MAY APPEAR ON TH IS 
SET 

Average Peak 

Sel T 

I~_:~€I • - g 
u ~ -
o - -" u u 
~ '" < 

SOURCE 

Source Set Identification for 
Qirecr Recording 

I L X I 15 1Z A 

I I Ix 
/ I OC 
, I Ix 

o 
o 
"-
~ 

~ 
q, 

x 
x 

Ix 

loefTIFYlNG ELEMENT CODES (x) 

» 
~ 

j:>. 
~-

I", 
h .. 
I:: 
'" 

s; 
u 
'5 
z 

~ 



Sy~tem IdemUicatioo O,J. Process BIL L IN '2 

Set Iden t1ficat1on 64<24 Number Copies -.i! 

ELEM ENT NAM E 

~L£S/f1AN HI> 

COST Ace-r NC 

Dlse ~ SuP 8eN 

cusr HAMe: SeLO 

cusr ADPI't SoLO 

p().$r/HG. .IN 0 

;;RIf"" RGASo" 

ELEMENT 
CODE 

8181100 

&,B132S0 

-:..,ZOI30 

("813 Zoo 

t.8f32/0 

87~01oo 

700t:J/OC 

ELEMENT 
DESCRIPTION 

Cbar. ---. 

Element 
Class. 
(Xi 

"I ~~ :: ~ E , - , 
~ < Z 

-;; 
;; ... ~I~ gl~ ~ ~ I ~ a 

05 I> 
04 1< I, 
02. I> 
70 .. 
'70 JI 

01 1'0 Ix 
09 I" 

,...., 

OUTPUT D E SCRIPTION Page~ or 23 

Set Name COST CIfA1tI~ E ,.'io/i' Form Type .$TIIPDAIID PIIIJNTrl---------
Prepared by: lie 0 

Volume: Average I Peak~ Special Fonn I . D. 

NO. T IM ES AN ENTRY 
MAY APPEAR ON THIS 
SET 

Average Peak 

1 

f 

I 

I 

Set T 

x . 
a 
= gl 

5 ~ § 
~ ] 'E 
~ ~ < 

SOURCE 

Source Set Identification for 
Qtrect Recording 

I I ill 1201 

I XI 1201 

I I X 

Ilx 
I ~ I xl 

I I I X 
1 I I X 

() 
() 

:::: 
~ 

~ 

)( 

x 
Xi 
x 
x 
)( 

Date ~/ISI(,o 

IDENTIFYING aEM£NT CODES (x) 

e 
1\1 

~ 
-S 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

T~ 
-." 

II 

--:; 
~.I 

t 

... .. .. 
~ 

s 
• ;; 
Z 
..; 
: 



...... 

PROCESS DESCRIPTION g. ~ Of~ 

System Identification -~0400"'-------

Proceu 

LlNE 
NO. 

lL">a~ 

l" 0 'I 
.I 

Au J JA/~ 

MANAGEMfNT 
RULE NO. 

~ I Currentl Prior 
U 

1",,1 

.... ,...,- ~ 

,I. I .. 

... I~ 

~nR IA 
~~o IA 
~ I~ 

" ~ 

:Iia Validation 

SOURCE 

ELEMENT 

Name. Prior Result 
or Actual Value 

AAA cUIPPED 

n ~ -D 

YII' ..sHIPP';D 

""'~< 

n~ .0"p""'D 

VR .sHIPP';LJ 

/. Mt>/ 

/- QA / 

~_ 1~~R'Nr yIP" / 

u: 
" ~ 

Set Idem. or 
Rule No. for 
Prior Result 

I~/~ -"I 

If Ie A 

I$'/Z -of 

ISIP ... 

1 .«""19 AI 

/S/2~ 

Prepared by ~co 

DOl. "/If/~O ; , 
C?N,D· I~ SOU"RCE/DlSPOSITlON MANAGEMENT RULE SUFFIX AND FRBJUENCY I 

H 

~ ~~.o : ~, .. _ ~ ~- ...... ~ 
~ ~ ~ Name, Result. Prior Ii: 
l; C5" ~ Result or Actual Va lue ~ 

ELEMENT 

V r' (ot) 
Iv of Oe) 

V { (01) 

1"1. (.!JI ) 

I" I ~ /C<JHR&N7"" Ylr/ 

Mt> SNIPP&D 

~ OA SHIP PEp 

" YR .sHII"PE'D 

• 11'10 s;'llPPCD 

I" 0/1 -SHIPP£'p 

V 1R S/lIPPeD 

Set IdenL or 
Rule No. for 
Pri.or Result 

0.1.0307 

04-0307 

0,,(.0307 

/$'/2/9 

10$'12/9 

/o$'/e~ 

!':: C ood: Y = Condidon Is Satl.sfled 
.... ~ N = Condition Is Not Satisfied 
":' . Blank =: Conditioo Not Applicable 

I 
~+ : Acrtoo: X = Action to Be Taken 
... ~ Blank Action Not 10 Be Taken 

18 ~ A B D E F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R 

1 Y (I 
y H 

'f /I 

Y II, 
1 iii 

16 I I I I 

XX l( 

XXX Xli, 

,q )( 

X lUI ~ 

xXX I" X 
)(bl ~ Ix , 

~ 

5. 
1:'1 

". .. 



...... 

PROCESS DESCRIPTION Page 20 or 23 

System Identification __ ~Oo...t, _ _ _ __ _ Prepared by fiCO 

Praeon Q~IJ JAlr- ~ Validation Date <-//~/ (,0 
T-~ 

LINE 
NO. 

MANAGEMENT 
RULE NO. 

~ICunend Prior 
U 

1012 Ie! 1002 

~ 
I.., 1.4! 

~ hl003 

10/(' 

./~ 

6/8 1,11 

,.., I q L- I """..L 

o.:?~ 

OL / I"J ,.", . .:-
"'> ;> 

021' 

ICl24 

r I .. 
....., ~ 1'-

.r"'\?7 

SOURCE 

ELEMENT 

Name. Prior Result 
or Actual Value 

<;AI..,E:S TAX CoD"' 

I.5A4£'5 TAX CaDii' 

(X ../j. JI..J.. ~ , 

sALesmAN NO 

CuST A~cr N" 

.$ALG'SMA", riO 

N~ 

4;"Toc:K NO 

<T~c:A" NO 

t::l-rY SHIPPED 

,.,.,...,...y ~RO~R~D 

...... ,..y 

",.,..y SH/PPS-£> 

""'T"Y 

'" .,.-y 

~-

.: 
:J 
~ 

COND .. -. SOURCE/DISPOSITION 
H 

Set Idenl. Of 

Rule No. (01 
Prior Resu It ~ ~~. -~: ~ ~f---~N~,-m-:-e-.~R~"'-:-U~h-. ~P~'~io~,-:--""'--l 

ILl .., :::l ... _ 

~ ~ . is j:! Resuh Of Actual Value 

ELeAENT 

.: 
:J 
~ 

1S-/2 A II SAL~5 T,4 X cooe 

/5/2. A II SALE'S ..,.,q" COD" 

Ivl SALE'S r/lX CoO£" 

/s-Ie A / SALE:SMAN N" 

/5"/2 A .( cvsr . .l/ce' N" 

/&"12 A 111'1 SAI..",S MAN IVO 

/5/2 -4 1"1 SALeSMAN No 

/&,,/2 A /1 I I -ST"cK ,NO 

/S-/2 A /1 sr"cK NO 

/512 A I I 1.1 //Y/YNNN I 
UN.!! A I I III 1'//'1/'1/'//'1#/ 
/~/2A IVI I" QTY SlOPPED 

~/2A I VI ~TY sj//PPCP 

1.<12 A r.>TY' oROeRE'O 

/5"/2 A I oA QrY s/(/PPCD 

f .<f~ A (")'TY <:>I?PC RlZ"'D 

Set Idem. or 
Rule No. for 
Prior Result 

o-I-I?O,3 

o~ "<30/ 

/oS/2 A 

~ROJ 

o-lRDI. 

o-I.<J.30e, 

CM-O.3 oe. 

~I?Oe. 

<1"0.30.3 

/5/2.A 

O~O.$"~ 

o""'~oS" 

04-03"(,,. 

04-030{" 

MANAGEMENT RULE SUFFIX AND FRB)UENCY 

1,,]-
~ G 

C ood: Y = Condition Is Sa1isfied 
N = Condition Is Not Satisfied 

~ 
. Blank = Condition Not Applicable 

I 
+ ~ Action: X . = Action to Be Taken 
U ~ Blank Action Not to Be Taken 

O~~A:T:T~~~~r-oCCcr.-r.CT~~:7r.:r.:c:lr.or.~ 

1 1'/'111 

~ 

x 

IeIY/N 
YI III 
} IZI3 

Xix 

xix 

21YIII 
q/& 

/)( 

elYlHIYIY 
IYlI/I Y 

/,., 

'12121 J 

)( 

I~ 
x 

I) 

~ 
'tl 

" I~ 
I. 

I. 



....... 

PROCESS DESCRIPTION ?age ~ Of 23 

System Identification a.4 Prepared by If..C 0 

",oc"" IiJ.ll. I. lot. G o Validation Date ,L/s-/tp 0 
I J 

SOURCE CONDo SOURCE/ DISPOSITION MANAGEMENT RULE SUFFIX AND FR.B:>UENCY .. 
Is; - Cood: Y = Condition Is Satidied 

MANAGEMENT c 
~I~ N = Condition Is Not Satisfied 

RULE NO. ELEMENT Set Idem. or • ELEMENT ~~ 
LINE ~ Set Idem. or Blank = Coodition Not Applicable 

Rule No. for .. 0 ' 0 Rule No. for '..; 
NO. 

0 .. .t. .. l..t cit ACllon: X = Action to Be Taken 
Prior Result ;;; 

~ ~ Name, Result. Prior Prior Result Blank = Action Not to Be Taken 
~ Current 

Name. Prior Result u: IX,1 u: ' u 
Prior or Actual Value " ~ Re.suh or Actual Value " 1.1' - DIE u ~ '" o ~ ~ o ~ A B F G H I I K L MN 0 P Q R 

1,..,. .. _I. DISt". pC 5UI" 80N o~ROI IJ( P;flce oN BASE ~RD2 

la~<i .J VN/r PINe e: /5/2../3 

I~"o I! 1_7 oc/3 101Sc. PC GsA /Sle. ,A hi /.81.. ANI(/ tI 
Io><t 
00 

,.., ;>.1 iA DISC. r>::! aSA /5"/2 A 1)( AM, PRe TAX. /5"N? .8 

"'~2. Iv AMT Q,y AU.ow /$N? /3 J( 

,,~3 v RcSOLT A 

", ... 4 /Zl!;Rn / .; ;;>csVI..T A )( 

/1-:;0':- IA Inn ... IAd/. UNIT PR/C to /5"/28 1)( I airY SHIPI"eO /s-/Ot .A 

/) ~"I. Iv AMT PRIce £"XT /S/Ot8 

'" "7 Iv AmT PRice: E:XT 0",,01 

A ",q AMT PRiCe: eXT I~ I AM, PRe' ,AX /S/28 

/) "q IA . ''''~ ,.".,.y sHIPPeD /5/2. A Ix TAX FeD EX ON o..,R02-

,...,~" A"'" 1'7:'" EX 7?9x /$/2.8 

~ 

(,")~J 1 nIQ I"Q~ """'"7'" PRe TAx /5"/2 8 + AMT F5"£> EX 7AI< 15128 

~~"" ,.., .0 "" ....... I/I-T .A -

- ~--- ~-



~ 

PROCESS DESCRlPTION .>age 22 Of Z!J 

System Idenlif'ication 12. A. Prepared by HCD 

Proc"" BII..I..ING o Validation Date 
(p!/~! (,0 , 

SOURCE CONDo 
~ 

SOURCE/ DISPOSITION MANAGEMENT RULE SUFFIX AND FREQUENCY .. 
I~ ~ Cood: Y = Condition Is Salis fled MANAGEMENT 

~I~ 
c N =- Condition Is Not Satisfied 

LINE RULE NO. ELEMENT Sel IdeDl. or • ELEMENT ,i!. 
F. 17 0 

Set Idem . or 

NO. Rule No. for ' 0 Rule No. for ' ''': Blank =- Condition No t Applicable 

Prior Resu It 0 I~ :: .!. .... I.! ~ Action: X = Action 10 Be Taken 

< Name, Prior Result u.: ;;; -. " " Name. Result. Prior u.: Prior Result " . Blank = Action Not 10 Be Taken 
U Current Prior e jl~ ~ ii I~ ~ or Actual Value :> Resull or Actual Value :> o ~ A ~ <::J o ~ ~ B D E F G H I J KLM NO P Q R 

0-1-3 Ie. '0/1 008 SALI!:$ TAX' ceOE /~/2 A I (X .R. .. u· J>. ) y~ 

5$ 
,,~~ IA .sALES TAX PC 0-1- /?O.3 J( AMT PRe TAl( /S"'/2 B 

0-1-5 0/ AI'Y1T :S,4L.E"S ,/IX /6"/2 8 

~ -I-t. ,; /(ESVI-r A X 

a-l-7 /;ZE/(O / 0/ RES V J.. r .A X 

0-18 oS"'''- eS T/fX Pc. o-l-RO 3 .; SALES r/1;X Pc. 16"12 B 

O~'f If 012 oil /(cSV"-T A (0/0) - RESV-'" A (007) + 

o~o OIl) R£Sl/LT A (0/1) (' AMT CVS7 INY /0$/2 8 

<><>7 

II 



....... 

PROCESS DESCRIPTION .>age £.3 Of ~ 

System Identificadon O~ Prepared by NCO. 

Proc"" 8. 1.1" " l t:JI. t3. o Validation Da.te '('//5/ (,0 
1 r-

SOURCE CONDo 
~ 

SOURCE/ DISPOSITION MAN AGEMENT RULE SUFAX AND FRB:)UENCl .. 
I x ~ Cood: Y = Condition Is Sat isfied MAN AG EM: ENT :; ~I ~ N = Condition Is NOI Satisfied 

LINE RULE NO. ELEMENT Set IdeDi. or ~ ELEMENT Set Idem. or ~ <:-

Ru le No. (or .... . 0 0 Rule No, (or 
1 .. + ~ 

Blank = C ondilion Not AppUcable 
NO. ~ .... '"- .... ACllon: X = Action to Be Taken 

Prior Result • .... - Prior Result 

~ Current 
Name, Prior Result u: :;; 

:Ij 
. " Name, Resuh. Prior u: . . Blank = Action Not 10 Be T aken 

Prior or Actual Value ::> ~ ~ U Result or Actua l Value ::> If (5 
u ~ 

.., o ~ ~ o Z A 8 D E F G H I I K L M N o P Q I 

1o .~1 b 10 L" I SALE:5MAN /110 120 1 I SALf:SMA/II 11'0 o4-IfOI y yYII N N 

1 ~5'? C.UST A ecr NO I Zoot ./ COST Ac<:.T NO o4-RJ)/ Y yy tI II II 

1<'"15 ~ POSTI/vG /1110 12 (J 1 / (t) Y 'fY 
05-/- " (2) Y 'fY 

I t!>R:'5"'" Iv (,3) Y 'flY 
I 

I ~ I I ~ 5 I , 4 

105{, L4 / St.."NK/ ,f o4-1l01 1. 
/ 

1,.,57 l eol v' "~IfOI 1)( )( 

I "'~A PISC. PC SUI' So "" /2.01 Iv' DISc.. PC SOP8q1 o.f.IfOI ')( 

IOS'f h/.s<!. PC.. SIIP/!JON / 201 / DISC. pe Svp 80N o-lo.f. )( 1o'}( XX 

'"'/-.'" r orr NAMe .s •• 0 /;> "I ,; ",liST' N A Me- "OL.O 0-104- ')( .". 

1">"-1 Ct.JS"r ADD~ .so'" 0 I~ol " c v .... A polt s.o~ 04-0.1 )( 

,.,r_;> r MATCHE'D ) " clf'l?OIr RtrA.5 o N o~o4-

,-,/_3 A-r"N&'D) v' El?/I'olP REMo", 04-(j~ I, I~ I~ -
l~ 
~ - I~ 
I. -
I. 



Note 
Number 

1. 

2. 

3 . 

Appendix II, Page 28 

STANDARD REFERENCE NOTES FOR VALIDATIONS 

Explanation 

H the element is nat valid, continue with 
the execution of the Management Rules for 
validations and processes indicated by the 
set that contains the invalid element. 

H the element is . not valid, continue with 
the execution of the Management Rules for 
validations indicated by the set that con
tains the invillid element. Do not execute 
the Management Rules for processes in
dicated by the set that contains the invalid 
element. 

If the element is not valid, do not continue 
with the execution of the Management Rules 
for validations. Do not execute the Manage
ment Rules for processes. 

._ .. - ' 
..... , .... .,.... ....... )1. .'" 

" 
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AN INSURANCE COMPANY 
FILE MAINTENANCE PROBLEM 
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IBM 

This report presents two methods (flow chart and decision table) 
for representing the decision logic of a complex problem; it thereby 
provides a means of comparing the relative merits of the two techniques. 
Some considerations in such a comparison are: clarity of understanding, 
ease of modifying, ability to detect logical errors and omissions, ability 
to see important relationships, etc : This example by no means rep
resents a controlled test or evaluation of flow charts vs . decision tables; 
it has, however, provided some insight and firsthand experience with 
the two methods on an identical problem. 

The particular problem is concerned with master file maintenance 
and controlling key operating procedures of a large insurance company. 
The operations al'e presented at the systems level and while not precise 
enough for direct coding, should be accurate and structurally sound. 
Some of the logical inaccura.cies that exist in the flow chart were 
corrected in the decision tables. 

With the problem solution initially represented in flow chart 
form, it was then decided to explore the capability of decision tables for 
descr ibing such a complex decision procedure. It took apprOXimately 
25 man-hours to study the flew chart, understand and structure the 
problem, and prepare the dedsion tables . This short time did not allow 
thorough review and debugging of the decision tables. The most difficult 
task was to ullderstand the problem from the information available; 
considerable time and effort were required with the flow chart originator 
toward this end. However, once the flow chart was grasped, the problem 
could be subdivided into several major portions. It seemed at the time . 
that this might be one main advantage of tables, 1. e . , they seem to 
force logical structure. 

The Basic Problem Solution 

A series of insurance pOlicies are maintained in a master random access 
file; because of the large number of these poliCies, and the relative 
infrequency of change or use, it is desirable to have a dictionary track 
which contains a brief record for each policy. The overall control 
table (001) is concerned with detecting which pOlicies need to be acted 
upon while checking each of the policy summary records in sequence . 
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Another complication of the job is that a single customer may 
have a multiple account, i. e., more than one policy; if a customer has 
a multiple account, he may go on a monthly pay plan instead of the 
normal three-payment or one-payment method. Tables 002, 003, and 
012 detect and handle multiple account and monthly pay cases. 

There are two major types of activities to the file . The first 
is that which is scheduled because of the date, such as renewals, 
terminations, etc. This is handled by Tables 005 and 009, which are 
concerned with scheduled activities. The other type of work involves 
handling transactions, where a change in policy status or introduction 
of a new policy takes place. Tables 008 and 011 take care of trans
action activities. 

The remaining table, Table 010, is a closed procedure table 
which is used in a variety of cases to write out a previous policy and 
obtain the policy to be examined. 

Attached you will find the flow chart used to describe the ' 
insurance company job, followed by the decision tables which cover 
the same ground. 
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TABLE 001 Overall Control 

Rule No. 1 2 3 4 5 fi 7 R Q 10 11 1 ? 1 ::I 

START Y N N N N N N N N N N N N 
Activity Date ~ Process Date N N N N N N N N N Y Y N 
Card Input for this account N N N N N N N Y Y N Y Y 
Last Recor d on Tr ack N Y Y Y Y Y Y 
Change Track Switch ON N N N Y Y Y 
Policy Control No. - 2000 N Y Y N Y Y . 
End of Dictionarv N Y N Y 
Active Policy No. N N Y -New Account N Y 

Preliminary Housekeeping 
& Control X 

E r r or . .. Not Active Policy X 
Set Status Code = 0 2 2 
Set Track Change Switch ON X X X X 
Accumulate to 115 Account X X X X X X X 
Wr ite Dictionarv Track X X X 
Set Track Chanqe Switch OFF X X 
Spill 115 Account Total X X X X 
Read Next Dictionary Track X X X X X 
Setu]2 Next Dictionary Item X X X X X X 
Set Policy Control No. - 100 +100 100 +100 100 
Windup (incl. Table OlQ) X X 
Read Input Card X X 
Set Card Switch ON X X X 
Set Schedule Activity Switch ON X X 

GO TO TABLE 001 001 001 001 Stop 001 001 Stop 001 002 002 002 002 

.. - - -- -"------ i 
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TABLE 002 Special Processing 

, 
Rule No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Multiple Account N N N Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 
Monthly Pay N N N N N N Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 
Card Switch ON Y N Y N Y Y N N Y Y Y Y Y 
Type of Transaction - Status Change N 

. 
Y N Y N N Y 

- Gasn N N Y Y 
Transaction Switch =C N Y N Y N Y 

Set Multiple Account Switch ON X X X X X X X 
Set Monthlv P ay Switch ON X X X X 
Read Multiple Account Record X X X X X 
Setup Multiple Account Tally & Control X X X X X X 
Do Policy Record Setup (Table 010) X X 
Set T ransaction Switch = b b ~Qff 

Handle Monthly Pay Cash Transaction X X 
Read Input Card X X 

GO TO TABLE 008 005 012 003 003 012 003 003 003 003 012 011 011 

----- - - - --- ----
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TABLE 003 Multiple Account Control 

Rule No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

End of Account Y y Y Y N N N N N I N N I 
Card Switch ON N N Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N N 
Cards for Tally Hiqh High Low Low ~Q 
New Business Y N Y N 
Monthly Pay Switch ON N Y 
Schedule Activity N y N Y 

- - -

Error ... Card out of line X X 
Set T ransaction Switch = ilL II '~I II 

Change Tally X X 
Set Schedule Activity Switch OFF X X 
Billing Routine X 
Write Account Recor d X X 
Tally X X 
Read InpUt Card X X 
Do Policy Record Setup (Table 010) X X X X X 
Set Multiple Account Switch OFF X X 

GO TO TABLE 005 005 008 011 003 005 008 011 008 003 005 



TABLE 005 Scheduled Activity 

Rule No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ! 9 I 10 11 12 13 14 

Schedule Activity Switch ON Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N N N 
Monthly Pay Switch ON Y N 
Multiple Account Switch ON Y Y N Y N Y N Y N Y N X N 
Type of Activity = Renewal Y Y Y 

-Renewal 
Questionnaire y y 

= Thrm.ination Y Y 
= Cancellation Y Y 
= Bills & 

Reminders Y Y 
Transaction Switch - "T" N Y Y 

Renewal Routine X X X 
Renewal Questionnaire Routine X X 
Termination Routine X X 
Cancellation Routine X X 
Bills & Reminders Routine X X 
Zero H.ecord & Open Address X X 
Take Renewal X 
Compute New Act. Date X X X X X X X X X X X 
Write Policy Record X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
Insert New Act. Date in Dictionary X X X X X X X 
Tally X X X X X X X 
Change Multiple Account Record X X X X X X X 
Set Schedule Activity Switch OFF X X X X X 

GO TO TABLE 003 003 001 003 001 003 001 003 001 003 001 001 003 001 



TABLE 008 Transaction Activity 

1 Rule No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Card SWitch ON Y Y Y N N N N N N N N N 
Transaction Type - New Business Y N Y N N ... . ... 

= Endorsement Y N Y N N Y 
Control Code - "NBII "EN" "RT" "NEil "EN" "RT" liNE " "EN" "RT" 
Policv Nos. match Y Y Y N N N Y Y Y -
New Business Preliminary X 
Endorsement Preliminary X 
Hanrue Transacnon x ~ 

, ~ r." rrl X X X X 
Read Input Card X X X X X X 
Set Card SWitch OFF X X X 
Set Card SWitch ON X X X 
Set Control Code = "NB" "EN" "RT" 
Finish Endorsement X X 
Finish New Business X X 
Compute New Activity Date x X x 

GO TO TABLE 008 008 008 008 008 008 000 009 009 008 008 008 
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TABLE 009 Scheduled Activity Check 

I RulE' No. 1 :< 3 4 5 

Schedule Activity Switch ON Y Y Y N N 
Old Schedule Necessary Y N N 
Analysis of Activity Change Y N Y N 

Set Schedule Activity Switch ON X 
Set Schedule Activity Switch OFF X -
Set '1 ransaction Switch - "T " X X 

GO TO TABLE 005 005 005 005 005 
-- -- - ------~ - --



TABLE 010 (DO) Policy Recor d Setup 

I Ru1e No. 1 ? ....3. 

Status Code 1 0 2 

Seek Policy Recor d X X 
Pre Activity Write X X 
Activitv Wr ite X ...x. 
Read Policy Recor d X X 
Set Status Code - 1 

TABLE 011 Card Input Contr ol 

iRule No . 1 2 3 4 5 

Card Injlut for this Policv Y Y N N N 
Tr ansaction Switch = lie " ilL" "e" IIC " "LII 
Schedu1e Activity Switch ON y N 

Set Card Switch OFF X X X 

GO TOTABLE 002 003 002 003 003 

-
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TABLE 012 Status Change Control 

I Rule No, 1 2 3 4 5 

Multiple Account Y Y Y N N 
Monthly Pay Y N N N 
Type of Status Change = On Multiple Account Y 

- On Monthly Pay Y 
= On Multiple Account & Monthly Pay Y 
= Off Multiple Account Y 
- Utf Monthly Pay Y 

Read Multiple Account Record X X X 
Setup & Wr ite Multiple Account Record X X 
Change Dictionary Track this item X X X X X 
Change Multiple AccQunt Record X X X , 
Set Transaction Switch = fie" "C II 
Read Input Card X X X X 
Set '1 ype of Transaction - blank X 

GO TO TABLE 002 011 011 002 002 

-- - --- -
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Attachment 0 Tables 5 ignal Beller Communication Sidelof4 

Talk Given by Burton Grad, Manager IBM Systems Engineering Development 

The pilot is prepar ing to land his sing le engine plane at the airport; it is late at night and his fuel supply is low . He calls to the radio tower and asks 
for landinCJ instructlolls. All he hears In return is a babble in a foreign language which he can't underStand. 

The executive has spent the last hOUf of hi~ day dictating an Importallt speech; the next morning he comes in and wants to review the material. His 
secretary is out III. The otl'ler girls in the office all read Gregg, not Pitrnan. 

A design engineer has carefully prepared a number of complex Boolean equations to explain the operation of a new computer circuit. He shows these 
to the manufacturing engineer to give an indication or what needs to be constructed. The manufacturing engineer says, "I don't understand Boolean 
algebra. II 

We could go on and on citing examples like these of events and occurences where lack of a common language (or communication causes difficulties 
ranging all the way from the most trivial to the deadly. Systems Engineering faces communication barriers as serious as those of any profession. The 
systems engineer today does not have a language to communicate with management; he does not have a language to communicate with computer pro· 
grammers; he does not have a language to communicate with functional specialist~1 he does not even have a language to communicate with other sys
tems engineers. 

Programmers who have learned one computer at the machine language level can It understand the prqgrammlng of another machine at the machine lan
guage leve l without spclldl ng the time necessary to learll the second machine's special codes and Instructions, For this reason (among others> there 
has been Intensive effort to develop common languages like FORTRAN, Commercial Translator and COBOL which will be applicable to a number of 
machines. But the communication between programmer and machine is merely a small part of the total problem. 

For Systems Engineering It Is vital to develop tools and techniques to permit a manager to state his dccision criteria and decision rules. We must 
find a common language so systems engineers can communicate wIth product engineers, accountants, and manufacturing planners, to find out their 
decision rules and decis ion logic; that Is critical to determine the characteristics of the system that is going to be modelled or controlled. A mP.thod 
must be found for two·way communication with computer programmers to be sure that the intended decision rules are in fact being e)(ecuted, A tech~ 
nlque is needed to aid the systems engineer in establishIng complete decision rules and in predetermining that these rules will accomplish the in-
tended goals. . 

In the past, this problem has not been as severe, Because of the limited size of bUSiness systems problems, we could depend on the programmer to 
understand the particular problems well enough to be sure the logic was correct and to check the problem out thoroughly . However, as the systems 
we are trying to solve become larger and more comple)(, this expedient is no longer satisfactory. Systems engineers must take on the responsibility 
for designing the deciSion logic and for insuring that It is being e)(ecuted properly. To do this systems engineers must have a professional language 
which will serve for effective Intercommunication. 

What has caused the communication void? What has caused this communlcallon moat surrounding the systems engineer? There are at least three 
major factors Involved: 

1· The Inability to cleatly and concisely el<press deciSion logic and decision rules for describing business systems. 

2· The Inability to show cause-effect relationship between conditions and actions. 

3 - The Inability to guarantee or even aid in achieving logical completeness In establis hing deciSion rules, 

Today, we have available a number of techniques which have been applied to solving thc communication problem: we've trlcd to use narrative, flow 
charts and even logical equations. But none of these has filled the bill. Each has major drawhacks; the failure of these known techniques has led 
to consideralion of another allemative: decision tables . 

Decision Tables 

Decision tables are a formal method for describing decision logic In a two-dimens ional display. The layollt~tearly shows the cause and effect rela
lionohlp between conditions and actions; it explicitly relates decis Ion alternalives. 

Decis ion tables use a format which Is familiar to us from analytical, fInancial, and statislicaltables. Since the days of the Babylonians , people have 
u~ed tables as a means of organizing Information where the re lationships werc co~lex or the amount of data ~reat. These data tables appear to be 
superior to many other forms of information organization because: 

1- They provide clarity and conciseness through data classification. 

2- They clearly show relationship of dependent to Independent variables. 

3~ They el<pllcilly Indicate omissions. 

Decision tables use tabular formal to represent dynamic situations. Where we have used now charts, narrative, or logical equations Lo describe 
decision logic, or an operating procedure, we now find It possible to lise decis ion tables for thesc same Johs. The argument 111 favor of tables is 
their relative convenience and cffectiveness, not that they can describe systems that cannot also be described in othcr ways, 

Tabular form has been used by programmers since the earliest days of computers . The most common lise or taules has been to relate some function to 
an argument. Given the va lue of one factor, the table provides the va lue of another dependent factor , For c)(ample, a titble mlghl relate capita ls to 
slates (Flgurc 1>. Given the stale name, determine the flame of the capital . 

• -t"" _'.-f-+'.-_~(bl 
CAI'rfA' , --" ._- \:R 

In this c)(a~lc Stale appears above the double line and Capital below; each different state name 
Is in a co lu mn anti physically below It, the name of the corresponding capital. If the State is Ala. 
bama, thcn the Capital is Montgomery; If thc Slate is Alaska, thcllthe Capital is Juneau. 

All e)(leflSlon of thi s concept is seen in Figure 2 in thc usc of a matrix to display the value of a particular factor as a function of multiple variables. 

... 1/).'.' 

Insurance prem ium. rates are shown as a function of health and age. In the e)(ample, if health is 
excellent and age IS between 25 and 35, Ihen the rate is $1.27. However, if health is poor and 
<Jge ~t.ween 55 and 65, then thc rate is $8.73. Unfortunately, the visual effectiveness of a 
mat,n)( IS r.educefl when the number of independent variables exceed~ lwo or the llutl1her of dependent 
vatlaIJlcs 15 greatcr thall one . 

BecClLlse of thc "il ~ "r ill hell.efils frotllllsillll ,tt1hles, it ,secms thilt there should he some way to generflllze tabuli1r form so lh;'lt any flIlfllber of independcnt 
nnd depcndent viln~hles Illlght be showl! wllh clear vlsun l correSIlOtldclII:c. Figure 3 (on the nc)(t P<lfJc) shows il titble with fOllr IndepcmJenl itnd three 
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dependent factors where clarity, interrelationship and comprehensiveness have been maintained . 

In thi s example, the decisi on tab le indicates Insurance premi um rate , policy limit, and type of 
policy as a functi on of hea lth, age, section of country, and sex. If the applicant is in excellent 
health, between 25 and 35 years of age, from the East , and is a male, his rate is $1 . 27, the 
insurance limit is $200,000, and he may be issued polley type A, S, or C. All of the alterna
tives are clearly set forth, one by one, across the table . 

To obtain a better understanding of a decision tab le, let 's look at its fundamenta l elements as shown in Figure 4. 

1)00,0 '.100""". The double lines serve as demarcation: CONDITI ONS are shown above the horizontal double lines, .. ACTIONS below . The STUB is to the left of the vertical double line, ENTRIES to the right. A 
condition states a relationship . An action states a command. 

If aJithe conditions in a column are satisfi ed then the actions in that column are executed. Each 
such vertical combination of conditions and actions is ca lled a RULE . In the same colullJll with 
the entries for each rule, there may be spec ialized data relating to that rule; this Is ca lled the RULE 
HEADER . Similarly, each table may have certain specialized Informat ion which Is ca lled the 
TABLE HEADER . 

Consider another sample table which contains all the same elements, but has somc different properti es . Th is table Is Figure 5. 

TAII.U;MClfJ" w .. .... 
c ........ 
II •• • • • , 
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The first ru le would be re ad: If credit limit is OK, then approve order . The second rill e would be 
read: If credit limit is not OK-and pay experience is favorable, then approve order. In this LIM
IT ED €'NTRY table, the enti reCondltion or actiOn must be written in the stub . The condition entry 
is limited to indicating whether the corresponding cOlldltioil should bE: asserted, negated or ignored; 
the action entl')' indicates if the aclion stub should be executed or ignored . 

This Is in contrast, as you may note, to the table show.! in Figure 3, which is called an EXTENDED 
ENTRY table . In this case the indiv idual condition or action inrormation extends from the stub into 
the corresl)ondlng entries. In any given table, we call, of course, mix extended and li mited entry 
form, whi chever Is more conven ient for a particular condition or action. 

To thi s point sample decision tab les and t lle ir elements have been discussed to describe concept and stru cture. Now the appli cation and use of deci
sitln tables will be presented. A number of experiments conducted over the past four years have used deciSion tab les on a va ri ety of problems; the se 
will be reviewed briefly. 

While I was project leader for General Electric's IntC9rated Systems Project, the potenti al application of t;lbles to a wide va riety of probl ems was 
explored inc luding its uSe for product deSign, operation planning, cost determination, factory scheduling, etc. The resu lts ce rtainl y revealed the 
opportunity of using decision tables as a major new too l to clarify communicaliOJl among different technical specialists as well as between these spe
cialists and computer prograrrfllcrs . It was stimulating to walch a manufacturing engineer suddenly grasp product design deciS ion locJic and then point 
out where restraints had been Introduced by the product engineer that were of little value to anybody. Through this kind of examination, Signifi cant 
Improvements might be made In the total product. 

At Sutherland Company, a consultif19 firm in Peoria, Illinois, management deciSion rules have been studied with various cltstomers and expressed in 
tabular form . These decision tables have been applied to Air Force logis ti cs and various commercial si tuations such as accounts receivable, accounts 
payable , etc. From all reports, this work has perm itted a more effective altd comprehensive statement of the current decision logic atld provided more 
meaningful and understandable communi cati on between systems men and I)rogrammers. 

An area of experimentation already familiar to many of YOllls the work done at Hunt Foods and Industries by Mr . O. Y. Evam. , who Is now wilh IBM. 
Mr. Evan's work was directed toward communication among dlrrerent sys tems men, and from sys tems men to programmers, concerning the complex 
deciSion rules involved in stock control, sa les analysis, etc . The res ults demonstrate that thi s approach was andfectlve formal w~y Lo slate very 
comp lex logic without requiring knowledge of Boolean algebra or any other precise l11athemalica ltechniQlIe. 

IBM has been working with severa l of Its customers invcstlgatlng potentia l appli cations of decision tabl es to a wide vari ety of problems. From these 
experiments, It seems clear that deCision tab les are frequently easier to prepare than comparable programming methodS, and that they are an effective 
aid to sys tems analysis. In these experiments, communication between systems engineer and programmer has been substantia ll y improved; communi
cation between systems engineer and management has also benefitted from the common description of dec iSion ru les . 

To convey how tables can be developed, let's follow the process through the sig niri cant problem of fil e maintenance . The block diagram in Figure 
b Indicates the essential elements of the problem so lution. 

A detail fi le and a mas ter file are the two inputs . The ul)dated master ril e and an error fil e arc the 
principal outputs. With in the computer, three basic areaS arc ass igned: master, deta il, and new 
master. The I)UrpOSe or the update logic Is to modify the incoming master file by the detail infor
mation to produce an updated master fil e containing any addition!> ilnd changes and from whi ch de
leted records have been el iminated. 

Figure 7 (on the following pa~e) is One of two tables prepared to perform thi s job . 

Ru le 1 states the starting condit ion. At the start, one master record and one detai l record are read Into the corres l)ondlng memory areas . At this 
poInt , sequence conlrol return s to the beginning of the table. 

Rul e 2 and all the fol lowin9 ones arc now pertinent. Rule 2 sl)ecllica lly hand les the end of j ob conditions, j . e., end of dctail and cnd of master . 
In this case, control is tril/lsferred to End, a clOSing routinc to prov ide for sentine ls, tape marks, etc. 
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Rule 3 describes the situation when the end of detail has been reached, but not the end 
of master. Since there can be no further changes, additions, or de letions to the original 
master, the actions are to write the updated master from the master area, read another 
master, and then return to the beginning of the table . 

In Rule 4, the end of master has been. found, but not the end of detail; the remaining de
tails shou ld on ly be additions, Therefore, the information in the detail area is moved to 
the new master area, the addition switch is set on, a new detail record Is read, and con
trol trans ferred to the Change Table. 

Rules 5, 6, and 7 are concerned with cases where neither the detail nor the master file 
has ended . The identificat ion number In the detail area is compared to the Identification 
number in the master area. Rule 5 considers the event when the detail Is less than the 
master; In thi s case the detail should ,be an addition In order to follow the same logic of 
Rule 4. In Rule 6 the detail is greater than the master; consequently the same logic as 
Rule 3 applies. Rule 7 covers the case where master and detail are equal. The infor
mation in the master area Is moved to the new master area, and control is transferred to 
the Change Table. 

The final rule, Rule 8, is the ELSE Situation. When this occurs something has gone 
wrong, since aJi legitimate possibilities have already been examined. An error routine 
is carried out; then another detail record is read. Ru le 8 wJlI take care of caseS In-
volving sequence errors In the master file and certain types of sequence errorS In the 
detail file (If the out-of-sequence detail is not an addition). It will also take care of any 
non-matching detail which Is not an addition . 

The table can be rearranged to aid programming efficiency: columns with higher frequency of success should be moved to the left and those with lower , 
frequency to the right. Rules 1 and 2 would be way over to the right since they occur only once In each program . Depending upon the particular data' i 
Rule b (the column where the detail is greater than the master) will probably be the most frequent caSe and should be the first one conSidered. One 
recommended order is: 6,7,5,3,4,1,2,8. ' . 

Another concept for improving program efficiency is to rearrange the conditions to present the most diScriminating condition at the top and the least 
discriminating at the bottom. For example, the start condition, which is shown first, probably should be last since this only distinguishes one case 
out of all the thousands that wi Jl occur. A similar statement can be made about end of detail and end of master. It seems eVident that the comparison 
of detail to master would be the most discriminating criteria and therefore placed first In the table. 

The Case for Tabular Form 

look once more at Figure 7 and compare Its statement of the update decision logic with that in the following narrative. Which is clearer ... nd more 
~onclse, which shows cause-effect relationships better, wh.l~h aids more in determining logica l completeness. 

Mr. T. F. Kavanagh speaking at the 1960 Eastern Joint Computer Conference had this to say: Uthe decision .•. t ... ble is a fundamenta l language 
concept .. . broadly appllcilble to many classes of Information processing and decis-ion making problems . •• tables force a step-by-step ana lysis of 
the decision ... are eas ily understood by humans regardless of their functional background (they are) simple and straig htforward (enough) that. .. 
specialists can write tables .•. with ver/IIUle training • . • tables are easy to maintain (and) errors are reported at the source language level. n 

Mr. O. Y. Evans states of his work on tabular techniques: "The tabular approach.,. aids . . . In visualizing the numerous relationships and alterna-
tives . . . (and) permits data rules to be readily reviewed for omissions and inconsistencies ... <In addition it) provides flexibility in changing any por-
tlon of the analysis. n 

The CODASYL Systems Group, part of 'The Development Committee of the Conference 011 Data System Languages, has been looking into the use of 
decision tables. In a recent release the following statement was made: IIlnvest1gation ••• Indicates that the systems analy'sis method discussed 
above (deciSion tables) will provide a precise and orderly method of documenting the analysis Independent of the processing method. It will offer the 
analyst an aid In visual i zing the relationships and alternatives or the problem, will provide flexibility in changing any portion of the ana lysis, and 
wil l establish a framework for the complete definition of the systems problem. The CODASYL Systems Group wi ll continue to develop and experi
ment with these concepts. II 

. To further indicilte the potential results from use of tabular form, the following statements paraphrase various user opinions: Clarity and conciseness 
-- Decision tables are easy to prepare, read, and teach to others; experience shows that non-programmerS can learn to prepare satisfactory tab les In 
less than a day. The amount of writing, or number of words, I ines and symbols used in, describing comp lex decisions, Is reduced by 25-50';'_ as 
compared to (low charting . For certain specific cases, problem statement and programming time combined have been reduced significantly . 

Meaningful Relationships -- Table structure Serves to improve systems logic by aligning alternatives side by side. It at'so sharpens cause and effect 
understanding, so relationships which arc accidental or incidental become c learer. Furthermore, actions based 011 similar or related conditions are 
apt to be drawn into the same table, making it easier to appreciate and conSider interdependent factors. 

Completeness -- Tabular form allows effective visual or deck debugging both by the analyst and the reviewer. There are fewer errors to start with 
since the analyst tends to catch his own mistakes; moreoever, the rev iewer will typica lly detect a high percentage of the remaining errors by visua l 
examination. Finall y, experience shows that with this foundation and SUitable test prob lem construction, it Is easy to rapidly detect the balance of 
the errors during m ... chlne debugging . 

The evldenc!,e quoted on the advantayes of decision tabl~s for systems ana lysis and computer programming is based on actua l study projects. Some of 
these studies even tested deciSion tables on various data processing machines. There are many current studies which are cJ;<perimcnting with a 
variety of tabular forms. 

A Plan for Action 

With all its potentia l advantage's, it is apparent that tabular fo't'rn has not yet achieved full growth and stature; there are major technical and app l ica
tion areas sti ll unprobed, awaiting on ly the touch ~f creativity to make practical breakthroughs. While current table methodology does not yet pro 
vide a drawbridge to cross the commun ications moat surrounding systems engineerS, it appears to offer the greatest chance for a signHicanl advance. 

To uring these possibilities to rruition requires experimental dl!velopmenl. Tabular form wi ll have to be tried and used on a wide var iety of applica 
tions lo provide practi cal cvaillalion and determine deSirable characteristics. Along with this field pre~testin9, there will be a need for effective 
tcclltli C(lt developments to explore new table concepts and structures. 



Attachment 0 (continued) <Tables Signal Better Communlcatron) 

There are many areas which need experimental and technical development: 

1. Table structure 
-- multiple successes per table 
-- interspers Ing conditions and actions 
-- exp lici t control of sequence of actions 

2. Relations among tables 
-- prior rule concepts 
-- use of library functions 
-- use of open and closed subroutines 

3. Language cons Iderallons 
-- statement construction 
-- macro or jargon operators 
-- machine Independence 

4. Associated data description 
-- defining factors and express ions for man-to-man and man-lo-machlne use 
-- conditioned definitions 
-- InpuVoulput format 
-- preassigned values and constants 

5. Implementation considerations 
-- compiling vs. Interpreting 
-- sequential vs. ran~om access to tables 
-- possibility of made-to-order processors 
-- ability to introduce specialized operators and table structureS 

Side4of4 

The exp losive innovations in computer hardware have not been matr;ned by corresponding developments In systems communication. But we are on the 
threshold of a major breakthrotJ:jh, we are on the verge of a Significant advance. Itls up to you and les up to us to show equal creativity In software 
to that shown In hardware: To use tabular form to deve lop a clp-ar, concise, meaningful, comprehensive Systems Engineering language. 
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T. J. Watson Research Center 
Yorktown Heights, New York 
August 21, 1961 

Subject: Tabular Techniques Distribution #4, and 
Confidential Nature of Releases 

We hope you have found releases from the Systems Engineering Services 
Clearinghouse to be informative. These reports cover new developments 
in computer "software"; Tabular Techniques, one such development, 
shows promise of aiding our customers in evolving new applications 
for IBM equipment. 

Many consider tables to be useful in performing the analysis necessary 
in designing a new system; some maintain that they are more powerful 
as a programming tool; others claim that the greatest benefit is 
derived when used as a standard documentation technique . But regardless 
of the area of use, we feel that IBMers need to be kept posted. For 
these reasons we have gather ed reports of work done by customers, 
consultants, competitors, and IBM. Often the information contained 
in these papers is strictly proprietary. Two such reports were contained 
in Distribution #3: "Information Processing System Analysis " by 
Sutherland Company and "An Insurance File Maintenance Problem" by 
B. Grad. It is incumbent on the recipient to ensure that these reports 
are not duplicated or shown to non-IBMers without approval of the 
Clearninghouse. Your cooperation in this regard is absolutely essential. 

Enclosed in this distribution are two new items: 

BG:eh 
encl 

1. An article by B. Grad, entitled "Tabular Form in 
Decision Logic", reprinted from Datamation magazine, 
July, 1961. 

2. A manual entitled 'GE 225 TABSOL Application Manual 
(Introduction to TABSOL)" by the GE Computer Dept., 
Phoenix, Arizona. 

~l::r 
Systems Engineering Services 
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applicat ion t o computers 
Since the early days of computer development, program
mers have used analytical tables to COil vert arguments into 
precise functional values; they have also employed matrix 
structure and notation to handle common information with 
relatively complex structure. In the past few years, how. 
ever, there hns been substan tial in terest in probing the po
tentia l applications of tabular form for recording the deci
sion logic itself. This exploratory work in developing deci
sion tables has involved consideration of man-ta-machine as 
well as man-to-mnn communication. 

In systems analysis and computer programming. decision 
tables. like conventional data tables, retain a two-dimen
sional structure to portray significant relationships. The 
form, however, is considerably morc elaborate to show 
multiple conditions and actions interlocked through posi
tion. Within n decision table any language from a business 
Jargon to the most machine-oriented may he utilized to ex
press the decision logic. 

There are other well -known methods to describe a busi
ness system: narrative, How charts, and logicnl equations. 
Narrative form , unfortunately, is often wordy, requiring 
prepositions, conjunctions, and other superfluous elements 
for readability; there is a certain lack of fonn and physical 
relation which may lead to inaccuracy and inconsistency if 
the user is not exti'cmely careful. Flow charts require lines 
and connectors to show relationships; when these become 
too numerous, the logic may 'be difficult to follow and the 
layout may demand excessive space. rLogical equations are 
,ymbolic and abstract as, for example, Boolean olgebra ap· 
plied to computer programming. The main limitations Rre 
the need for special skills and background to algebraically 
describe decision rules and the attendant difficulty in com
municating equations in a business envir'!.nment. ShortcoQ,l
ings in these well-'known methods have encouraged systems 
n6alysts to take n harder look at other altematives. 

Tabular form for decision logic seems likely to satisfy this 
search since it compensates for many of the limitations of 
the other fonns by providing compact expression of decision 
rules, visually effective display of meaningful relationships, 
and straightforward indication of logical correspondence. 
The signiRcant difference between tabular form and other 

STUB 

Age 

Heal th 
CONDITIONS 

Section of Country 

~ 
Ratel l OOO 

AC TIONS 
Policy Limit 

STUB 
Figure 3 

methods is not in the notational scheme used, but rather 
in the physical layout for recording the systems description 
or programs. 

Let's now examine the use of decision tables. It is not 
intended to suggest that th is form is superior to exis ting 
languages where they are appropriate for a specialized class 
of problems, e.g., FORTRAN for algebraic calculations, reo 
port generators for preparing output documents. Rather, 
the feeling is that no method today is well -designed for 
systems men to use for describing complex logical deCisions; 
therefore, decision tables may well fill a current void in a 
tota l systems analysis and program~ ing package. 

extended entry tables 
One type of decis ion table is ca lled EXTENDED ENTRY. 
figure 2 iJIustrates 'a simple applicaUon: 

Figure 2 

The first decision rule (columns 1 and 2) call be para
phrased: If age is greater than or equal to 25 nnd less ~'han 
35, and health is excellent, and section of country is East, 
then rate per thousand is 1.57 and policy limit is 200,000. 
The underlined 'Words are implied by the table layout. The 
other rules are alternatives to this one, so that logically, it 
does not matter which rule is examined fi rst; only one rule 
can be satisfied in a single pass thl'ough this decision table. 

As in most disciplines. a vocabulary is needed to describe 
the special properties and characteristics o'f decision tables. 
Fortunately, a glossary of terms for tabular form is already 

ENTRY 

Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 30 

> 25 > 25 
> 65 

< 35 < 35 

Excellent Excellent Poor 

East West West 

RULE 

1.57 1.72 5.92 

200,000 200,000 20,000 

ENTRY 



in existence from the statistical and financial fields: these 
supply an appropriate start ing point. 

Using the infonnation from the insurance example '(Fig
ure 3), the decision table is shown in an exploded view, 
Figure 3 to show recommended 'titles: {see preceding page). 

The double lines serve as demarcation, CONDITIONS 
are shown above the horizontal double line, ACTIONS be
low; the STUB is to the left of the vertical double line, EN
TRIES are to the right. Each vertical combination of con
ditions and actions is called a RULE. By adding to the 
elements shown a title section at the top of the table which 
is called a TABLE HEADER, and a RULE HEADER 
over the entries, the essential nomenclature is complete. 

limited entry table. 
UMITED ENTRY tables oller a different approach to 
stating the decision logic. This type of table is shown in 
Figure 4, 

Credit Pay Special Return 
Lim it Experience is Clearance Approve Order 
i. OK Favorable is Obtained Order to Sales 

Rule 1 Y Y 
Rule 2 N Y Y 
Rule 3 N N Y Y 
Rule .4 N N N Y 

Figure 4 

The first rule (rows 1 and 2) is read, U credit limit is 
OK then approve order, Again. the underlined words are 
implied by the form. In limited entry tables the entire con
diHon or action must be written in the stub; the entry is 
"limited" to reversing a condition or ignoring a condition 
or action. In contrast, extended entry tables have a part of 
the condition or action "extended" directly into the entry. 
While this decision table (Figure 4) is arranged quite differ
ently, the same table elements Ore prese'lt. Structurally. the 
table appears as in Figure 5: 

Condition Stub Action Stub 

Condition Entries Action Entries 

Figure 5 

Limited entry permits only a few values in an entry: 
\' = yes 
N=no 
Blank = not pertinent (e.g., condition or action need 

not be considered in the current rule) 

business applications 
Examples of successful applications of decision tables in 
business are as yet few in number, but some of the pioneer
ing work can be reviewed briefly. 

Initial work on the use of tabular form for recording de
cision logic was performed by Gcneral Electric's Integrated 
Systems Project from the fall of 1957 through 1959; during 
that period, I was the project leader. Many individuals were 
involved in, this development work which concentrated on 
the use of tabular form to express the logic of product de
sign, operation planning, cost determination, quality as
sur?nce planning, etc. This project developed extended 
entry decision tables for man-to-maclline communication. 

Mr. T, F, Kavanagh, in comm~nting on this work at the 
1960 Eastern Joint Computer Conference,( I) noted, "the de
cision . . . table is a fundamental language concept , .. 
broadly applicable to many classes of information processing 
and decision making problems; ... tables force a step-by-
step analysis of the decision, ... are easily understood by 
humans regardless of their funclional background ... {they 
are) simple and straightforward (enough) that . . . special-
ists cnn write tables ... with very little training; ... tables 
are easy to maintaill (and) errors are reported at the source 
language level." 

From late 1958 to the present time, Sutherland Com
pany. a consulting firm in Peoria, Illinois, :hes been using 
tabular form for expressing what they call management de
cision rules. They have applied these techniques to a nwn· 
bel' of their clients' problems (e.g., a logistiCS study for 
Norton Air Force Base) with quite satisfactory results. In 
particular, they have used decision ta'bles to record the logic 
for payroll, order processing. sales analysis, general ledger 
accounts, accounts payable. accounts receivable, and cost 
accounting. There has been no published mnterial to date 
on the Su~herland work but available information indicates 
that limited entry decision. tables are bcing used. 

In 1959, Hunt Foods and T.ndustries began experimenting 
with tabular fDlm for mnn-to-man communicat ion in com
puter systems planning. IMaterial on this approach was the 
Brst to be released. in late 1959, describing how limited 
entry tables were used for systems analysis. Explorations 
were also carried out on complex re lationships among in
dividual deciSion using prior rule and sub-routine tech
niques. Many business systems were documented with 
dec.ision tables: stock-control, credit analYSiS, sales analysis, 
nnd traffic. 

In his report on the work at Hunt Foods, Mr. O. Y. 
Evans states, "The tabular approach . , . aids ... in visual
izing the numerous relationships and alternatives ... (and) 
pClmits data rules to be readily reviewed for omissions -and 
inconSistencies; ... (in addition it) provides flexibility in 
changing any portion of the analysis." 

Since early 1960, IBM has been aClively engaged in ex
ploring the value of tabular form both for systems analysis 
and for computer programming. The company hns initiated 
joint projects with several customers to evaluate the effec
tiveness of various tabular foons, to explore alternative 
methods of implementation. nnd to investigate opportuni
ties for incorporating these developments as an adjunct to 
exjsting languages, Since there ·are mnny difTerent aspects 
of tabular form which still need to be examined, language 
implementing programs have not been prepared. These 
studies have developed and formalized mixed limited and 
extended entry tables, stu'bless tables, and unconditional 
decision tables. 

The CODASYL Systems Croup, which is P.1ft of the -De
velopment Committee of the Conference on Data Systems 
Lnnguages, has been looking into the application and use 
of decision tables since late 1959. Their particular gonl has 
been the creation of a systems-oriented language which 
would enable systems analysts to communicate their basic 



decision logic either to computer programmers or to auto
matic program compilers. This organization contends that 
tabular form is one currently known technique which would 
aid in achieving effective mutual understanding of business 
decisions while maintaining machine independence. Their 
efforts have included research ou generalizing tabular form 
to combine limited and extended entry format in a given 
table, as well as s.tudies on more complex methods of 
sequence control, rule structure, and rule execution logic. 

on example 
To illustrate some of the possible advantages of decision 
tables, a oomposite tabular form is shown in Figure 6; 
these tables describe the logic of a file maintenance pro
cedure. There are two input files {Detail and Master}, each 
sequenced by identiflcatinn number. The principal output 
is a similarly sequenced Master IDe incorporating additions 
and changes and omitting deleted records. The logic is 
based on having three internal areas: (1) Detail, (2) Master, 
and (3) ew Master. "Read" as used here means «obtain 
the next record in the referenced file." "Write" means "pro
duce an output Master record from the indicated source 
area." These are not detailed, precise tables for machine 
compilation, but rather the equivalent of a block diagram. 

value of deci si on ta bles 
So far, decision tables have been disc:ussed in the light of 
known applications and at tributed values and advantages. 

TABLE 001 - Upda le 

I Rule No. 01 02 , 

Start Y N 
End of Detail N 

End of Master N 
Detail <Maste r 
Detail an "Addition" Y 

00 Errar Routine 
Move Moster 10 New Maste r 

Move Delail to New Masle r X 

Set Addition Switch OFF ON 
Write Master 
Read Master X 

Read Detail X X 
GO TO TABLE 00] 002 

TABLE 002 - Change 

Rule No. 01 02 

Though many current developmen ts are still in the realm 
of "company confidential," several projects have indicated 
resul.ts that enable us to discuss the value of tables in con
crete terms. 

Recalling the three benefits men tioned previously, some 
studies claim that decision tables appear to be superior to 
other methods for representing complex decision logic in 
that they provide or encourage: 

c.larity and conciseness 
completeness 
meaningful relationships 

To indicate the potential results from use of tabular form, 
the follOWing statements paraphrase various user opinions: 
aarity and conciseness - Decision tables are easy to pre
pare, read, and teach to others; e;xperience shows that non
programmers can learn to prepare satisfactory tables in 
less than a day. The amount of " 'Titing, or number of 
words, lines, and symbols used in describing complex de
cisions, is reduced by 25-5(}% as compared to Oow chart· 
ing. For certain specific cases, problem statement and pro
gramming time combined have been reduced Significantly. 
Completeness - Tabular form allows effective visual or 
desk debugging both by the analyst and the reviewer. 
There are fewer errors to start "ith since the analyst tends 
to catch his own mistakes; moreover, the reviewer will 
typically detect a high percentage of thel,remaining errors 

03 04 05 06 07 08 

N N N N N ElSE 
N N Y Y N 

N Y N Y N 
= Master > Moster 

Y 

~ X 

X 

X 

OFF ON OFF OFF OFF OFF 
X X 

X X 

X X 

002 002 001 END 001 001 

03 04 05 06 07 

Deta il <New Master >New Moster >New Mosle r = New Moster = New Master =New Mosler ElSE 

Addition Swilch ON Y N Y N 
Detail a " Change" Y 

Detail a " Delete" Y Y 

Write New Master X X , 

Da Error Routine X X 
Do Change Routine X 

Do Delele Routine X X 
Read Mosler X X 
Read Detail X X X X X 

GO TO TABLE 002 001 001 002 001 001 002 

Figure 6 

by visual examination. F inall y, expe.rience shows tha t \\~th 
this foundation and suitable test problem construction, it is 
easy to rapidly detect the balance of the f!rrors during 
machine debugging. 
Meaningful relationships - Table structure serves to im· 
prove systems logic by aligning alternatives side by side. 
It also sharpens cause and effect understanding, so relation· 
ships which are accidental or incidental become clearer. 
Furthermore, actions 'based on similar or related conditions 
are apt to be dra wn into the same tab Ie, making it easier 
to appreciate and consider dependent factors. 

The evidence quoted on the advantages of decision 
tables for systems analysis and computer programming is 
based on actual study projects. Some of these studies even 
tested decision tables on various data processing machines. 
There are many current studies which are experimenting 
with a variety of tabular forms. 

future direction 
With all its potential advantages, it is apparent that tabular 
form has not yet achieved full growth and stature; there 
are major technical and application areas still unprobed, 
awaiting only the touch of creath~ty to make practical 
breakthroughs. Current table methodology, for example, 
does not yet provide an effective systems-orien ted Ian· 
guage. Unable, then, to describe the decision logic in a 
systems-oriented language and untrained to an adequate 
degree in knowledge of equipment capabilities, the systems 
analyst often severely constrains the computer programmer. 

What then of the future? Would it be desirable to di· 
rectly incorporate tabular form into existing language proc
essors such as Autocoder, FORTRA1'l, Commercial Trans· 
lator, or COBOL, to describe complex decision pro"edw"es 
with decision tables? Would this approach signi6cantly im· 
prove logical analysis? Would it simplify programming, de· 
bugging, and maintenance? 

,Vould it be advantageous 10 b'y to create a systems
oriented language using tabluar form as a primary method 
for describing decision logic? Should we carefully consider 
the relative advantages of using interpretive rather than 
compiler techniques fo r applying tabular syslems-oriented 
languages to computers? 

\Ve are witae sing a literal explosion in scienti6c tech· 
nology, not the least of which is the rate of innovation in 
computer hardware. Laboratory shop-talk treats subjects 
like thin magnetic films, micmminiaturiL~tion, and masers, 
as if they were accomplished facts; and before we realize 
it, they often are. Progress in language concepts, though, 
lags seriously behind hardware advances. Failure to keep 
pace can be attributed to several factors: inadequate eHort, 
requirements for compatability with existing systems, and 
lack of problem recognition. Facing opportunities like 
automated product engineering and real-time control, we 
are handicapped by the limitatiollS of current ways to d e· 
scribe business systems. Tabular form, one significant new 
tool for methods and systems people, may help to ac
celerate busiuess language development and to advance 
systems technology. 
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The purpose of the T ABSOL Application Manual 
is to impart a basic knowledge of the concept and 
applications of T ABSOL and to make present and 
potential customers of the General Electric Company 
aware of the scope and range of this new language. 

No previous knowledge of TABSOL is required 
and a limited knowledge of computer operations is 
sufficient to obtain full benefit from the use of this 
material . The Computer Department reserves the 
right to make changes in the language specifications 
for purposes of providing the latest computer tech
niques to its customers. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Perhaps many of you have heard the word TARSOL 
and have wondered "Just what is this concept that 
everyone is taking about." It is to those of you who 
have never heard of this term before, that this publi
cation is directed. 

The objective is to remove the aura of mystery 
from the subj ect and present in a clear, concise manner 
the history, development, and potential use of this new 
language in the industrial world. Illustrations of po_ 
tential applications of the TARSOL language in the 
areas of Manufacturing, Engineering, and Finance are 
described in detail and the tremendous power that 
GECOM (General Compiler for GE Computers) lends 
to TARSOL is demonstrated 

TARSOL, which stands for Tabular Systems Ori
ented Language, is basically a structuring technique 
used to systematically describe the step by step de
cision logic in the process of solving a problem. The 
basic advantage of the TARSOL language is that it is 
probably one of the most easily learned and understood 
and can be applied to many analytical situations. 

The tabular technique is not new to industry. 
Tables have been used for sometime as an aid in prob
lem solution. When the manufacturing planner sets up 
a price table for the planning of coil forming he uses 
a tabular technique. When the air conditioning design 

engineer refers to the refrigerant pressure vs. temp
erature table he is also using the tabular technique 
to aid in solving the problem. Tables are designed to 
aid the user in determining specific relational char
acteristics. 

The TARSOL structuring technique involves the use 
of a table to facilitate the function of speCifYing deci
sion logiC. Computer programming is aperfect exam
ple of the job performance that can be improved with 
the application of this method. The computer program
mer receives functional specifications and decision 
logic from the systems analyst and, in turn, translates 
this logic into a language that a computer understands. 
When the programmer speaks to an engineering analyst 
he must converse in engineering terms. When involved 
with an accounting analyst a different language is used. 
The translation of these terms for computer usage 
generally involves displaying the system logic by 
means of a flow chart from which the program is 
written. 

TARSOL ~ 225 which is the union of TARSOL with 
GECOM enables the advantages of tabular structured 
decision logic to be supplemented with all the power 
of the most up to date compiler ever written. This mar
riage permits the systems analysts to prepare all in
clusive decision tables for direct input to General 
Electric Computers, significantly reducing program
ming time and effort. 

GE 225 ____________________________ T:.;.A;;;B;;cSO::..:...l .:..;A.:..;PP;;;L;.:ICA:..;.:.TI;.:O:.;.N.;.c..::.MA:...::..;N",U.:..=Al 
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II. DEVELOPMENT OF T ABSOL 

A General Electric Company task force, formed in 
1957, developed a system which converts customer 
orders into finished products automatically. The sys
tem covers order editing, engineering design, manu
facturing operation planning, product cost determina
tion and manufacturing control. In developing an auto
matic system with the many inherent complexities it 
was apparent that some means of reducing program
ming and coding effort was required. The structure 
table was developed to satisfy this requirement and 
defines the precise manner in which information must 
be written in order that all elements of the logical de
cision are in the proper pOSition. 

The solution of these structure tables in a computer 
is simplified by the use of T ABSOL, a generalized. 
automatic method by which a computer can solve any 
structure table regardless of content. The Integrated 
Systems Team used this feature to carry information 
through from the customer's order to shipment of the 
finished product. 

The first efforts of the General Electric task force 
were directed toward writing interpretive type TAB
SOL programs. These programs were first used at 
the Company's Instrument Department and the team 
had achieved a major breakthrough in automatic lan
guage development. However, from that point on until 
the development of T ABSOL 225 there still existed the 
serious limitation that despite the effort of th.e design 
engineer, manufacturing specialist, and others, in con
structing their decision logic in tabular form it was 
still necessary to expend conSiderable effort in a de
taill/d coding operation to put the tables in a language 
the ~omputer could understand. 

But progress was being made and, despite this 
obstacle, the concept of structuring itself offered such 
potential that a great degree of interest was generated 
within General Electric Company. Other components 
of the Company, with the aid of the interested service 
organizations began to explore the possibilities in 
their own fields and with their own machines. 

TABSOL was applied to design engineering prob
Ie ms, manufacturing planning and quality control 
problems, and financial and cost control problems. 
The enthusiasm that was generated began to multiply. 
In all cases the language was a powerful tool towards 
the development of an integrated mechanized system 
with the resulting cost savings. 

During the rapid growth in the development of the 
concept, there still remained the problem of the de
tailed coding requirements. To be sure, the techniques 
were improved to sucb an extent that anyone could do 
the coding with little knowledge of the content of the 
table. 

However, in late 1960 the General Electric Company 
made two announcements of great Significance. The 
first was the formal announcement to the public of 
TABSOL - A Fundamental ConceI!t For ~stems Ori
ented Languagll by T. F. Kavanagh, who was instru
mental in the development of the tabular concept, at 
the Eastern Joint Computer Conference in New York. 
The second announcement was by the General Electric 
Company's Computer Department concerning the Gen
eral Compiler (GECOM) for GE machines. Part of the 
release stated "The Computer Dept. now offers with 
the GE 225 the Tabular Systems Oriented Language 
(TABSOL 225), the first "§J1stems Oriented" language 
to be processed by a compiler". 

This was the breakthrough for which the early 
table user's were waiting. It meant that the power of a 
full fledged language was at the command of every 
structure table entry. With this automatic program, 
it was now possible to feed deciSion tables, as prepared 
by the analyst, directly to the General Compiler for 
proceSSing. The program produced by the compiler is 
tailored according to the analyst's specifications and 
the GE 225's capabilities. Thus, a new language that 
can be used by itself or in conjunction with all the fea
tures available in GECOM, puts control of the elec
tronic computer within the reach of additional scores 
of engineers, scientists and systems analysts. 
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III. HOW TO READ STRUCTURE TABLES 

In order to demonstrate the use of the tabular 
concept and the method by which it is interpreted, let 
us consider an illustration. Consider the problem of 
a foreign car man.ufacturer who must add anti-freeze 
to the cooling system of his car in varying amounts 
depending on the delivery point of the automobile. Of 
course, the amount and type of anti-freeze depends on 
the value of two controlling factors - these are the 
highest and lowest temperatures to which it is expected 
the car will be exposed. The decision pattern that he 
uses is as follows: 

(I) u the temperature is greater than 32'F add 
no anti-freeze. 

(2) u the temperature range is from -20'F 
and below to less than 75'F, add 10quarts 
of type A anti-freeze. 

(3) if the range is from above -20'F to less 
than 75'F, add .2 (32 - lowest temp) quarts 
of type A anti-freeze. 

(4) Uthe range is from O'F and below to 100'F, 
add 10 quarts of type AA. 

(5) U the range is from above O'F to 100'F, add 
.2 (32 - lowest temp) quarts of type B anti
freeze. 

(6) u the range is from above O'F to above 
lOO'F, fill the whole cooling system with 
type C anti-freeze. 

(7) if the range is from O'Fand below to above 
100'F, then protection is impoSSible. 

if a computer programmer were given this prob
lem, his first step would be to set up a flow chart 
which would depict the steps requiredlor the computer 
to proceed through the decision making process. His 
flow chart might look like this: 

~ay LT = Lowest Temp 

Is Yes Add no Lowest Temp ANTI-FREEZE : 
> 32' 

No 
, 

Yes Is No 
Highest Temp 

< 75 0 

No Is Yes Is No Lowest Temp Lowest Temp 
> _200 > O' 

~ 

No Is No Is 
Yes Highest Temp Highest Temp 

> laO' > lOa' 

Yes Yes 
• Ir Ir • 

Add Add Add Fill Whole Add Protection 
10 Quarts .2(32-LT) .2(32-LT) Cooling System 10 Quarts is 
Type A Type A Type B With Type C Type AA Impossible 
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Althougb the flow chart is a clear, concise state
ment of the problem to its original author, it could 
present a serious problem in interpretation to anyone 
who attempted to use it as a basis for giving a com
puter detailed instructions for its solution. 

As a matter of fact, one of the most serious prob
lems existing in the programming field is that of 
communication between programmers on problems 
already SOlved. It is a widely beld axiom that it may 
be ·better to re-write a flow chart andprogram rather 
than to try to interpret those written by someone else. 
This problem is considerably reduced with the use of 
TABSOL. 

Let us express the same process in the form of a 
structure table. 

Highest Expected Lowest Expected 
Temperature Temperature 

- > 32 

< 75 S -20 

< 75 > -20 

< 100 < 0 

< 100 > 0 

same time. For example, if the temperature range in 
a particular location were from 10· above zero to 70· 
above, then the conditions for rows 3 and 5 are both 
satisfied. However, since we proceed row by row 
until the c.onditio.ns are satisfied, we can obtain only 
one solution to any table - in this case, row 3. This 
particular point illustrates the care that is necessary 
in constructing tables so that they actually represent 
the problem to be solved. This care, of course, is 
not required if the table can be constructed with row 
independence, that is, where one and only one row can 
be a solution to the problem. When tables are con
structed with row independence, then those rows that 
are most likely to be solution rows should be placed 
at the top of the table offering potential speed advan
tages. Of course the systems analyst must weigh the 
alternatives when constructing the tables. 

Amount of 
Anti-Freeze Type of 

in quarts Anti-Freeze Go to Table 

0 - 6 

10 A 6 

_ 2 (32- LT) A 6 

10 AA 6 

.2 (32-LT) B 6 

> 100 > 0 Capacity of C 6 

> 100 < 0 

This method of expressing decision logic is easily 
learned and easily understood. 

A structure table is composed of conditions and 
actions. The conditions are stated to the left of the 
vertical double line and above the horizontal double 
line. The actions are stated to th.e right of the vertical 
double line and above the horizontal double line. In our 
example the conditions are: 

1. Higbest expected temperature 

2. Lowest expected temperature 

While the actions are: 

1. Amount of anti-freeze in quarts 

2. Type of anti-freeze 

3. Go to table 

The table is then composed of any number of rows 
necessary to specify the possible alternatives of the 
problem situation. Each row is evaluated in sequence 
proceeding from the top row to the bottom row. If all 
the conditions of a row are satisfied then all the corre
sponding actions in that row are executed and the table 
is considered solved. It is, of course, possible that 
the conditions in a number of rows a.re satiSfied a.t the 

cooling system 

- - 6 

It is common practice in reading structure tables 
to insert the word if before the stated condition, the 
word and for each vertical single line, and the word 
then for the vertical double line. If any particular con
dition is not s ignificant to the solution it may be left 
blank in the table or the letters N.S. (not Significant) 
may be inserted. For example, the reading of the 
third row of our example would be something like this. 
If the highest expected temperature is less than 75· 
and if the lowest expected temperature i s greater than 
minUS 20, then the amount of anti-freeze in quarts is 
.2(32-10west temp) and the type of anti-freeze is A and 
go to table 6. 

Again, it should be noted that if either condition is 
not satisfied, the program proceeds to the next rows 
successively until a solution row is obtained. 

This, then, is a basic illustration of the concept of 
TABSOL, and all tables written in the language are 
interpreted in this manner. Of course, in a typical 
manufacturing application the number of tables re
quired for solution of the problem could easily exceed 
100 and the numbers of actions, conditions and rows 
would vary up to the limits of the 'Computer. The only 
requirement of the system is that the entire problem 
be clearly thought through so that all elements affect
ing the solution are considered in the tabular formation. 

With this knowledge of the tabular concept and the 
method' of interpretation, we can now proceed to ex
amine the potential that i t offers to computer users. GE 225 ___________________________ --.:T.:..AB:::S:::;O:::;L:...:..:A:..;pP..:U:.:C.:..A.:..TI:.:O.:..N.:..,.:..MA:...::..;N:::U=AL 
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IV. TABSOl APPUCA TlONS 

As with any new industrial development, it is nec
essary to educate potential users in the application of 
the new tool so that it may be applied to their opera
tion. Since the development of TABSOL has occurred 
over the past 5 years with a major breakthrough occur
ring just months ago, there is a wealth of information 
to be disseminated. The purpose of this presentation is 
to show some of the typical applications of TABSOL and 
the potential that these applications offer. The applica
tions described are, of course, only i.llustrative such 
that no conclusions about the actual data used should be 
drawn or questioned. Tbe only objective is to demon
strate the potential uses of TABSOL. 

A. Manufacturing 

The Manufacturing Section of a business normally 
consists of the following operations: 

Materials - Procurement, Scheduling, Dispatch
ing, Inventory Control 

Manufacturing Engineering - Operations Planning, 
Machine Development 

Quality Control - Apprais al, Testing 

Shop Operations - Manufacture and Assembly of 
Parts and Components 

Administrative - Personnel, Budgets, Systems. 

It would be impractical to give a detailed descrip
tion of a T ABSOL application for each 01 these areas. 
However, there are two typical applications which 
would serve our purpose. In these illustrations enough 
detail is given to provide a clear picture of the actual 
system but not so much detail that the picture becomes 
confusing. 

A.l TASSOl in Manufacturing Planning 

A typical application is a system that provides com
plete manufacturing operation planning for the as
sembly 01 cast rotors. 

Consider the planning operation in a motor manu
facturing concern. The specific operation to be 
planned i s to stack and to press a specific rotor. 

The planner, in issuing detailed instructions to the 
factory may issue a pre-printed planning form that 
looks something like that shown in Figure 1. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 

OPERATION PLANNING SHEET 

Drawing Number Sbop Order Number Quantity Schedule Date 

Operation Set -up 
Oper. Operation Description Work Time Time Total 

Number Station (Minutes) (Minutes) Price 

1 Get~O.D. ® High Arbor ® ® @ 

Get @ LD. ® O.D. ® Thick Collar 

Stack @ Stacks (7) inches 

2 

Figure 1 
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In order to fill in the form he must determine the fol
lowing information: (The numbers correspond to those 
in the blanks on Figure 1) 

(1) Laminati.on OD 

(2) Arbor Height 

(3) Laminati.on ID 

(4) Collar 00 

(5) Collar Thickness 

(6) Number of Stacks 

(7) Stack Height 

(8) Operation Time 

(9) Set up Time 

(10) Operation Price 

Regardless of what model motor must be planned, the 
planner must make a determinati.on of each.of the above 
quantities. 

Assume that planning is required fer a motor with 
the f.ollowing characteristics (for the rot.or): 

2 pole rotor 

Stack beight 12" 

Lamination OD of 10" 

The planner, with this informati.on, plus his .own 
"planning l.ore" can now fill in the blanks of the op
erati.on card. 

His own l.ogical thinking process flews in the fol
lowing pattern: 

PI.nner Thinking: 

a. ''It's a two pole motor, theref.orethelamination 
ID is 5.0 inches" (he writes laminati.on ID 
equals 5.0 inches) 

b. ''The stack height is 12 inches; therefore the 
stack height - arbor height conversion table 
says the arbor height is equal to 17.0 inches" 
(he writes arbor height equals 17 inches) 

c. " Collar thickness equals arbor beight minus 
stack height; equals 5 inches" (he writes collar 
thickness equals 5 inches) 

d. "Do we have a cellar with that· thickness avail
able?" (Checks list and finds that collars are 
aVailable from·1 to 5 incbes in 1/8 inch incre
ments) "There is a 5 inch cellar available." 

e. "If the lamination 00 is less than 15.00incbes, 
the collar 00 is 7.00 inches." (he writes down 
collar OD of 7.00 inches) 

f. "Tbe stack beight - stack quantity table shews 
that .only 1 stack is required." (be writes down 
number of stacks equal to 1} He then calculates 
the stack and press operation time: 

For 12 inch stack height the stack and press 
.operation time equals 110 minutes + 5 min
utes for each inch .of stack beight = 110 + 60 
= 170 minutes and the set up time = 25 min
utes. 

The price for this is (lookmg up the table for 
prices on stack and press .operati.ons) $ .02 
/minute plus .015/minute set up. Tbereforethe 
price i s $3.775 for this operation. 

t\t this point the planner has gene through all the gyra
tions necessary to obtain the required inf.ormationfor 
the planning card. After a few passes througb some
thing as s imple as this the planner bec.omes quite pro
ficient at preparing planning sheets such as these. 
However, the routine is quite repetitive with but minor 
changes in the various measurements. If some way 
were devised such that these figures could be inserted 
fer any rotor we could easily computerize this decision 
routine. It would provide the further advantage of be
ing universal in that all rotors of all motors could be 
passed through the system and data could be generated 
automatically. 

Consider the same logic patte.rn ill tabular form. 

Recall that inputs to the system are number of 
poles, stack heigbt and lamination OD. 

I No. o! Poles Lamination ID Go to Table 

= 2 5 inches 2 

> 2 N. S. 10 

TABLE I 

This table is read ''If th.e number of poles equals 2 
then the lamination ID is 5 inches and go t.o table 2". 
If the table did net solve in the first row it is read ' 'If 
the number of poles is greater than 2 then the lamin
ation ID is not Significant (to this table) and go to table 
lO"which presumably leads us down the road toward 
finding the lamination ID for motors with more than 
2 poles. 

Since the rotor new in question is a 2 pole rotor, 
the computer remembers that the lamination ID is 
5 inches. It then proceeds prompUy to Table 2 to cal
culate the arbor height collar thickness, operation 
time, and set up time for the job. 
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( 

Overall Stack Arbor CoUar Stack & Press Stack & Press Set up 
Height Height Thickness Operation Code Operation Time Time Go to 

2.2 < 5 7 7 - Stack Height 1 100 + 5 (Stack Height) 20 MiD Table 3 

2.5 < 10 12 12 - Stack Height 1 100 + 5 (Stack Height) 20 MiD Table 3 

2. 10 < 15 17 1'1 - stack Height 1 100 + 5 (Stack Height) 25 MiD Table 3 

2. 15 < 20 22 22 - Stack Height 1 100 + 5 (Stack Height) 25 Min Table 3 

2. 20 < 25 2'1 27 - Stack Height 1 100 + 5 (Stack He ight) 25 MiD Table 3 

TABLE 2 

In Table 2, Row 1, the computer asks: 

(1) Is overall stack height greater than or 
equal to 2? Ans. Yes. 

(2) And is overall stack height less than 5? 
ADs. No. 

Since it did not solve in the f.irst row of the table it 
proceeds to the second and subsequent rows until all 
questions before the vertical double line are answered 
"yes", which in this case occurs in row 3. The com
puter then records in its memory that the arbor height 
is 17 inches, that the collar thickness i s 17 minus stack 
height or 5 inches, the operation code is 1, the opera
tion time is 110 minutes plus 5 minutes for each inch 
of stack height for a total of 170 minutes The set up 
time is recorded as 25 minutes and the computer 
passes to TABLE 3. 

Lamination OD CoUar OD Go To 

>5 ~ 10 7.00 inches 

> 10 ~ 15 10.00 inches TABLE 4 

> 15 N.S. 13.00 inches 

TABLE 3 

Reading table 3 we see that the collar OD is strictly 
dependent upon the lamination 00 and since our lam
ination OD is 10 inches the computer determines that 
the collar OD is 7.00 incbes and proceeds to TABLE 4 
to dete rmine the pay rate for this operation. 

In table 4 we have the rate per minute for each opera
tion. Note that this table is used for more than the 
stack and press code (code 1). 

Price Calculation After table 4 the computer enters 
this part of the program and determines that the job 
price equals operation time times rate per minute plus 
set up time bmes set up rate per minute. 

In our example Job Price equals 170 (.02) + 25 
(.015) = 3.7'75. The computer after performing this 
calculation proceeds to the output portion of the pro
gram and generates on preprinted forms the neces
sary planning data. (Figure 2) 

The computer bas thus carried out the same routines 
that the planner bad in a much shorter time. Through 
the tabular method ,t was able to make all required 
logical decisions. 

Although the planning operation could have been 
computerized by conventional programming methods, 
let us examine the advantages obtained bY using the 
structure table concept. 

By structuring the problem a precise and complete 
documentation of the logic involved is available. 
Additionally this logic is broken down into several 
individual packages (the tables themselves) each of 
which can be examined for consistency. This break
down aids in bringing errors to light and points out 
potential opportunities for standardization. 

Another major advantage is that changes can 
readily be incorporated into the system promoting 
increased accuracy in control systems. Some present 
day methods of operation are so cumbersome that 
many changes are not incorporated because the im
p! em entation cost i s more than could be justified by 
the improved ac,curacy. 

Operation Rate! Setup 
Code minute Ratetlnin. Go To 

1 $ . 02 
, 

$.015 Price Calculation 

2 . 025 .015 Price Calculation 

3 .03 .015 Price Calculation 

4 .035 .015 Price Calculation 

TABLE 4 
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GENERAL E LECTRlC COMPANY 

OPERATION PLANNlNG SHEET 

ABC Drawing 123 X Feb. 30, 1961 
Number Shop Order Number Quantity Schedule Date 

Operation Set-up 
Oper. Operation Description Work Time Time Total 

Number station (Minutes) (Minutes) Price 

I Get ~ O.D. ~High Arbor I 170 25 $3.775 

Get 5" 1.0. 7" 0 .0. S" Thick Collar 

stack 1 stacks 12 inches 

2 

Figure 2 

The biggest advantage however, and one which can 
be obtained only with the use of TABSOL 225, is that 
the functional specialist can now write, check and up
date the tables for direct input to the GE 225 computer. 
There is no longer any communication problem between 
analyst and programmer. 

With TABSOL 225 the planning specialist now needs 
only to develop the logic of the sy stem as direct input 
to the manufacturing planning operation. The manipula 
tion of numbers i s transferred from the planner to the 
computer which perfo rms these operations much more 
economically offering complete mechanization of rou
tine planning. 

The key to success, as webave seen, in these appli 
cations is a basic understandingofthe~cbehind de 
cisions . It is necessary to capture and define this logic 
if the planning system is to make decisions without the 
aid of the planning speciali st, on parts that were never 
physically produced before. The structure table repre
sents the most efficient and easily understood method 
for specifying the planning deci sion logic. 

A.2 TAB SOL in Qua lity Control 

The quality control operation of the manufacturing 
function is responsible for the assurance that the 
product being shipped to the customer conforms toa11 
engineering specifications. It is, therefore, the group 

that performs the necessary inspections, tests and re
liability studies to ensure the manufacture of a qualIty 
p roduct. 

In order to perform the inspection portion of the 
quality control operation, the Inspector must be pro
vided with the knowledge of whatto inspect, what equip
ment to use, how often to inspect, size of sample, etc. 

The structure table provides a convenient, econom
ical method for providi.ng the decis ion logic and T AB
SOL 225 makes the mechanization of this logic a fairly 
s imple process. 

Consider the requirements at an in-process inspec
tion station for bevel gears. The objective is to provide 
the inspector with sufficient information to completely 
appraise !he gear. 

Sufficient information may consist of: 

a) Inspection points 

b) Dimensional characteristic of each inspec
tion pomt 

c) Required inspection tools 

d) Tolerances permitted 

e) ClasSification of characteristics 
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Number of Teeth Oiametral Pitch Tooth Length Gear 0.0. 
Front Back 
Angle Angle Go to 

20 6 .650 3.5 51· 45· Table 2 

23 5.50 . 875 4.6 50· 45 " Table 2 

23 5.25 .950 4.7 49 · 45· Table 2 

25 5.00 1.000 5.2 49· 45" Table 2 

25 4.50 1. 500 6.1 49' 45· Table 2 

27 20 .25 1.4 48' 45· Table 2 

- - - - - - Table 100 

TABtE 1 Main Winding Number of Turns 

With this information in the bands of the inspector 
he will be able to perform the necessary operations to 
determine whether or not the product has been made to 
specifi cations. 

In the bevel gear example it i s necessary to inspect 
the tooth length, gear outSide diameter, the front 
angle and the back angle. The actual dimension for 
these characteristics is dependent upon the number of 
teeth and the diametral pitch of the gear. Table 1 
(above) can then be set up to provide the decision 
logic for this operation. 

The first line of the table says "if the number of 
teeth is 20 !!!!!!.!!the diametralpitcb i s 6 then the tooth 
length is .650 and the Gear O.D. is 3.5 and the front 
angle is 51 degrees and the back angle i s 45 degrees 
and Go to Table 2" . Proceeding to Table 2 the inspector 
is provi ded with the proper pinpoint micrometer size to 
check the tooth length of the particular gear. The tooth 
length was an output of the previous table. 

Pinpoint 
Tooth Length Micrometer Size Go To 

>0 !£1 1 inch Table 3 

> 1 ~2 2 inch Table 3 

> 2 ~3 II 3 inch Table 3 

TABLE 2 Main Winding Wire Diamete, 

This type of table is generally used to provide prop
er equipment selection for required dimensional 
checks in any quality control system. Now that the 
inspector bas been provided with the characteristics 
requiring measurement and the tools required to 
appraise that function he must also know the tolerances 
for each of the listed dimensions. 

The tolerance of the runout on the front angle is a 
function of the size of the outside diameter. The larger 
the O.D. the greater the tolerance. The actual allow
able tolerance is shown in Table 3. 

Gear 0.0. Front Angle Run Out Go to 

> 0 5,2 .0007 Table 4 

> 2 5,4 .0010 Table 4 

>4 ~6 .0011 Table 4 

> 6 ~8 . 0014 Table 4 

TABtE 3 Maoin Winding Wire Material 

Of course certain tolerances are fixed, Le., they are 
constant regardless of the dimension of the particular 
characteristic. These tolerances can be generated for 
any quality control operation as shown in TABLE 4. 
Since the conditions in TABLE 4 are also necessary for 
the classifi cation of characteristics, it can be utilized 
for this purpose as well. The classificationofcharac
teristics is necessary for !he proper utilization of 
sample size tables toward attainment of !he desired 
quality leveL 

Characteris t ic Tolerance Classification 

Tooth Length .01 Major 

Gear 0.0. .05 Major 

Front Angle O' 8' Major 

Ba.ck Angle I 1· 0' Minor 

TABLE 4 Main Winding Wire Specification 

The inspector is now able to perform the appraisal job 
for the bevel gear. For any: gear in production the 
!<Q!!Hluter,JlY. means of the structure table, will be able 
!Q...,generate the written data requir ed to adequately 
perform the appraiflal function. GE T ABSOL 225 makes 
the implementation of this typeofprogro.mfeasiblefor 
any quality control operation. 

Other potential applications within quality control 
which lend themselves particulariIy well to th.e struc
turing technique include Process Capability Tables, 
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Quality Time Standards determination, Acceptable 
Quality Level (AQL) determination, etc. A good 
quality control system will include all of these opera
tions in the process of measuring product quality. 

Some of the positive benefits that quality control op
erations obtain with the use of structure tables are: 

a) reduchon ID total quality cost - by providing a 
rapid and regenerative meanS for developing quality 
instructions. 

b) better product quality - due to the increased 
ability to provide specific, accurate and pertinent 
instructions to the shop for each manufacturing opera
tion. 

c) provides the quality plann,ng and process con
trol requirements automatically, through the use of 
a computer to shop operators, inspectors and testers. 

d) Improves manufacturing cycles by reducing 
production delays due to poor quality. 

e) provides a disciplined and automatic means for 
integrating the quali ty needs of a product line be 
tween engineering and manufacturing. 

SUMMARY 

Thus the application of TiU3S0L to two primary 
operations within the Manufacturing function has been 
described. There are others, IDMaterials,ShopOper
ations, etc. which are not described here, that offer 
equally great opportunity for improved operations and 
cost savings. 

Because of total system complexity the method used 
for organization of data must, of necessity, be versa
tile. The structure table t echnique by itself satisfies 
this requi rement. The fact that this same sy stem can 
be used as a direct input to the computer demonstrates 
the vast power of this new methodology. 

By USing the strucrurmg technique described here 
the Manufactunng Systems analyst has great oppor 
tunity to reduce cost and increase the ability of the 
Manufacturmg Section to deliver lugh quality products 
on time. The technique i s such that all of manufactur 
ing can be tied together into a smooth working unit 
with the decisions of each of the components falling 
into a flow patte rn. 

B. Design Engineer ing 

Much effort and progress in the utilization of the 
structure table technique has occurred in the engineer
ing function. Smce engmeenng design information is 
used extensively throughout Manufacturing and Finance 
it is desirable that documentation that can easily be 

us ed by these other operahonsbepr ovided. The struc
ture table thus provides a two (old benefit. For the 
finance man or manufacturing man we have acommu
nication technique whereby the engineer can be easily 
understood. Whereas in the past it may have appeared 
that design decisions were made strictly at random, 
it is now possible to communicate the long sought 
after logic behind the decision. With this new-found 
knowledge the Manufacturing and Finance people are 
able to offer positive recommendations to Engineering 
regarding the effects of engineering decisions on 
their operation. 

The second benefit is that the structure table en
ables a design engineer to see the entire scope o.f a 
component at any particular time. An entire group of 
structure tables can convey the data .for all compon
ents of all models. Since our new form of documenta
tion is more compact than the present drawi.ngs and 
parts lists, it is much easier to mantpulate information 
in the study of particular deSign problems. 

Consider the applications of structure tables to the 
design function. Most design decisions are determlned 
by: 

a) Customer ReqUirements 

b) Process Capability 

c) Cost 

d) Technology 

With this informatwn known the individual design engi. 
neers begin to design the product. The problem facing 
the engineer at each declslon step is whether or not 
he is using the optimum material at this POlDt or the 
optimum dimensional characteristics III light of wbat 
has been deSigned before. Proper deciSIOns at this 
point can reduce material costs, cycle ti me and labor 
costs, all of which are direct elements of manufactur
ing. What then is required is some means by which the 
design engineer can have this information available so 
that the best possible decision can be made. Design 
Structure Tables provide this flexibility as the logic 
behind the design dectsions are recorded When anew 
product of a particular product line is designed it can 
easily be incorporated into the present design struc
ture. The technique of designing an entire p roduct hne 
at one time rather than individually tends to provide 
a reduction in cost because of the ability to maintain 
consistency between products. For example, in one 
case a variety of thicknesses of sheet metal had been 
selected to make chaSSiS for electronic equipment. 
This variety inc luded fourteen different thicknesses 
whereas a subsequent engineering examination re
vealed that three could have served just as easily. 
These s ituations arise because the design engineer 
making the decision in many cases does not have 
readily avatlable the Information necessary to deter
mine the optimum characteristics. 
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Let us look at some design tables to see how struc
ture tables apply to this and other design engineering 
problems. Since we are now able to read the tables 
with greater ease and facility we shall go into a little 
more depth at this stage: 

ConsIder an Instrument Armature. The design 
engineer is required to specify the following items of 
information: 

a) Main Winding Wire Diameter 

b) Main Winding Number of Turns 

c) Main Winding Wire Material 

d) Main Winding Wire Specification 

e) Damper Winding Wire Diameter 

f) Shaft Body Length 

g) Shaft Body Diameter 

h) Shaft Body Material 

The input information that the engineer receives from 
Marketing is typically 

a) Type of Service AC or DC 

b) Rating - in AMPS, MICROAMPS, MILLlAMPS, 
MILLIVOLTS, VOLTS and WATTS 

With these items of information he sets out to provide 
the required design data. The first table is established 
to determine the Main Winding Wire Diameter. 

Reading the first line we ask: !! the type service is 
DC and if the rating units are microamps and if the 
unit rating valu.e i s greater than 180 and if the unit 
rating value is less than 450 then the wire diameter 
in mils (.001) i s 1.0 and go to Table 2. Note that the 
last row is designed such that if none of the previOUS 
conditions were satisfieti we proceed to Table 100 
which will follow the procedure required for a special 
instrument. Table 2 is a continuation of the same proc
ess but is designed to provide the number of turns in 
the main winding. 

All the deSign tables for the process of specifying 
the characteristics for the i.nstrument lioe are repro
duced here. From this set of table s it becomes obvious 
that consistency between models will be maintained. 
The reasons behind each of the decisions is clearly 
stated. 

Again take note that if none of the conditions are 
completely satisfied we proceed to Table 100 for han
dling of specials. 

Thus we see that the computer can go through the 
tables and give complete specifications for almost all 
instruments. Those that are special (not provided for 
in th.e tables) go to the design specialists who, depend
ing upon his analysis of the situation, decides ~hether 
or not to expand the tables for their provision. The 
tables, therefore, are not taking any decisions away 
from the design engin.eer. Indeed, they are only a 
structure of the logic for those decisions the engineer 
has already made. The design engineer is now free to 
devote all his time to the design problem of specials 
at which point the structure table tool is also a posi
tive aid. We have thus provided a method of operation 
for the design engineer which provides the advantages 
listed following Table 8. 

Service Rating Units Rating Value~ Rating Value < Wire Diameter in MILS Go to Table 

DC J.lA 180 450 1.0 2 

DC J.lA 450 900 1. 25 2 

DC MA 0.90 1. 80 1. 50 2 

DC MA 1.80 4.50 2.0 2 

DC MA 4.50 9.20 2.5 2 

DC MA 9.20 13.50 3.0 2 

DC AMPS 0.8 66.0 8.0 2 

DC MY 45 330 8.0 2 

DC VOLTS 0.9 300 2.0 2 

DC VOLTS 300 1100 1.5 2 

AC WATTS --- --- 2.0 2 

AC VOLTS --- --- 2.0 2 

-- -- --- --- --- 100 

TABLE 1 M.in Winding Wire Diameter 
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Service Rating Units Rating Value ~ Rating Value < Number of Turns Go to Table 

DC MA 0.18 13.5 300/ 1 3 

DC MA 13.5 18 . 0 26 3 

DC MA 18.0 23.0 15 3 

DC AMPS 0.023 66.0 13 3 

DC VOLTS 0.9 300 60 3 

DC VOLTS 300 1100 120 3 

DC MY 45 150 26 3 

DC MY 150 330 13 3 

AC WATTS -- - --- 230 3 

AC VOLTS --- --- 230 3 

-- -- --- --- -- - 100 

TABLE 2 Main Winding Number of Turns 

Service Rating Units Rating Value 2- Rating Value < Wire Mater ial Go toTable 

DC MA I 0.18 13. 5 Copper 4 

DC AMPS 0.0135 66 Aluminum 4 

DC MY 45 330 Aluminum 4 

DC VOLTS 0.9 1100 Copper 4 

AC WATTS --- --- Copper 4 

AC VOLTS --- --- Copper 4 

TABLE 3 Main Winding Wire Material 

Service Rating Units Rating Value~ Rating Value < Wire Specification Go to Table 

DC MA 180 220 B50W133C 5 

DC MA 0. 22 13. 5 B50W133B 5 

DC AMPS 0.0135 66 B50W217 5 

DC MV 45 330 B5OW 217 5 

DC VOLTS 0.9 1100 B50W133B 5 

AC -- -- -- B50W133B 5 

TABLE 4 Main Winding Wire Spedfication 
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Service Rating Units Rating Value ~ Rating Value < Wire Diameter in MILS Go to Table 

DC MA 180 220 3.0 6 

DC MA 220 450 4.0 6 

DC AMPS 0.00045 66 8.0 6 

DC MY 4.5 330 I 8.0 6 

DC VOLTS 0.9 1100 8.0 6 

AC --- -- -- NONE 6 

TABLE 5 Damper Winding Wire Diameter 

Length Go to 
Service Rating Units (Inches) Table 

DC -- 2.121 7 

AC AMPS 1.979 7 

AC VOLTS 1. 979 7 

AC WATTS 3.981 7 

TABLE 6 Shaft Body Lenglh 

Service Diameter Go to Table 

DC 0.0061 8 

AC 0.072 8 

TABLE 7 Shaft Body Diameler 

Service Material Go to 

DC Aluminum End Routine 

AC Bron:l,e End Routine 

TABLE 8 Shaft Body Malerial 

a} Structure tables are easy to read and under
stand 

b) The design logic is presented in a simple, 
straight forward manner. 

c) The tables become a useful information source. 

d) The table format shows the boundaries of the 
design and clearly points outincompleteness or 
inconsistency. 

e) The tables can be a direct input to manufactur
Lng in an integrated system. 

f) Structure tables are easily solved by the GE225 
computer. 

C. Finance 

Now that we have explored the potential of struc
ture tables in design engineering and manufacturing we 
can consider expanding the system to include product 
costing. The major requirement for this development 
i s that manufacturing, engineering and finance must 
work in a completely integrated fashion so that all 
necessary financial data is obtained or generated at 
the most logical point in the system. 

To provide some understanding of the methodS used 
to develop the cost of a product, the present method 
shall be described before the newmeth.odis developed 

Model lists, material lists and drawings are ob
tained from engineering. The Finance Section makes up 
a separate cost card for each part, assembly and model 
and enters the folloWing data on the cost cards: 

a) Dimensions or weight of material 

b) Material Specification 

c) Quantity of parts 

d) Name of part, assembly or model 

Finance then obtains from Manufacturing the opera
tional planni.ng cards and adds more Information to 
the cost cards, namely. 

a) Time value or price of each labor operation 

b) Job rate 

c) Sequence of operations 
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The standard labor values and standard material 
values are then calculated for each part and they are 
s ummed and entered on the cost cards. These steps 
are repeated until the standard cost of each part, 
assembly and model is determined. These cost cards 
are used for obtaining the standard direct material 
and the standard direct labor values of a completed or 
partially completed part or assembly . These data are 
required in order to obtain: 

a) Cost of production 

b) Cost of Shipments 

c) Cost of Scrap 

d) Cost of inventory 

It is apparent from a systems point ofview that the 
present method is based on the file reference technique 
rather than on the regeneration concept. 

If structure tables were used to generate product 
costs, the computer would go through the following 
steps to determine the cost of a model. 

a) The parts characteristics, which are output 
from the engineering structure tables are input to the 
Finance Structure Tables. These characteristics de
termine the cost values that will be obtained for a 
particular part or assembly upon the solution of the 
cost structure tables. 

b) After the proper cost value is obtained for the 
specified parts characteristics it is temporarily stored 
in memory until all of the cost tables have been solved. 
When the model costs are calculated the parts cost 
will thus be available. 

c) A series of structure tables will then be used 
to build up the costs in the proper order for the par 
ticular models. 

An example may be in order at this point to illus
trate the types of structure tables that would be used 
to calculate the direct material cost and direct labor 
cost of a sample product. 

In our example take note of the fact that the inputs 
to the cost structure tables are outputs from Manufac
turing and Engineering. 

The first table will be one in which the cos t per 
hundred pounds of material is determined. 

Thus if the material speCification i s B50W70 and the 
wire diameter i s 2 MILS then the cost per hundred 
pounds is $150. 00 and we go to Table 2 to determine 
the material weight per hundred coils. Note that Table 
2 requires a knowledge of the number of turns in the 
coil, which is also an output from the design structur e 
tables. 

Material Wire Diameter Cost per Go to 
Specification (MILs) C Lbs . Table 

B50W'70 2 $150.00 2 

B50W'70 4 $120.00 2 

B50W'70 6 $100.00 2 

B50W200 8 $ 95.00 2 

TABLE 1 Material Cost Table 

Kind of Go to 
Material Material Weight per C Coils Table 

B50W70 Turns x (Diam)2 x . 000082 Cost 
Formula 

B50W200 Turns x (Diam)2 x .000025 Cost 
Formula 

Material Cost ; Cost per Hundred Pounds x Weight 
per C Coils 

TABLE 2 

Note that the cost formula is not in tabular form as 
there would be no need for it in the computer program 
since it is the same for all materials, shapes or form. 

The direct labor costs are generated in th.e same 
manner as the material costs were developed. Note 
that inputs to these tables are outputs from manuIac 
turing and engineering design structures. 

Number of Turns Allowed Time in Seconds Operator Class Go to Table 

> 0 < 15 15 1 4 

~ 15 < 100 40 2 4 

~ 100 150 + ..r no. of turns 2 4 

TABLE 3 
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Operator Job Rate 
Class ($ per second) Go to 

1 .030 LABOR FORMULA 

2 .040 LABOR FORMULA 

3 .050 LABOR FORMULA 

Labor CostiC = Time Allowed x Cost/Second x 100 

TABLE 4 

These tables serve as an illustration of the method 
by which an automatic costing system would be de
vised. Greater potential is obtained, of course, if the 
systems philosophy is extended to inclUde the Engi
neering and Manufacturing functions. 

This new structuring concept will result in a better 
understanding, by the cost people, of product design 
logic and methods of manufacture. It will enable them 
to obtain: 

a) More effective cost analysis 

b) Better cost information for decision making 
purposes 

c) Simplified costing procedures 

The financial area is one that probably offers the 
greatest opportunity and potential for economies and 
cost reduction. With a forward thinking systems group, 
T ABSOL, and the powerful GE 225 computer these 
breakthroughs can be realities in the immediate future. 
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V. TABSOl & GECOM 

The culmination of the General Electric Company's 
progress in the use of TABSOL came in the union of 
TABSOL and GECOM. This development servedtore
lease the full power of the structure table. 

Let us consider an example to develop an insight 
into the manner in which TABSOL is used in the Gen
eral Compiler. The problem is to search a master 
employee file (recorded on magnetic tape) to determine 
the number of male employees who fall into the follow
ing lob c,ategories: 

Experience 
Job Level (Years) 

6 2 
7 S 
8 More than S 
9 More than 4 

10 More than 4 

Title 

Programmer 
Programmer or Analyst 
Analyst 
Analyst or Sr. Analyst 
Sr. Analyst 

For each employee we find having these qualifications, 
we are to write his department number, name, title, 
level and experience on the computer's typewriter. 
At the end of the run the total for each category is 
also typed on the typewriter. 

The core 01 this problem is the decision that must 
be made on the information stored in the records of 
the master file. These deciSiOns are conveniently ex
pressed above in narrative form. With only minor 
alteration, this form becomes the program statement 
of our problem. The table and sentences are punched 
into 80 column cards exactly as they appear in Figure 
1. When this is done they may be given directly to the 
compiler for processing. 

As illustrated in our example, General Compiler 
sentences may be used to support the logic of the 
table. These sentences accomplish the folloWing: 

OPEN - Sequence Number 10 - Declares that the 
MASTER-FlLE is input and validates its tape 
labels. 

READ - Sequence Number 15 - Delivers the next 
record from the MASTER- FILE and tests for an 
end-of_file sentineL When this sentinel is detected, 
sequential program execution is interrupted, and 
control passes to the portion of the program laheled 
END-RUN. 

IF - Sequence Number 20 _ Ehminates those data 
records which contaln information about female 
employees. 

EXPERIENCE - Sequence Number 25 - Calculates 
the employee' s total experience and assigns the 
value to the field named EXPERIENCE. 

The word TABLE informs the compUerthatitmust 
process a decision table; EXAMPLE is a name or 
label which was given to the table. The siZe of the table 
is stated next by giving the number of conditions, 
actions and rows contained in the table. This informa
tion is used only by the compiler and is not executed 
by the compiled program. 

Table execution begins at row I (sequence number 
40). Using our narrative definition of a table, Row 1 is 
interpreted as follows: "IF the lob LEVEL field equals 
(EQ) 6 AND the EXPERIENCE field equals (EQ) 2 years 
AND the employee's title is PROGRAMMER THEN 
asSign the value I to the subscript I; GO TO the part of 
the program having the label TYPE-OUT. " 

U one of these conditions cannot be satisfied, row 2 
is evaluated starting again with th,e left-most con
dition. Sequential execution of the rows continues until 
either all conditions in a given row are satisfied or 
all rows are. exhaUSted. When the latter situation 
occurs, the sentence immediately following the table 
is executed. Proceeding from here, the sentences in 
our example accomplish the following: 

GO - Sequence Number 65 - Interrupts sequential 
program execution and passes control to the part 
of the program labeled GET-RECORD. 

WRITE - Sequence Number 70 - Writes the current 
contents of the DEPARTMENT, NAME, TITLE, 
LEVEL and EXPERIENCE fields on the computer's 
typewriter. 

TOTAL (I) = TOTAL (1) + I-Sequence Number 75 -
Increments the counter by one. 

GO - Sequence Number 80 - Passes control to the 
part of the program labeled GET-REOORD. 

CLOSE - Sequence Number 85 - Rewinds the MAS
TER - FILE and performs the file's closing con
ventions. 

WRITE - Sequence Number 90 - Writes totals for 
each category on the typewriter. 

STOP - Sequence Number 95 - Terminates proces
Sing and writes th.e word END-RUN on the type
writer. 
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By General Compiler standards this example rep
r esents relatively s imple conditions and actions. In 
formulating these entries, the programmer may take 
full advantage of the compiler's capabilities. 

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show how the manufacturing 
p1anning tables developed in Section IV -A would appear 
in the GECOM format. 

For more detailed explanations of the conventions 
and manner in which conditions and actions may be 
formed and entered in tables as well as a detailed 

explanation of the General Compiler, refer to the fol 
lowing Computer Dept. publications. 

a) TABSOL 225 - Reference Manual 

b) General Compiler Manual - 225 

Keep in mind the relative ease with which the table 
was entered for the computer operation. There was 
no translation process from the System Analyst ' s 
language to the computer language. The fantastic 
power is that functional specialists can now write 
tables directly for computer entry' 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

Examples of the application of TABSOL applied to 
manufacturing, engineering and financial problems 
were presented to illustrate the power and scope of 
the structure table concept. 

The fields discussed are by no means the extent of 
potential application - T ABSOL may be applied to all 
functional operations. In manufacturing, in addition to 
Quality Control and Operation Planning previously dis
cussed, we can structure: 

a) the decision logic for lDventory control including 
the ABC inventory tecbruques. 

b) production scheduling and dispatching With 
many variables and decision requirements. 

c) shipping and traffic control to determine pre
ferred shipping instructions depending on cost, time 
and urgency. 

In Marketing, structure tables have been used to 
formulate propoSitions. Such tables show the relation 
between market requirements and resulting engineer
ing deciSions, together with estimated cost. In proc
essing these tables, the cost is accumulated as the 
engineering proceeds from table to table, resulting 
in a final set of specifications for the proposition and 
the estimated total cost .. 

A proven result of the application of structure tables 
to the business decision process is the advantage of 
providing a clear understanding of the interraction of 
the complex forces in every -day business life. 

There are many other benefits derived from learn
ing, analyzing, formulating, and recording the decision 
logic for a structure table application including the 
following: 

a) Structure tables force a logical step by step 
analysis of the decision. 

b) Structure tables force consideration of all 
logical alternatives. 

cJ Structure tables are easily understood and thus 
form an excellent basis for communication between 
functional specialists and systems analysts. 

d) Structure tables can be written by the functional 
specialist for direct input to the GE 225 computer 
without having to go through the computer programmer, 
thus reducing computer application costs. 

eJ Structure tables are easy to maintain., and a 
system may be easily revised by changing a single 
value in a single table. In SOme manual systems 
inaccuracy is tolerated due to the expense of up
dated files. This inaccuracy is no longer necessary. 

f) The GE 225 electronic computer offers unsur
passed accuracy, ability and economy in the process
ing of structure table logic. 

The greatest potential of this new language concept 
lies in our ability to apply it toward the development 
of a completely integrated business sy stem. The enor
mous number of daily, routine decisions made by 
trained and talented personnel are now Wlthin the range 
of mechanization. 

The task of completely structuring this logic is the 
challenge facing our computer users today. When this 
challenge is met we can truly expect to see a com
pletely automatic business system. An automatic sys
tem to take an order received as input and transfer it 
to a finished product as output, without manual inter
vention will be the normal business practice. TABSOL 
is the key to this tremendous progress and the GE 225 
Electronic Data ProceSSing System is todays answer to 
the challenges it offers. 
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